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ABSTRACT 

This is a comprehensive critical and theatrical 

study of the nineteen plays of Susanna Centlivre (1669

1723). After an initial chapter that examines the work of 

three women dramatists active in the years 1695-1700, the 

seven following chapters are each devoted to between one 

and four of r'~rs. Centlivre's plays. The order of treatment 

is chronological, but rrost space is alloted to the three 

wajor plays, The Busie Body (1709), The Wonder (1714-), and 

A Bold Stroke for~ Wife (1718). Literary concerns such as 

plot, structure, and character are considered, as well as 

theatrical qualities such as pace, timing, and tension. 

No uniformity of treatr,ent is attempted, however, and 

such aspects of each play are discussed as seem ~ost 

appropriate. 

New prirr.ary material includes the manuscript epilogues 

for a private performance of The Garr:ester; the original 

receipt for Curll's payments to I·~rs. Centlivre; the Advice 

from Parnassus; and the prompt-books of The Wonder. But 

more significant than this new material is the study's 

theatrical ~mphasis: its analysis of particular scenes to 

bring out their theatrical qualities, and the reconstruction 

of the staging of The Busie Body and fi1ar-Plot (1710). 

The study's conclusion recognises the essentially 
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theatrical nature of Mrs. Centlivre's dramatic art, and 

reconstructs the "typical" Centlivre play from exaJiples 

drawn from her most characteristic COI:ledies. Gverall, the 

study combines critical enquiry into the "art 11 of a 

dramatist's oeuvre ·with a historical investigation of its 

theatrical environment. 
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PREFACE 

This study approaches Mrs. Centlivre's plays from 

three interrelated points of view: historical, critical, 

and theatrical. :Vy thesis is implicit in my title: that 

as well as being a professional dramatist, Mrs. Centlivre 

had a "dramatic art". 

Scholarly study of Mrs. Centlivre began in the 

early ;years of this century with several dissertations by 

German scholars on the sources and literary relationships 

of her plays. These were not followed by any work of 

synthesis or larger scope, and it was left to an American, 

John Wilson Bowyer, to attempt a comprehensive study of 

her life and works. His Harvard thesis was completed in 

1928, although the book which finally emerged, The 

Celebrated Mrs. Centlivre, was not published until 1952. 

Bowyer's book assembles almost all the relevant references 

and allusions, and it remains the essential starting-point 

for any study of i"'1rs. Centlivre. For all its thoroughness, 

however, Bowyer's work is disappointing from a critical 

point of view, and he hardly discusses the plays in 

theatrical terms at all. Bowyer too rarely moves beyond 

plot summary, and draws few inferences from the wealth of 

his assembled facts. 
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This situation has been partially remedied by three 

recent theses. Thalia Stathas has edited Lrs. Centlivre's 

three major plays, and her edition of one of them (A Bold 

Stroke for~ Wife) has been published in the Regents' 

Restoration Drama Series. Henry ten Hoor's thesis is a 

study of seven of Lrs. Centlivre's plays, and Terrence 

Burke examines A Bold Stroke. Apart from incidental 

references in general studies, the only recent published 

criticism of Lrs. Gentlivre is an article by Robert 

Strozier in Discourse (1964). Thus there still seems to be 

a place for a study that is at once critical and 

comprehensive. 

The particular emphasis of this study is on Nrs. 

Centlivre's plays as works of the theatre. In my view, no 

previous critic has given this aspect of her work sufficient 

attention. I analyse particular scenes in order to bring 

out their theatrical quality, and I look at Mrs. 

Centlivre's plays in terms of pace and tension as well as 

plot and character. The methods that I apply, particularly 

in the close analysis of stage directions, to reconstruct 

the staging of The Busie Body and Mar-Plot, have been used 

for plays of the restoration and earlier, but not, so far 

as I am aware, for plays of this period. This is something 

that I hope to be able to take further in a subsequent 

study. 
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The primary reaterial that is presented here for 

the first time includes the manuscript epilogues to The 

Gamester, discussed in chapter III; the original receipt 

for Curll's payn:ents to .Mrs. Centlivre, with her signature, 

mentioned in chapters VI and VIII; the Advice from 

Parnassus, discussed in chapter VIII; and the prompt-books 

of ~ Wonder, which are the subject of the appendix. 

Specific scholarly debts are recorded below, but 

here I would like to rwention Richard Southern's Changeable 

Scenery (1952), which sti~ulated my investigation of the 

staging of rv:rs. Centlivre Is plays' thus opening up a whole 

new line of enquiry. 

All ~uotations preserve the spelling and 

punctuation of the original, with the following exceptions. 

Obvious misprints (turned letters, wrong fount) are 

silently corrected. The long s is not reproduced. In 

quoting material (such as dedications, prologues, stage 

directions) printed in italic with roman used for emphasis, 

I have transposed the whole into roman and underlined for 

emphasis. In quoting dialogue, I have expanded and 

regularised speech prefixes, placing them on separate 

lines; stage directions from the original are placed in 

parentheses, and my additions are enclosed in brackets. 

Except where otherwise stated, all ouotations 
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from Mrs. Centlivre's plays are from the first editions, 

to which 9age references refer. With other contemporary 

plays, I have similarly quoted from the first editions, 

except where there is a modern edition available. In order 

to reduce foot-notes to a minimum, short references are 

incorporated into the text wherever possible. Full details 

of editions used will be found in the bibliography. The 

following works are cited very frequently, and they are 

referred to throughout simply by author's name and page: 

Bowyer John Wilson Bowyer, The Celebrated krs. 
Centlivre (Duke University Press~52). 

Norton J. E. Norton, 11 Some Uncollected Authors, 
XIV: Susanna Centlivre 11 

, Book Collector, 
VI (1957), 172-78, 280-85-:--

yan Lennep The London Stage, 1660-1800, ed. William 
Avery van Lennep, Emmett L. Avery, Arthur H. 
Scouten Scouten, George W. Stone, and Charles 
Stone B. Hogan, 5 pts in 11 vols (Southern 
Hogan Illinois Univ. Press, 1960-68). Since 

each part is paged continuously, Avery, 
p. 58, serves as a reference. 

~ost of the research for this study was carried 

out at the I·=c¥iaster University Library and the University 

of Queensland Library. I am grateful to t-~cEaster University 

for travel grants which enabled me to visit the New York 

Public Library, the British Library, the Bodleian Library, 

and the library of Christ Church, Oxford. 

It is a pleasure to record more personal debts to 

~y supervisor, Dr. Antony Hammond, for his advice, 

encouragement, and scholarly example; and to my wife for 
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entering into the spirit of Mrs. Centlivre and drawing the 

diagrams on p. 114. 
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I 

"THE VACALT TLIROHE" 

Crinda, and the Fair Astrea gone, 
l~ot one was found to fill the Vacant Throne: 
~~spiring Nan had quite regain' d the Sway, 
Again had Taught us humbly to Obey; 
'l'ill you (Natures third start in favour of our Kind) 
,dth stronger .h.rms, their Empire have disjoyn'd, 
~illd snatcht a .uai,,rrel which they thought their Pri'Te, 
Thus Conqu 'ror, with your \dt, as with your ..Cyes • 

.c,either Mary Manley, who wrote these lines, nor 

Catherine 'l1rotter, to whom they were addressed, proved the 

real successor to Astrea's "Vacant Throne". But the 

interregnum bet1·.reen the death of 1,rs • .Dehn in 16[::;9 and 

the emergence of I'1rs. Centlivre in 1700 makes a fitting 

prologue to a study of the latter's plays. l'lary i.anley, 

Catherine Trotter, and Ilary Pix, the wo1°en who were active 

in the theatre during these years, achieved neither 

lasting fame nor notoriety. But a consideration of their 

careers helps set the scene for a study of Hrs. Centlivre, 

not because their plays provided her with inspiration, 

but because the circumstances in which they were produced 

(deduced from prologues and epilogues, prefaces and 

dedications, and contemporary allusions) offer revealing 

insights into the workings of the anti-feminine prejudice 

of v-rhich I'1rs. Centlivre, in her early career, complains. 

1Lrs. Ilanley, commendatory verses prefaced to 
Agnes de Castro (1696). 
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The actual plays of these women are not ren1arkable, either 

in themselves, or as being identifiably feminine or 

feminist. 

Aphra Behn was the first woman to make an important 

contribution to English drama. I1rs. Behn was a frankly 

commercial playwright who wrote for the public taste and 

usually accepted its verdict on her work. If the public 

wanted bawdy, she supplied it. Bhe did not seek, or need, 

special treatment on account of being a woman. That she 

wrote like her male contemporaries is confirmed by the 

plays that are disputed between them. 2 Occasionally, 

hovrever, I _rs. Behn complained of anti-feminine prejudice. 

A notable example is the epilo~ue to i..)ir Patient Fancy 

(1678), in which she asks: 

11hat has poor i/oraan done, that she must be 
Debarr'd from Sense, and ~acred Poetry? 
• • • ••••••• pray tell me then, ~ 
'l"ihy women shoulc not write as well as ~=en.-' 

Not all of .hrs. Behn's contemporaries would have accepted 

this as a rhetorical question. The case for the opposition 

is put, if hardly argued, by Critick in the Comparison 

between the Two Stages ( 1702): "\that a Pox have the Women 

to do with the Iiuses? I grant you the Poets call the I~ine 

2Mrs. Behn's authorship of The Debauchee and 
The Revenge has been disputed, the latter with Betterton. 

3works, ed. hontague .Summers (1915), IV, 115-116. 
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Muses by the Names of \Jomen, but why so 'i not because the 

Sex had anything to do with Poetry, but because in that 

Sex they're much fitter for prostitution1 4 This prejudice• 

against women as writers lingered on through hrs. 

Centlivre's career. The portrait of Phoebe Clinket in 

Three Hours after Larriage (1717~ shows an authoress 

censured because "instead of puddings she makes 

pastorals".5 Phoebe Clinket has been identified as a 

satirical portrait of hrs. Centlivre, although this has 

beer.i. disputed. 6 

By showing that a woman could compete on terms 

of equality in what had been a man's world, Mrs. Behn did 

the feruinist cause a great service. In her Essay in 

Defence of the Female Sex (1696), Mary Astell recognised 

this when she offered as models of feminine excellence 

"the noble examples of the deservedly celebrated Mrs. 

Philips, and the incomperable Lrs. Behn".7 It may be 

4c .omparison, ed. s. B. Wells (1942), p. 17 

5rn Burlesque Pl)ys of tne Eighteenth Century, 
ed. Simon Trussler (1969 , p. 100. 

6George Sherburn, "The Fortunes and l\isfortunes 
of Three Hours after Larriage", Ifodern Philology, XXXIV 
(1926-27), 91-109, makes the identification, although it 
is disputed by Bowyer, pp. 194-206. 

7Essay, p. 56. The authorship of the ~s)ay is in 
doubt: see J!'lorence M. Smith, Hary Astell (1916 , pp. 
173-182. 
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wrong to read into "deservedly Celebrated" a hint of 

moral approbation, but it was certainly unfortunate that 

Katherine Philips became the type of the poetess, and 

~phra Jehn the type of the woman dramatist. For the 

bawdiness of her plays, although not exceptional for the 

period, and the looseness of her personal life, made it 

a disreputable type. John Duncombe, while celebrating the 

female pen, excepted some of the best-known women writers 

in these words: 

The modest Muse a veil with pity throws 
O'er Vice's friends and Virtue's female foes; 
Abash'd she views the bold unblushing mien 
Of modern *Manley, Centlivre, and Behn; 

*The first of these wrote the scandalous memoirs 
call'd Atalantis, and the8other two are notorious for the 
indecency of their plays. 

This is unfair, for neither llrs. Behn nor Iirs. Gentlivre 

exceeded their contemporaries in bawdiness. Certainly none 

of the latter's plays approach Three Hours after Larriage 

in this respect. 

hrs. Centlivre's reputation for personal and 

dramatic indecency was largely undeserved. It really began 

with the "biographies" published after her death. In what 

is really an obituary notice, Abel Doyer, who had known 

l'~rs. Centlivre as early as 1700, speaks of "several gay 

Adventures (over which we shall draw a Veil)". 9 John 

8·:rr1e -e'er:1iniad (1754), pp. 11-;--15. 

9,I'he Political State of Great Britain, XXVI 
(1723), 671. 
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Lottley, who had also kno\m Lrs. Centlivre personally, was 

less reticent. :::::n his account we find her cohabiting with 

Anthony Ha;::nond, "married, or something like it 11 to a l"lr • 

.:b,ox, who was himself "succeeded in her Affections 11 by a 

Nr. Carro1. 10 In the published letters between hrs. 

Centlivre and Farquhar, there is mentioned a man called 

Ustick, and in her marriage licence she is described as 

11"Carrol als Ra1:kins 11 Of all these relationships, only• 

the marriage to Joseph Centlivre in 1707 is certainly 

regular. :Jut some at least of the 11 gay ~idventures" are 

probably apocryphal. I1ottley introduces his account of 

the Ha ~Jond episode with the disclaimer "if we may give 

Credit to some private Stories concerning her" (p. 185). 

True or not, iiottley's anecdotes passed into theatrical 

history and helped tarnish the reputation of women 

dramatists. Not that all the women who wrote plays had 

dubious reputations: only the most successful. 

Lrs. Jehn had no iLunediate successors. It was not 

until 1605 that another play by a wo:rian was ~:iroduced in 

10A List of All the English Dramatic Authors, 
appended to dcanderbeg (1747), pp. 135-138. 

11Bowyer, pp. 92-93. Dowyer's credulous attitude 
to the early biographies should be corrected by the sane 
attitude of James Gutherland, rrThe Progress of Zrror: 
11rs. Gentlivre and the Biographers", Review of -2nglish 
Studies, AVII (1942), 167-122. 
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London. 'rhis was She Ventures and He 'Wins, a comedy 

performed at Lincon's Inn Fields about September 1695 

(Van Lennep, p. 452). The anonymous authoress, who signs 

herself "Ariadne", apologises in her preface for "an 

infinite NUIJber of Faults" which she candidly admits she 

is "not able to mend". Ariadne's is no "bold unblushing 

mien". 8he continues with the modest disclaimer that: 

"I believe the best Apology I can make for my ,3elf and 

Play, is, that 'tis the Error of a weak \,./oman' s Pen, one 

altogether unlearn'd, ignorant of any, but her 

I-.i.other-Toncue, and very far from being a perfect Lis tress 

of that too." This assumption that the lack of a classical 

education was a real handicap for an authoress was not 

shared by all the women of the time. Mary nstell makes 

this shrewd observation: "I have often thought that the 

not teaching ~/omen Latin and Greek, was an advantage to 

them, if it were rightly consider'd, and might be improv'd 

to a great heigth." (Essay, p. 57). She argues that the 

time saved on the classics could usefully be spent on the 

study of English language and literature. This attitude to 

the lumber of classical learning is well ahead of its time. 

"1-1.riadne" was not long alone. Agnes de Castro, a 

tragedy, was produced at Drury ~ane about December 1695, 

and published the following month as "written by a Young 

Iiady" (Van Lennep, p. 455). Unlike Ariadne, this "Young 

Lady" later dropped her anonymity, and we know that -~gnes 
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was by Catherine Trotter. The tone of the play's prologue 

and epilogue is close to Ariadne's. The prologue pleads: 

She's Dead, if Try'd by strict Poetick Laws; 
But !'Ien of Honour can't refuse a ;,foman' s Cause. 

But a quite different note was struck in the verses "To 

the Author" which were prefixed to the printed text of 

the play, and signed (significantly, since the play itself 

was anonymous) by Mrs. Manley. These were quoted at the 

beginning of this chapter: 

Orinda, and the Fair Astrea gone, 
Not one was found to fill the Vacant Throne: 

In these verses r:rs. Manley breathes the defiant spirit of 

I'lrs. Behn, not the modest apologetics of Ariadne and 

Catherine Trotter. Nor was Mrs. Manley content long to be 

a spectator of the battle: she promised, in the same 

verses, that "Fired by the bold Example" of Agnes, she 

would join it. 

Eefore lirs. l"'lanley could translate this promise 

into a play, Mrs. Behn's The Younger Brother, revised by 

Gildon, was produced (in February 1696) at Drury Lane 

(Van Lennep, p. 459). In the dedication to the printed 

edition, Gildon complains of the "unjust Sentence this 

play met with before very partial Judges". Contrasting 

this with the favourable reception generally accorded 

Behn's earlier plays, Gildon concludes "that I may 

reasonably impute its miscarriage to some Faction that 

was made against it, which indeed was very Evident on the 
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First day", and even more so on the third.12 It is not 

clear from Gildon's remarks whether he, or Mrs. Behn, was 

the object of this opposition. r-:rs. Manley's provocative 

verses had been published in Agnes de Castro the month 

before The Younger Brother was produced, and they may 

have engendered a spirit of opposition to plays by women. 

A clearer case is Lrs. Eanley's own play, The Lost 

Lover, produced at Drury Lane about March 1696 (Van Lennep, 

pp. 459-460). In the prologue she expresses a hope that 

the critics will "scorn to Arm against a Worthless Foe 11 
, 

but the tone of the preface, written after the play had 

been damned, is much closer to that of her earlier verses 

to t1:rs. Trotter. It begins conventionally enough: only "the 

flattery of my Friends" persuaded her to allow the play to 

be performed, so she was not surprised by its 11 little 

success". She soon starts a bill of complaints, however: 

"The better half was cut ••• I am now convinc'd Writing 

for the Stage is no way proper for a Woman, to whom all 

.Advantages but meer Nature, are refused." :Fiost important 

is her charge that "the bare Name of being a Woman's Play 

damn'd it beyond its own want of Merit." ¥.;rs. Eanley's 

powerful sense of injured 11 want of rr:erit" was impotent 

against the town, but she vented her rage on the Drury Lane 

12r:,rs. Behn' s Works, IV, 316-317. 

http:third.12
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management. She had a second play already in rehearsal 

there, but she withdrew it and took it to Lincoln's Inn 

Fields, where it was performed in April or early Nay 1696. 

This was The Royal Mischief: later the same year Drury 

Lane took its revenge by burlesquing the play and its 

authoress in The Female Wits (see below, pp.11-13 ). 

The Royal Mischief met with greater success than 

The Lost Lover. In the Comparison between the Two Stages, 

Sullen grudgingly admits that it "made a shift to live 

half a dozen Days, and then expir'd" (ed. Wells, p. 20). 

Six days, however, was a respectable run at this time, and 

the Comparison's taunt that The Royal Mischief reached its 

sixth night with difficulty is perhaps no more than its 

usual curmudgeonliness. Reaction to the play was mixed, as 

is clear from Mrs. Manley's preface to the printed play, 

published early in June. These are some of her complaints: 

I shou'd not have given my self and the Town the trouble 
of a Preface if the aspersions of my Enemies had not made 
it necessary ••• The principal Objection made against 
this Tragedy is the warmth of it, as they are pleas'd to 
call it ••• as a Woman I thought it Policy to begin with 
the softest [passion] and which is easiest to our Sex • • • 
I shou'd think it but an indifferent Commendation to have 
it said she writes like a Woman ••• 

Mrs. Manley hoped that candid readers would agree that 

only "prejudice against our Sex" could have been the cause 

of the opposition. The warmth-- Lucyle Hook speaks of its 

"hot surging sex111 3 __ contrasts strongly with the frigid 

13Introduction to The Female Wits (1967), p. viii. 
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chastity of Agnes de Castro. 

Apart from its combative preface, The Royal 

Mischief was printed with no less than three sets of 

commendatory verses: by Mrs. Trotter, Mrs. Pix (a newcomer 

to the dramatic scene), and "an unknown Hand". Returning 

the favour that Mrs. Manley had done for Agnes de Castro, 

Mrs. Trotter used the same battle imagery: 

For us you've vanquisht, though the toyl was yours, 
You were our Champion, and the Glory ours. 

Mrs. Pix, shortly to enter the poetic lists herself, took 

a softer line, describing Mrs. Manley as: 

Like Sappho Charming, like Afra Eloquent, 
Like Chast Orinda, sweetly Innocent ••• 

The less truculent attitude of these verses is also 

characteristic of the preface, prologue, and epilogue to 

Mrs. Pix's own Ibrahim, produced at Drury Lane in May 1696 

(Van Lennep, p. 462). This was London's fourth play by a 

woman in as many months. In her preface, Mrs. Pix voices 

the fear that "those that will be so unkind to Criticize 

upon what falls from a Womans Pen, may soon find more 

faults than I am ever able to answer." This is what Ariadne 

had said in the preface to She Ventures and He Wins. Mrs. 

Pix's prologue appeals to the ladies to "protect one, 

harmless, modest play" and her epilogue disarmingly admits: 

The Author on her weakness, not her strength relies, 
And from your Justice to your Mercy flies. 

These defensive apologetics confirm the evidence of The 

Female Wits that Mrs. Pix was a less tempestuous 
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personality than Mrs. Manley, and the mental lightweight of 

the trio of poetesses. A second play by Mrs. Pix, this time 

a farce, The Spanish Wives, was produced at Dorset Garden 

about August 1696 (Van Lennep, p. 464), making the season 

of 1695-96 an annus mirabilis for the women dramatists, 

with seven plays presented at the London theatres. 

But the women were not to have it all their own way. 

An anonymous burlesque, The Female Wits: or, The Triumvirate 

of Poets at Rehearsal, was produced at Drury Lane about 

September 1696 (Van Lennep, p. 467). This play, which follows 

the pattern of The Rehearsal, compresses into dramatic form 

the events of the previous spring that led to Mrs. Manley's 

withdrawal of her tragedy from Drury Lane. Marsilia (Mrs. 

Manley) is joined at her lodgings by Mrs. Wellfed (Mrs. Pix) 

and Calista (Mrs. Trotter). After an exchange of strained 

compliments that barely conceals their mutual jealousy, 

they all repair to Drury Lane to attend a rehearsal of 

Marsilia's new play. The rehearsal (which ~arsilia 

constantly interrupts) exposes not only the absurdity and 

cheap theatricality of the play itself, but also the 

unlimited arrogance of its authoress. The Female Wits ends 

with Marsilia storming out, threatening never again to 

darken the doors of Drury Lane. The main satirical target 

of the play is l"lrs. Manley. The other two "wits" are 

treated lightly. Mrs. Wellfed's bulk and bibulousness, and 

Calista's vaunted classical erudition, are ridiculed, but 

they are given less obnoxious personalities than Mrs. 
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Manley. 

The Female Wits enjoyed a run of six nights (we are 

told in the preface), but it was not revived and not 

published until 1704. Unlike its obvious inspiration, The 

Rehearsal, it did not become a stock piece, and there are 

several good reasons for this. It is decidedly inferior to 

The Rehearsal, and its chief target, The Royal Mischief, 

was soon forgotten. llarsilia, unlike Bayes, could not 

become the type of the absurd poet, for in The Female Wits 

she is ridiculed as much as an arrogant woman as for 

writing bad plays. Playhouse politics and personalities 

also play a large part in The Female Wits. It is altogether 

too much of an occasional piece for it to have been updated 

and so outlive its original topicality. 

In fact, it is surprising that after failing to get 

into print in 1696, the play should eventually have been 

published in 1704, or at all. The unsigned preface describes 

the play as the work of a dead friend, who 11 writ for his 

own Diversion", and ascribes the delay in publication to 

this friend's reluctance to make his work public. This is 

dif~icult to accept: the prime motivation of the author of 

The Female Wits was to expose Mrs. Manley to public 

ridicule. Two possible reasons for publication in 1704 can 

be suggested: that it was prompted by party reasons, in 

order to help discredit Mrs. Manley, by then an active 

political propagandist, or that it acquired a posthumous 

topicality through renewed hostility to women as dramatists. 
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In her dedication to The Platonick Lady (1707), Mrs. 

Centlivre gives two examples of her own experience of such 

hostility in 1703 and 1705. 

The Female Wits shows considerable knowledge of 

back-stage affairs at Drury Lane: whoever was the actual 

author, its production represented the collective outrage 

of the actors at I1rs. Manley's treatment of them. Since it 

is obviously a biased source, its account of the mutual 

jealousies of the poetesses must be treated with caution. 

In The Adventures of Rivella (1714), her fictionalized 

scandalmongering) autobiography, Mrs. Manley smeared 

"Calista" as "most of Prude in her outward Professions, 

least of it in her inward Practice" (p. 66). Thomas Birch, 

in the life of Mrs. Trotter (by then Cockburn) prefixed to 

her posthumous Works (1751), explained the coolness between 

the two women, and Mrs. Manley's sneer in Rivella, thus: 

"the only provocation to it was the withdrawing herself from 

the slight acquaintance, which she once had with Mrs. Manley, 

on account of the licentiousness both of her writings and 

conduct" (I, xlvii-xlviii). It is obvious from Agnes de 

Castro and The Royal Mischief that the two women differed 

about what was proper to tragedy. 

Wider aspects of the question of women's role in 

society than the propriety of female dramatic authorship 

were much discussed in the 1690s. In his Essay £!!.Projects 

(1697), Defoe proposed an academy for women. Defoe's plan 

was less pietistic than Mary Astell's, for his ideal of 

(and 

and 
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was more practical than hers. For Defoe, the advantages of 

educating women, and thereforefitting them for less menial 

employments, were ecomonic: less talent would be wasted. 

Mary Astell had been primarily concerned to foster education 

for moral purposes. Obvious differences of social and 

economic and social class separate the two writers, but their 

assumption that women could lead more active mental lives 

was shared. In view of the currency of these ideas, it is 

disappointing that none of the women dramatists used their 

plays to present the new type of educated woman that they 

themselves aspired to be. Not until Mrs. Centlivre's The 

Basset-Table (1705) was the education of women used as a 

theme, and then it was only as a subordinate one. 

The presentation of The Female Wits at Drury Lane 

led, predictably, to the estrangement of the play's 

victims from that theatre: between June 1697 and March 1700 

all seven of the new plays by women were brought out at 

Lincoln's Inn Fields. Mrs. Hanley, indeed, wrote no new 

plays for ten years after The Female Wits: but it would be 

rash to sugs~;est that she had been laughed off the stage. 

She had, after all, a living to make, and her two plays had 

not been notably successful. But if The Female Wits did 

not silence its victims-- particularly not Mrs. Pix-- the 

flood tide of plays by women ebbed somewhat after its 

production: there was no repetition of the furious activity 

of 1695-96. 
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A new comedy by Mrs. Pix, The Innocent Mistress, 

was produced at Lincoln's Inn Fields about June 1697 (Van 

Lennep, p. 481). In the prologue (by r1otteux) there is an 

interesting allusion to the women's reputation for smut: 

a spectator is imagined as exclaiming "No bawdy, this can't 

be a 1,Joman' s Play". But this omission was apparently not 

to be imputed to l''.irs. Pix: the prologue assures us that a 

good deal had been cut out in production. Motteux also 

wrote the epilogue, which is conciliatory rather than 

defiant: 

you'll scorn to judge of Woman's wit; 
Tho' in Wit's Court the worst of Judges sit, 
Sure none dare try such puny Causes yet. 

A serious attempt to clean up the image of women as 

dramatists, a task thus begun facetiously by Notteux, can 

be seen in the prologue to another play, The Unnatural 

Mother. This anonymous play was produced in September or 

October 1697 (Van Lennep, p. 486); the prologue warns that: 

A woman now comes to reform the Stage, 
Who once has stood the Brunt of this unthinking Age; 

I'lrs. Trotter soon followed the lead of the "Young Lady" 

and "moralized her" song". In the dedication to her next 

play, The Fatal Friendship, produced at Lincoln's Inn 

Fields about May 1698, she reiterated the old complaint 

that "when a Woman appears in the World under any 

distinguishin':·: Character, she must expect to be the mark 

of ill Nature, but most one who seems desirous to recommend 

her Self by what the other Sex t~ink their peculiar 
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Prerogative". She struck a new note, however, in claiming 

that her play's "End is the most noble, to discourage Vice, 

and recommend a firm and unshaken Virtue". The influence of 

Collier is evident here. 

His Short View of the IIDTiorality and rrofaneness of 

the English Stage had been published in April 1698, and the 

introduction began with the assertion that 11 The business of 

Plays is to recoruend [sic] Virtue and discountenance Vice". 

Hrs. Trotter's echo of this formula was clearly intended to 

ally her with the reform movement, and Collier's influence 

can be seen in the other prefatory matter published with 

The Fatal Friendship. There are four sets of commendatory 

verses, three of them anonymous, and 1-irs. Eanley and l"Irs. 

Pix are notably absent. The writer of the third set of 

verses assures Mrs. Trotter that she has excelled both 

Orinda and Astrea, and that she has done so with "more 

just applause" because of her moral strain. The fourth set, 

by John Hue;hes, 14 is in a vein of greater hyperbole: Mrs. 

Trotter has outshone Camilla, who lives only in Virgil's 

lines, by immortalizing herself through her own writings: 

But you your i:)exes Champion are come forth 

To fight their ~uarrel, and assert their ,forth. 

Our 3alique Law of llit you have destroy'd, 

Establish'd Female Claim, and Triumph'd o'er our ?ride. 


Both writers praise Hrs. Trotter as a moral author, and 

advise her not to descend to comedy. 

14They are identified as his in Nrs. Cockburn's 
Works (1751), I, viii. 
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Hrs. Fix did not formally join the 11 reform 11 

movement yet, although in The Deceiver Deceived and 3 ueen 

Catherine she continued the smutless strain of her Innocent 

Eistress. But another quarrel was on her hands. In the 

dedication to The Deceiver Deceived, she charges that a 

claque was made against the play: "I look upon those that 

endeavoured to discountenance this play as Enemys to me". 

The opposition to the play takes on a more sinister 

significance as we read in the prologue thRt, before the 

play was acted, r-:rs. Pix had shown the play "To some, who, 

like true ,Jits, stol 't half away". The dedication contains 

no more than broad but dark hints: her "Foe" has "Printed 

so great a falsehood, it deserves no Answer". Her "Foe" 

was George ~owell, the actor (who appe2rs in propria 

persona in The Female Wits, where he is certainly shown 

as no friend to the female pen). His play The Imposture 

Defeated (which had been produced at Drury Lane about 

September 1697) was the one supposed to have been stolen 

from Mrs. Pix's manuscript (her play was finally brouf,ht 

out at Lincoln's Inn Fields about November 1697). In the 

preface to The Imoosture Defeated Powell gives a rather 

different account of events: he denies the charge of 

plagiarism, and claims that Mrs. lJix asked him to get The 

Deceiver Deceived acted at Drury Lane. He agreed to do 

this, but then for unexplained reasons r~rs. Fix 11very 

mannerly carry'd it to the other House". There seems to 
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be some justice in Virs. Pix's charge. In The Deceiver 

Deceived, Melito Bondi counterfeits blindness in order to 

avoid the expensive burden of being President of Dalmatia. 

In The Imposture Defeated, Hr. Bond (whose name is spelled 

"Bonde" in the drametis personae) similarily pretends he is 

blind, in order to avoid nomination as governor of 

Dalmatia. Mrs. Centlivre was to have a similar experience 

with Gibber over Love at !!. Venture (see below, pp. 78 -79). 

The next two seasons (1693-99 and 1699-1700) saw 

a further decline in the activities of tne women dramatists. 

Only hrs. Pix kept the flag flying. The prologue to The 

False Friend (Lincoln's Inn Fields, about May 1699; Van 

Lennep, p. 511) announced that she had joined the reformers: 

Amongst Reformers of this Vitious Age, 
:!ho think it Duty to Refine the Stage: 
A Woman, to Contribute, does Intend, 
In Hopes a Horal Play your Lives will M.end. 

Hrs. Pix must have hoped that her audience would not 

remember the prologue to The Innocent Mistress. 

Some of I'Irs. Behn's plays had been presented 

without alluding to the sex of the author, but her 

successors had more often asked for special treatment on 

the score of bein~ a woman. A change of tactic is evident 

in the atte::::ipt to conceal I·:rs. Pix' s authorship of The 

Beau Defeated (Lincoln's Inn Fields, about March 1700; Van 

Lennep, p. 526). Every opportunity is taken to suggest male 

authorship. The unsigned dedication (to t:'.:1e Duchess of 
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Bolton) speaks of "my Charmed Eyes being lately ble~s'd 

with the sight of you" and much more gallantry of the same 

kind. A similar deception marks the prologue: 

:Sut Hold-- there's something I was begg'd to say, 
In favour of our modest Authors Play. 
He hop'd you'd like ••• 

This trick was not immediately repeated, but it was used 

again several times in the years 1703-07, when six of 

l'Irs. Centlivre's plays appeared anonymously. 

In the spring of 1700, five years after I''lrs. 

hanley, in her prefactory verses to Agnes de Castro, had 

spoken of Astrea's "Vacant Throne", a worthy successor to 

Lrs. Behn had still to be found. In October 1700 the first 

play of Susanna Carrol (later Centlivre), The ?erjur'd 

Husband, was produced at Drury :Wane. The play itself is 

an indifferent tragedy, but its comic scenes were a portent 

of greater things to come. Hith ::J:lhe Gamester ( 1705) and 'J:lhe 

Busie Bodie (1709) she scored the Greatest popular 

successes by a woman since Hrs. Behn. 

r:rs. Centlivre had her fair share of failures, not 

all of them deserved, but she persevered while the other 

contenders dropped out of the race. hrs Pix wrote her last 

play in 1706 and died in 1709, real success having eluded 

her. hrs I·ianley wrote only two plays after suffering from 

The Female fits, turning her attention to politics and 

prose: Hrs. Trotter married a clergyman and turned to other 

intellectual pursuits. After 1706, I~s. Centlivre was the 
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only active woman dramatist: al tllouc;h none of her later 

plays were as successful in her own time as The Busie Body, 

The 'Jona.er ( 1714) and A Bold Stroke for ~ Wife ( 1718) 

proved to have staying power. Together with The Busie Body 

they remained stock pieces into the nineteenth century, 

long after Mrs. Behn's plays had been relegated to the 

closet. 

The sudden upsurge in female dramatic activity, 

and the satire on this activity in The Female Wits, make 

an amusing episode in the history of English drama, and an 

interesting prologue to a study of Mrs. Centlivre. But a 

consideration of the actual plays of the "female wits" leads 

one to conclude that what Sherburn said of r1rs. Behn applies 

to theru also: "In character r~rs • .Behn was definitely 

emancipated; and her compliance with the taste of the time, 

to2:ether with the prime fact that her plays came from a 

woman's pen, gave her a reputation for shockint; indecencies 

as a dramatist. She simply tried to write like the men, 

whom she in no way surpassed. 111 5 In "compliance with the 

taste of the time", the women wrote first bawdy and then 

"reforming" plays: but, like the "Spark" who threw down 

The Gamester when told it was by a woman (see below, p. 84), 

we need to be told what we could never have guessed. 

If Irs. Centlivre learned one thing from the "wits" 

1 5 11 ·The Restoration and the 3ie;hteenth Century", 
in A.G. 3augh, ed., A Literary History of '.::np;land (1948), 
p. 770. 
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it was surely that dramatic authorship was possible without 

any formal education: that reading and seeing plays was a 

sufficient preparation for writing them. She certainly did 

not choose her genres on female precedents, for at the 

beginning of he~ career we find her rejecting the "reformed" 

influence. Like other drametists, ~rs. Centlivre was at 

first unsure of herself, and experimented with various 

kinds of play. 

If there is a tradition of "female wit" in the 

drama of this period, it is in the "Spanish" comedy of 

intrigue, a form practiced by !'~rs. Behn, Mrs • .:._::.ix, and 

l·~rs. Centlivre. Commenting on The .13usie .Dody in '.i:he Tatler, 

0teele sugcested that the 11 subtlety of spirit" shown in 

plotting an intrigue was 11 peculiar to females of wit". But 

it is surely more likely to have been a question of 

temperamental affinity than any peculiarly feminine talent. 

In the case of hrs. Centlivre at least, I think the ease 

of working within a well-defined formula was a contributing 

factor. Bateson sneaks of her dramatic construction as 

"almost algebraic ••• We can imagine hrs. Centlivre 
16 Iworking it out like a sum on the blackboard 11 

• sug_·est 

a number of specific instances of this in the chapters 

that follow. Cne can, however, trace a "line of intrigue 11 

from The Rover (1677) through (say) ·I1he Adventures in 

Bateson, English Comic Dra~a, 1700-1750 
(1929), p. 72. 
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Madrid (1706) to The Busie Body (1709) and The Wonder 

(1714). What distinguishes r-irs. Behn, f'~rs. Pix, and !':rs. 

Centlivre from r.:rs. 1·f;anley and rrs. Trotter is that they 

were professional women of the theatre, not women of letters 

who occasionally wrote plays. There is no reason why 1' rs. 

~anley and rrs. Trotter should not have acquired profes2ional 

expertise, had thev gone on writing plays: but they turned 

to other pursuits. 



II 

AFRENTICESHIP, 1700-03 

I Bhould not trouble my Reader with a Preface, if 
Er 8ollier had taught .Manners to Lasks, Sense to Beaux, 
and Good Nature to Criticks, as well as Morality to the 
Stage; the first are surG to envy what they can't equal, 
and condemn what they don't understand; the Beaux usually 
take a greater liberty with our sex than they wou'd with 
their own, because there's no fear of drawing a Duel upon 
their hands; the latter are a sort of rude splenatick :Men, 
that seldom commend any thing but what they have had a 
hand in. ·These .dnarling .Sparks were pleas' d to carp at 
one or two Expressions, which were spoken in an hside by 
one of the Inferiour Characters in the Drama; and without 
considering the Heputation of the persons in whose mouths 
t:he language is put, condemn it straight for loose and 
obscure: 

These remarks, from the preface to hrs. Centlivre's 

first play, The Perjur'd Husband: or,_ The Adventures of 

Venice, have nothing in common with the apologetic 

diffidence with which Ariadne and Catherine Trotter 

introduced themselves to the literary public. Instead they 

strike a note reminiscent of I-'.trs. Behn at her :CTost 

truculent: 

The little Obligation I have to some of the witty Sparks 
and Poets of the Town, has put me on a Vindication of this 
Comedy from those Censures that Ilalice, and ill Nature 
have thrown upon it, tho in vain: The Poets I heartily 
excuse, since there is a sort of Self-Interest in their 
:Malice • • • and yet I see noth~ng unnatural nor obscene: 
'tis proper for the Characters. 

The tone of impatient certainty of conviction is 

characteristic of rirs. Centlivre. Later in her career, the 

1.Freface to The Lucky Chance ( 16(~~6); \forks, III, 
185-186. 

23 
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note of amused contempt .found in the pre.face to ·rhe l'erjur' d 

Husband gives vmy to a certain prickliness, a consciousness 

o.f having received less than her due. This is particularly 


true o.f the satiric dedication to The Platonick Lady (1707), 


and the pre.face to The Gotham Election (1715). For i.f I·:rs. 


Centlivre eventually proved a worthy successor to Mrs. 


Behn, it was only a.fter a slow and sometimes pain.ful 


strug:le. Her .first plays were no more successful than 


those o.f the "Female \Iits". 


\.le do not know when IIrs. Centlivre arrived in 

London, but by hay 1700 her .first play was being passed 

around in manuscript. 2 It was produced at Drury Lane early 

the next season. The date of the premiere is not known, 

but it was published on 22 October.3 According to !"~rs. 

Centlivre's preface, it "went o.ff with general Applause; 

and 'tis the opinion o.f some of our best Judges, that it 

only wanted the Addition o.f good Actors, and a .full Town, 

to have brought me a sixth night". 

The Perjur'd Husband is a very dull tragedy. Only 

the comic scenes o.f the independent subplot come alive. 

l'tyra Reynolds has sugsested that "Virtuous Ladies were at 

2Letter XXXVIII, Mr. B--r to Astraea, in Letters o.f 
Wit, &.c (1701), reprinted in Stonehill's Farquhar, II, 
258-259. _,.,_1 though undated, the letter re.fers to "Briscoe' s 
Book" as recently out: it was published about 10 L2.y '1700. 

3"This Day r'ublished", The 1:0ost Man, 19-22 October 
1700 (Norton, p. 173). 
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liberty to write tragedies because tragedies were supposed 

to be moral and elevating".4 Bowyer (pp. 38-39) advances 

a similar argument. Mrs. Trotter had certainly written 

"moral and elevating" tragedies, but The Per,jur' d Husband 

is closer to the hot atmosphere of !'irs. Manley's The Royal 

Viischief. The tone of the part of the preface quoted above, 

with its slighting reference to Collier, does not sugGest 

that I-~rs. Centlivre was influenced by such a consideration. 

It is more likely that ambition, and the neo-classical 

ranking of genres, prompted her to begin with a tragedy. 

Certainly the tragic main plot has little enou~h 

to reco~;unend it. It deals with Bassino who (in the 

passionate atmosphere of Venice at Carnival time) has 

forsaken his wife Placentia in favour of Aurelia, although 

he had previously loved Placentia. Aurelia in turn once 

returned the love of her betrothed Alonzo, but now 

reciprocates Bassino's passion. None of the lovers has 

much personality, and they argue the conflicting claims of 

love and honour in conventional set-piece speeches. The 

conflict is more verbal than dramatic. The characters also 

seem to exist in a social vacuum: althouc:h they are 

clearly nobles, their fate is not made to carry any 

political implications. Cn the other hand, their tragedy 

is far from "dome:stic". This social disembodiment is the 

4The Learned ~ady in England (1920), p. 137. 
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more critical for the very specific social milieu in which 

the sub~lot is located. 

like the main plot, the subplot contains two 

linked intrigues: but they are carried on in prose by 

more believable characters. Pizalto is successfully 

cuckolded by Ludovico, a visiting Frenchman, while his 

own intrigue with his wife's maid, Lucy, is frustrated. 

Ludovico, although a derivative character in the Dorimant 

mode, is the best in the play. ~uite cynical about his 

amours-- he has some difficulty scheduling them all (p. 10) 

-- Ludovico captivates ~ady Pizalta by his very indifference. 

His rakishness is temporarily shaken after his disguise is 

uncovered in rather uncomfortable circumstances, and he 

wavers in favour of marriage: 

I'm now resolv'd to leave this Wenc~ing-Trade. 

For no 1-lan's safe upon a Hackney Jade: 

Th' Allay of danger makes the Pleasure Pain, 

A Virtuous 'life will always be the same. (p. 32) 


The last line, of course, hits on exactly what the typical 

restoration hero (Celadon or Rhodophil) found wrong with 

a irvirtuous ',Jife". Ludovico's is the cynical conversion of 

the tired rake, not the moral enlightenment of the 

"sentimental" hero. His resolution to marry is not carried 

out. 

The most recent critical article on hrs. Centlivre's 

plays gives a good deal of attention to The Perjur'd Husband.5 

5::1obert Strozier, "A Short Vievl of Some of Hrs. 
Centlivre's Celebrat'd Plays", Discourse, VII (1964), 62-80. 
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3trozier's main points of criticism are that the subplot is 

not connected to the main plot; that it is too prominent; 

and that Lrs. Centlivre uses too many asides. Each of these 

points can be answered in theatrical terms, and answering 

them shows the basic soundness, even at this early point in 

her career, of brs. Centlivre's dramatic art. 

'l'he question of the separation of plots may be taken 

first. Strozier speaks of her "practice of plot separation 

in its rr:ost aesthetically objectionable forr:i" (p. 64). In 

The Perjur'd Husband, both plots take place in Venice at 

the same time, and in two scenes (I.i and V.i.) characters 

from both plots are on the stage at the same time, without 

speaking to each other. Apart from this, there is no 

connection between the two plots. Gubplots of any kind, of 

course, offended against the rule of unity of action, and 

were therefore anathema from_a strictly nee-classical 

point of view. The major objection of such critics to 

tragi-comedy-- and equally to comic scenes in a tragedy, 

as here-- was that the comic and the trarsic tended to 

counteract each other, dissipating the attention and 

involvement of the spectators. This point of view is 

voiced by Lisideius in Dryden's Of Dramatic I~oesv: 

many scenes of our tragi-comedies carry on a design that 
is nothing of kin to the main plot; and ••• we see two 
distinct webs in a play, like those in ill wroucht stuffs; 
and two actions, that is, two plays, carried on to~ether, 
to the confounding of the audience; who, before they are 
warm in their concernments for one part, are diverted to 
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another; and by that means espouse the interest of neither. 6 

Through i~eander, Dryden defends the English practice, 

using an interesting metaphor: 

[our plays] besides the main design, have under-plots or 
by-concernments of less considerable persons and intrigues, 
which are carried on with the motion of the main plot; just 
as they say the orb of the fixed stars, and those of the 
planets, though they have notions of their own, are whirled 
about by the 110tion of the primum mobile, in which they 
are contained. (I, 59) 

Dryden's image is exactly appropriate to The Ferjur'd 

Husband: althou~h there is no causal link between them, 

there is a strone; thematic connection which acts lL:e the 

primum mobile, outside both but moving both. ~his theme 

is infidelity: in the main plot it is treated in almost 

heroic style, while the subplot explores similar emotions 

at a lower level. Both Bassino and Ludovico are after the 

same thing-- sexual variety without responsibility-- and 

~udovico acts as an ironic comment on Bassino's high-flown 

posturings about death and furies. 

'11
0 turn to the relative importance of the two plots, 

Strozier calls "distracting ••• the fact that the so-called 

comic subplot has eight and a half scenes while the main 

plot has only five and a half" (p. 65). bince the nu11bering 

of scenes is based on changes of locale, this nerely r-ieans 

that the subplot is broken up into :raore locations. In fact, 

only about fourteen of the forty pages of the printed text 

60f Dramatic I'oesy an4_ l.,ther Critical Essays. ed. 
George Watson (1962), I, 45. 
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are occupied by the subplot: and even this overstates its 

importance, since the pace would naturally be quicker than 

that of the tragic main plot. In Act III, for example, 

scene i, in tlUrelia's lodP,ings, occupies about four pages 

in the printed text (pp. 18-22). It is an emotional scene 

in measured, even leisurely, blank verse. 0cenes ii-iv 

occupy less than three pages (pp. 22-24), although since 

they are in prose probably contain rather more words. The 

scene changes from Lady }'izalta' a lodgings (ii) to the 

Piazza (iii~ and back to Fizalto's lodgings. ~he pace of 

the action, the to-and-froing, is brisk; the intrigues are 

bustling. Thus in the third act as a whole, the two plots 

are about euual. But in Acts I and V the main plot 

predominates: thus overall, the subplot is clearly 

subordinated. 

Lastly, there is Mrs. Centlivre's use of asides. 

Strozier calls "the incessant use of the aside" perhaps the 

"most aesthetically annoying :feature o:f the play" (p. 66). 

The aside is certainly an essential part of Mrs. Centlivre's 

dramatic art, but her use of it is less idiosyncratic than 

3trozier supposes. It is a common feature of the drama of 

her time. In comedy, Mrs. Centlivre uses asides to make 

jokes and point ironies, and to reveal a character's true 

motivation. In the tragic scenes of The Perjur'd Husband 

she uses it also to emphasize the mental gulf between 

characters apparently close to each other. A good example 

of this is Bassino's aside on p. 8. He embraces Aurelia, 
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but the mental conflict between her claims and those of his 

wife Placentia are expressed in an aside-- really a brief 

soliloquy without the stage being cleared. The audience's 

acceptance of this technique is entirely a matter of 

convention. 

Strozier's criticisms have been rebutted in detail 

in order to show how far even Mrs. Centlivre's first play 

can be defended critically. Strozier assumes that Mrs. 

Centlivre's plays must be bad, and that she had in consequence 

no 11 art 11 
, because her plays do not fulfill his (quite 

unhistorical) ideas of how a play should work. This is 

particularly true of his attitude to asides. For a 

sympathetic understanding of Mrs. Centlivre, an awareness of 

the conditions and conventions of the contemporary theatre 

is essential, for she was a professional dramatist working 

within them. The Perjur'd Husband is not a great play, but 

neither is it contemptible. :Mrs. Centlivre certainly learned 

from it enough to develop her art in directions congenial 

to her talent. 

2 

YJ.rs. Centlivre's second play, The Beau's Duel: or, 

A Soldier for the Ladies, was published on 8 July 1702.7 

It had been produced at Lincoln's Inn Fields, probably in 

?"To-morrow will be Published", The Post Boy, 
4-7 July (Norton, p. 174). 
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. ' June, but neither the date of the premiere nor the length of 

the run is known. It was revived in the autumn 11 \Jith the 

Addition of a New Scene, and a new Prologue and Zpilogue, 
8with a Whimsical Song .Sung by Hr. Pack 11 A second edition,• 

claiming to be 11 corrected", was published in 1715, but it 

follows the text of the first. 

The Beau's Duel is a very distinct advance, both in 

characterization and construction, on The Perjur'd Husband. 

Leaving her buskins in Venice, Mrs. Centlivre set her new 

comedy in contemporary London. War had been declared on 4 

May, and the play radiates the first flush of anti-French 

ruilitary enthusiasm. The prologue promised: 

Let but your rtrms Abroad Successful prove, 
The Fair at h~me shall Crown your Toyles with ~ove. 

The play contains some topical material that could have been 

added at a late stage of composition: for example, the 

anti-Jacobite references (pp. 41', 45, 54), and the 

recruiting scene (pp. 40-42), which describes some of the 

discomforts of camp life, and the frightening possibilities 

of physical mutilation. These horrors terrify the foolish 

Ogle, v.,rho pretends to have a scruple against fighting the 

French, because of the "extraordinary Marks of Civility 11 

(p. 41) which they had shovm him when he was in France. 

The military heroes, Colonel Manly and Captain 

Bellmein, are made of sterner stuff. But there is evidence 

8Daily Courant, 21 October 1702 (Bowyer, p. 43). 
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to suggest that making both men soldiers was a late change 

of plan on Mrs. Centlivre's part. Manly, steady and plain 

speaking but not otherwise indebted to Wycherley's hero, 

was obviously conceived as a military man from the start. 

His speech prefixes take the form "Coll." or "Col. I'lan. 11 
, 

but never "Man." But Bellmein, a lighter and gayer 

character, may originally have been a civilian. His speech 

prefixes (used consistently within a scene) are "Capt. 

Bell.", "Capt.", but also "Bell." This is unlikely to be 

due to the compositor, for the abbreviation used as a 

speech-prefix is consistent with the form of Bellmein's 

name used in his entry. Thus "Enter Bellmein" is followed 

by "Bell." (pp. 19, 40); "Enter Capt. Bellmein" by ''Cap." 

(p. 2) or "Cap. Bell." (p. 12). 

The contrast between the two men is part of a 

larger pattern of characterization in the play, a pattern 

similar to that found in Steele's The Funeral (Drury Lane, 

December 1701). In The Beau's Duel there are two pairs of 

lovers who have come to an understanding before the play 

opens, so that there is no "love chase". There is a serious 

couple (Manly and Clarinda) and a "gayer" couple (Emilia 

and Bellmein). The contrasts between them are well established 

in the first act, in sc.enes between Manly and Bellmein 

(pp. 2-5) and between Clarinda and Emilia (pp. 9-11). In 

place of a love chase, the play centres on the removal of 

an external obstacle to the lovers' happiness: the opposition 

of Careful, who is Clarinda's father and Emilia's guardian. 
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Thus the dramatic conflict is not between the lovers, but 

between them and Careful, and the play develops as a series 

of intrigues against him. 

Pointing the contrast between beau and soldier, and 

acting as foils to the military heroes, are two fops, Sir 

William Mode and Ogle. Sir William, frenchified and 

affecting the 11 trick of singularity", is drawn after Lord 

Foppington, as his oaths sugr;est: 11blister me", "burn me", 

"impair my vigour" are a sample. Ogle satirises the other 

end of the town: a former apprentice who has come into 

money, his "humour" is to imagine every woman is in love with 

him. Both fops are cowards, and ~rs. Centlivre emphasises 

this by exposing their cowardice on two occasions. In Act II, 

Sir William and Ogle are tricked into challenging each other, 

although both are, to say the least, reluctant fighters. 

Apart from the obvious comedy of the scene (one thinks of 

well-known uses of the same device in Shakespeare, Jonson, 

and Sheridan), the non-duel is an on-stage antitype of the 

off-stage war. There is a second would-be duel in Act III: 

Sir ~illiam and Ogle retire to Hyde Park, having decided on 

a sham fight to preserve their reputations. But Clarinda 

and Emilia (disguised as men) attack, disarm, and beat them 

(p. 30). Mrs. Centlivre implies that the trouncing of the 

francophile fops is what is in store for France herself. 

Somewhere between the heroes and the fops in the 

scheme of the play are three characters presented with 

qualified sympathy: Careful, Toper, and .Mrs. Plotwell. 
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Careful is a stock stage-father who prefers his daughter 

to marry a moneyed fop rather than a brave but penniless 

soldier. Careful is tricked into a mock-marriage to Ers. 

Plotwell, who had assumed the character of a demure and 

frugal Quaker. After the ceremony she reveals herself a 

strumpet and a shrew, and Careful is glad enough to be rid 

of her at the price of restoring Clarinda and Manly to 

favour. 

Genest pointed out that this part of the play is 

taken from Jasper I':ayne' s The City Match (1639). 9 Eany of 

rrirs. Plotwell' s speeches are taken verbatim from Eayne, 

but in The Beau's Duel f1~ayne' s central themes (antagonisms 

between father and son, and between city and court) have 

no place. In I1:rs. Centlivre, the mock-marriage is free of 

the citizen-gulling satire that it carries in Mayne. Her 

rejection of this theme shows that even as early as this 

in her career, Mrs. Centlivre was unwilling to write a 

centrally anti-mercantile play. John L0 ftis draws a 

contrast between Mrs. Centlivre's early plays, which do 

contain examples of the older rrerchant stereotypes (Sir 

Toby Doubtful in Love's Contrivance, 1703), and her later 

ones, . h ere rrore sympat e ic t o e moneyed intwhic h t• th . erest • 

But such an antithesis is really too 

9soree Account of the English Stage (1832), II, 262. 

10comedy and Society (1959), pp. 65, 86. 

10 
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simple. The following speech, by Ogle, shows Mrs. Centlivre 

capable of subtler satire: "this [letter] is from a 

Merchants Wife, a City Animal, that pretends to a nearer 

Tast than those of her Levell, and wou'd fain have a Child 

with the Air of a Gentleman, but I beg'd her Pardon, I left 

her to the Brutes of her own Corporation, for I will have 

nothing to do with the Body Politick." (p.16 ). Apart from 

the additional irony that Ogle is himself a former 

apprenti·ce, it is clear that :Mrs. Centlivre's satire cuts 

both ways. Her attitude both to the city wives and the 

courtly seducers is one of "fools on both sides". 

Another important change that Mrs. Centlivre made 

in adapting the part of Mrs. Plotwell from Mayne was the 

removal of Young Plotwell, to whom, in The City Match, she 

is happily married. Instead, Mrs. Centlivre made her a 

former mistress of Bellmein (and of others too) who, after 

coming into money, sets up for virtue, and finds "Reputation 

is never lost but in an empty pocket" (p. 20). To revenge 

herself, she resolves to persecute fops. Although a lively 

and convincing character in herself, Nrs. Plotwell sometimes 

seems out of place in the world of the play, especially when 

she is campaigning on the side of virtue. There are two 

occasions when she is rather awkwardly forced into the role 

of spokeswoman. Once it is in order to help Bellmein: 

libertines are less acceptable now than they were in the 

comedy of the restoration, and l1rs. Plotwell proves that 
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Bellmein was never a very abandoned one, by telling us that 

"the awful Lustre of Virtue has always met with due respect" 

from him (p. 19). It is well for Bellmein that it has: 

otherwise, under the new comic dispensation, he would 

probably not have been allowed to wed Emilia. Instead, l'1rs. 

Plotwell or celibacy would have been his fate. 11 The second 

occasion is at the very end of the play, when Mrs. Plotwell 

gives an encomium on "Virtue thou shining Jewel of my Sex" 

(p. 55). Since l'lrs. Plotwell has hardly been E..™ reproche, 

this seems a calculated ambivalence, an equivocation: an 

unexceptionable "sentiment" that, from Hrs. Plotwell, need 

not be taken too seriously. 

'I1he last of these "middle" characters to be 

considered is Toper, a bibulous libertine who plays a 

subordinate part in the gulling of Sir \/illiam, Ogle, and 

Careful. Toper's part in the printed text shows clear 

evidence of second thoughts on Mrs. Centlivre's part. At 

the end of Act II, three speeches which must be Toper's are 

assigned to a "Roarwell", and Roarwell's name is punned on 

in the verse tag ("For though we Roar ••• ", p. 25, sig. 

E1R). Similarly, at the beginning of Act III, Careful 

speaks of "Roarwell", evidently referring to Toper. I have 

not found any other instances of this presumable survival 

from an earlier draft, but D4v, which is continuous with 

. 11 This trend is outlined b~ J. H. Smith, The Gay 
Couple _!!l Restoration Comedy (1948), pp. 199-200. 
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E1R in the action of the play, has 11 Top. 11 throughout, and 

the name does not occur in the remainder of signature E. 

There is, however, an instance of irregular spacing in line 

5 on p. 40 (F4V) that could be the result of a press 

correction of Roarwell to Toper: 

this, he'll be glad ••• (line 4) 
to him , Toper is • • • (line 5) 

This bibliographical evidence confirms what one might have 

suspected from the blustering part that Toper plays in the 

first duel scene, that (as Roarwell) he was originally to 

have been a bully. ouch a change in characterization, 

shifting the emphasis from bully to drunkard, would have been 

in keeping with Mrs. Centlivre's enthusiasm for the war. A 

bully in the play would have blurred the contrast between 

soldier and fop by showing a less appealing side of the 

military character. By making Toper a drunkard, Mrs. 

Centlivre left the contrast between soldier and fop unimpaired. 

These subsidiary characters in The Beau's Duel have 

been given fuller treatment than the lovers, partly in order 

to stress the interest and variety of the play's cast, but 

also because they are more memorable. If not always original, 

Mrs. Centlivre's "humour" characters are usually vigorous. 

Sir William's dialogue with himself (p. 11), even though it 

is derivative, would probably be among one's most vivid 

memories of a performance of the play. 

If The Beau's Duel is an advance on The Perjur'd 

Husband in characterization, it also shows considerable 
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improvement in construction. In The Beau's Duel there is no 

rigid division between plot and subplot. Instead, the play 

contains three linked actions: the courtship of Clarinda and 

Manly; the frustration of the various designs of Careful, 

Sir William, and Ogle concerning the disposal of Clarinda; 

and the courtship of Bellmein and Emilia. All three actions 

are linked by joint plotting. Careful's house is the central 

locale: each of the actions. is a siege, physical or 

figurative, successful or repulsed, of this house. A good 

example is the first scene of Act IV. This is a very 

typical Centlivre scene, and one which occurs, with 

variations, in several of her plays. There are more skilful 

examples in The Busie Body and in The Wonder, but all the 

essential ingredients are already present in this, her 

second play. 

The act begins with a brief exchange between 

Clarinda, Emilia, and hrs. Plotwell (p. 36). Because of a 

previous confusion of identity, Emilia is expecting the 

arrival of Bellmein, whom she has mistaken for Colonel 

Manly, and therefore supposes him to be playing a double 

game with her and Clarinda. A maid brings the news that "he" 

has arrived. Actually, as the audience knows from an earlier 

scene (p. 31), it really will be Colonel Manly: for in order 

to revenge a parallel case of mistaken identity that 

appeared to be perfidy, he has plotted with Bellmein to 

take his friend's place. Thus two plots are heading for a 

collision. !'lrs. Plotwell leaves, Emilia hides, Clarinda 
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withdraws: the stage is momentarily empty (p. 37). Colonel 

Manly enters, and Clarinda joins him. This is a dramatic 

moment involving much more than the dialogue. Each expected 

to meet the other, but half hoped against it: neither 

expected to be expected. They exchange abuse without 

producing any enlightenment. Bellmein, who has followed 

flanly in and been listening, peeps out just at the moment 

that Manly indignantly storms off. The instant he is gone, 

Clarinda begins to catch a hint of the confused identities: 

but it is too late. 

~t this point Emilia discovers Bellmein hiding and 

drags him on stage: recognition of the mutual mistaken 

identity comes at once (p. 38). However, before the tension 

has a chance to drop too far, Careful is heard coming up the 

stairs. Bellmein takes his place in the long line of 

Centlivre heroes (beginning with Ludovico in The Perjur'd 

Husband, and ending only with Ned Freeman in The Artifice) 

discovered awkwardly placed at a compromising moment. In 

this case, Clarinda and Emilia roll him up in a mat. As 

Careful enters, he trips over it, and impetuously calls for 

a servant to "throw it into the Horse Pond" (p. 38). The 

servant's clumsy attempts to lift the mat allow Bellmein to 

escape without being seen by Careful, although not without 

making some noise. Clarinda gives the servant a guinea to 

say it was the dog, and Careful is pacified. The danger is 

over, and the tension slackens: the dialogue turns to 

Careful's plan to marry Hrs. Plotwell, and to for:ce Clarinda 
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to marry Sir William Mode. Thus as soon as one crisis is 

over, the seeds of the next are sown. 

The scene just described occupies about three pages 

in the printed text (pp. 36-39). It is thus an active scene 

for its length. Its good points are the confrontation 

between Clarinda and l'~anly, and the well-timed unexpected 

arrival of Careful. The latter part of the scene is less 

successful: the business with the mat is clumsy, and crudely 

farcical in comparison with the earlier part. It should be 

noticed, however, that Careful's sudden command to throw out 

the mat is not as absurd as appears from the bald summary: 

it is well motivated, as the result of his equally sudden 

dislike of superfluous luxuries (part of the Quaker 

influence Mrs. Plotwell exerts). The rapidity with which 

his order is executed, and the ease with which he is duped, 

emphasise how far he is master of the house without knowing 

what is going on in it: he is therefore a potent source of 

awkward blunders. Such a spectrum as we have here, from 

Careful who is most in the dark, through each gradation of 

enlightenment to the audience itself, is the typical 

situation in Mrs. Centlivre' s plays. \Je are let into most 

of the secrets, and kept in anticipation more often than we 

are surprised. 

3 

~Heiress: or, The Balamanca Doctor Outplotted 
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was first performed at Lincoln's Inn Fields on 31 December 

1702 (Avery, p. 30). No other performance is recorded. This 

need not imply that the play was damned at once, for Avery 

notes (p. 25) that at this period Lincoln's Inn Fields 

advertised in the Daily Courant only irregularly. Under a 

new title, The Stolen Heiress, the play was published 

(anonymously) in January 1703.12 The change of title was a 

late thought, for the head-title in the printed text is 

"The Heiress". 

The Stolen Heiress is a less original play than 

Mrs. Centlivre's earlier two. This is admitted on the play's 

title-page, which is embellished with this suggestive tag: 

"Nihil dictum quod non ante dictum." Genest pointed out that 

the play is extensively indebted to Thomas May's The Heire. 13 

Although Mrs. Centlivre does not completely succeed in her 

attempt to turn a Caroline romantic comedy into an intrigue 

play, her omissions and alterations show considerable 

sensitivity to dramatic construction, and are worth looking 

at in some detail. 

Mrs. Centlivre tightens the structure of her play 

by making the two fathers, Larich (:May's Franklin) and 

Gravello (Polimetes), brothers. This links the two actions 

more closely, and the two daughters (Lucasia and Lavinia in 

1211Now Published" in The Post Boy, 16-18 January 
1703 (Norton, p. 174). 

13 some Account, II, 263-264. 

http:Heire.13
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Mrs. Centlivre) can be each other's confidante. The balance 

of the play is also improved by hrs. Centlivre's cutting 

the King's passion for Leucothoe (she also reduces him to 

a governor). In The Heire, the King's passion, developed 

rather late in the play, diverts attention from the 

central relationships. In providing the two girls with 

just two suitors each, Mrs. Centlivre follows the normal 

post-restoration practice. 14 

The Stolen Heiress is a play of intrigue and disguise. 

The avaricious Gravello gives out falsely that his son is 

dead, hoping that his daughter (now supposed his heiress) 

will be made the more attractive to rich suitors desirous 

of becoming richer. By an unexplained chance, his son 

(Eugenio) returns to Palermo, and hearing the news of his 

own death, assumes an alias and counterplots against his 

father to save his sister from such a mercenary match. The 

subplot also turns on the use of disguise to outwit a 

parent. Larich is anxious to have a scholar for a son-in-law: 

Francisco, his daughter's unscholarly choice, disguises 

himself as one. 

One of the changes that Mrs. Centlivre made to her 

source is a particularly good example of her dramatic 

14The Heire was acted in 1620 and published in 1622. 
have used the British Library copy of the 1633 edition, 

which is not paginated and is therefore cited by sign~ture. 
l''Iay' s ttHeire" is a woman: the OED does not record "heiress" 
before 1659. 

I 

http:practice.14
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technique. In~ Heire, Luce appears "gravida" (pregnant), 

and Franklin upbraids Francisco with dishonouring her 

(B4R-C1v), ~his happens in Act I, so that throughout the 

play the audience is allowed to suppose Luce pregnant. It 

is not until Act V that we discover the imposture: Francisco 

flings the deceiving cushion at Franklin (H2R-V), and Luca's 

honour is cleared. In Mrs. Centlivre's play, Lavinia, on the 

spur of the moment and only as a last desperate attempt to 

delay the hated match with Sancho, pretends to be "no 

Virgin" (p. 49). This happens late in the play, and an aside 

lets the audience into the trick. Not for a moment are we 

allowed to think she is really pregnant. The aside is typical 

of Mrs. Centlivre's technique in the management of an 

intrigue. ~1h.en her characters are to appear in disguise, 

they usually tell us so, and they also warn us of their 

plots and stratagems. Mrs. Centlivre's frequent use of 

asides follows from this. The aside is a characteristic 

device of the comedy of intrigue-- a good example in Mrs. 

Behn is The Rover, III,i (ed. Link, pp. 56-57)-- and Mrs. 

Centlivre is especially anxious to take her audience into 

her confidence. 

The removal of the supposed pregnancy is a 

particularly interesting change, for apart from illustrating 

Mrs. Centlivre's dramatic technique, it is also a sign of 

the times and the growing delicacy of the public taste. In 

the preface to The Twin Rivals (1702), Farquhar answers the 
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criticism that the illicitly pregnant Clelia should have 

appeared in the play, and not been merely spoken of. 

Farquhar says that he "had rather they should find this 

Fault, than I forfeit my Regard to the Fair, by showing a 

Lady of Figure under a misfortune. 111 5 

~rs. Centlivre also speeded up the action of The 

Stolen Heiress by orcitting a number of r(ay' s "set-pieces". 

Two of these are important satiric scenes, in which May 

ridiculed the Catholic practice of selling absolution (G3R), 

and the 0uibbling of lawyers (G3V-4R). Not that Krs. 

Centlivre was averse to expressing such sentiments in her 

plays: but she preferred to put them in small doses, and 

so avoid action-slowing blocks of satire. 

Apart from the satiric ones, tbree other scenes 

which ~rs. Centlivre excised from ~ay show not only her 

dislike of the 11 showstopper", but also her moverrent away 

from romantic comedy towards the comedy of intrigue. All 

three are scenes in which Fay was obviously drawing for 

inspiration on Shakespearean models. They are the "love 

at first sight" scene, in which Philocles sees and loves 

Leucothoe (C2R-4V); the blundering watch making the right 

arrest (G4R-H1V); and the King's offer to Leucothoe that 

if she will sleep with him, he will pardon Philocles (G1R-~). 

15complete Works, ed. Stonehill, I, 286. 
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These are reminiscent of scenes in Romeo and Juliet, r~uch 

Ado about r;othing, and Measure for :Measure respectively. 

Nrs. Centlivre omitted the first of these in order to 

concentrate on intrigue rather than romance: so she begins 

with the young people already in love. The second she 

omitted in favour of a more complicated stratagem to 

reveal Pirro's plot. The third (as noticed above, p. 42) 

was left out for structural reasons. In the first and third 

cases, Mrs. Centlivre was typical of her time: the second 

is a more individual and characteristic touch. 

dome of Mrs. Centlivre's additions show her e~rly 

interest in "humour" characters in the tradition of Jonson 

and Shadwell. In~ Heire, Franklin was a standard 

tyrannical father. Nrs. Centlivre made him a genuine 

"humour" character: Larich is possessed by the idea that 

his daughter must marry a scholar, howeve!:' foolish. :::n 

r·~ay, Shallow was an ordinary foolish young mon: r:rs. 

Centlivre makes Sancho a silly pedant to fit Larich's 

humour. 1~he result is that the tone of the subplot is 

notably broader than in May, providing for greater variety 

than in The Beau's Duel, without the complete divide 

between the serious and the comic in The Per,jur' d Husband. 

The division between prose and verse is also better 

managed than in The Perjur'd Husband. The Heire is 

entirely in verse, but Hrs. Centlivre .converted part into 

prose, and most of her additions are in prose. ~he division 
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is flexible and not rigidly enforced. For example, Lucasia 

and Palante (Leucothoe and Philocles in Bay), the more 

emotionally conceived pair of lovers, speak generally in 

verse, but can drop into prose when required. 

So far Tbe ~tolen Heiress has been placed in terms 

of its source and Ers. Centlivre' s earlier plays. l1nother 

valuable perspective is provided by a comparison with 

Farquhar's The Twin Rivals, produced at Drury Lane on 14 

December 1702, about a fortnight before The Stolen Heiress 

opened at Lincoln's Inn Fields. 16 Farquhar's play was not 

based on an earlier work, but apart from this the 

comparison is a fair one: both plays show the familiar 

pattern of two women pursued by four men. 

Perhaps the most telling difference between the two 

plays lies in the relative importance in each of plot and 

character. The plot of The Twin Rivals is clearly contrived 

to bring out certain moral differences between characters. 

An example is the scene between the elder \Jo11' clbe :md tlrn 

goldsmith Fairbank. 17 This scene serves to show Fairbank 

as the type of the virtuous and generous man of trade. we 

are invited to contrast Fairbank with Balderdash, who in an 

earlier scene (pp. 296-298) with the younger ·:fou' dbee is 

16Avery records no other performance of The Twin 
Rivals before 1716: as with 'l1he Stolen Heiress, this need 
not imply the play's sudden expiry, but neither can it be 
counted a sucess. 

17Complete '.vorks, I, 321-323. 3ubseque;-d~ _pqe_:e 
references are to this edition. 

http:Fairbank.17
http:Fields.16
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shown as th~ typical avaricious and hypocritical tradesman. 

Throughout the play, such scenes are contrived to bring out 

moral contrasts: the play is something of a rrmoral 

gymnasium 11 
• If Farquhar' s characters seen more real tlJan 

Hrs. Centlivre's, it is because they spend so much time 

showing us what they are rather than doing anything. 

(Farquhar's later plays, of course, veer away from this 

"sentimental" influence which spoils The 1'win Idvals.) 

In The Stolen Heiress (and this is true of Mrs. 

Centlivre's plays generally), plot is more important than 

character. Hence it is often the eccentrics who are the 

most meLiorable characters in her plays. The central figures 

are often only lightly sketched in terms of character: they 

plot and contrive to gain their ends, but their actions do 

not arise out of their characters. Her lovers do what any 

other lovers in a comedy would do to get out of the same 

mess, to win the same mistress, to outwit the s~me 

obstructive father. The plot is full of tricks, stratagems, 

devices, but it is not moved by the clash of character or 

by the interplay of personality. A Bold otroke for ~ Wife 

(1718) is a happy exception in which character and 

contrivance are closely linked. The Centlivre hero has a 

difficult and complicated task to perform, but it is not 

usually a moral test. The "sentimental" hero, such as the 

elder ·:Jou' dbee in The Twin Rivals, has to pass a moral test, 

a test of strength of character rather than resource or 
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ingenuity. 

The Twin ~ivals also has the more solid setting. 

This is, again, because the action is often suspended to 

create it. There are excellent comic scenes that contribute 

nothing to the play's action, eve~ything to its atmosphere. 

Examples are the Clearaccounts planning their cheats (pp. 

307-308), or any of Mrs. IIandrake' :3 narrative speeches, 

which create a whole social register of iniquity. Thus 

Farquhar defines his characters against the background of 

a tawdry, corrupt, scandal-ridden society. There is little 

of such social background in The Stolen Heiress. Lrs. 

Centlivre usually avoids "local colour" in plays set abroad: 

this is as true of The Wonder (1714) as it is of The Stolen 

Heiress. This avoidance is surely a conscious artistic 

decision to create a vague and indefinite setting: her 

ability to draw a realistic picture of urban life is shown 

in the gaming scenes in The Gamester and The Basset-Table, 

and the scene at ,Jonathan's in A Bold Stroke for a Wife. 

~Jbat emerges from this comparison is that, if both 

plays have their faults, The Twin Rivals has a richness 

and a substance that f'lrs. Centlivre's lacks. But if The 

Twin Rivals is the more rewarding literary experience-

hrs. Centlivre at her best could not rival Farquhar as a 

verbal artist-- the faults of The Stolen Heiress would be 

less exposed on stage. For the play's failure on the stage 

suggests less that it was unstageworthy than that it did 
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not hit the taste of the time. The best evidence of this 

is that ~rs. Centlivre's next play, Love's Contrivance, was 

a successful attempt to give the town what it wanted. 

Having failed in her bid to graft intrigue interest onto 

romantic comedy, she turned to farce and French models. 

Love's Contrivance (1703), her first popular success, marks 

the end of the period of her apprenticeship. 

4 

Love's Contrivance: or, Le 1'1edecin malgre lui was 

first produced at Drury Lane on 4 June 1703 (Avery, p.37). 

The initial run of three nights was hardly exceptional, 

but the play was afterwards revived on a number of occasions, 

the last in 1726. It might have enjoyed a longer life if 

Fielding had not written his I ~ock-Doctor. Love's Contrivance 

was the first of Mrs. Centlivre's plays to enjoy more than 

a single revival. 

The play was published by Lintot on 14 June, in 

curious circumstances. 18 The dedication was sisned 11 :C~. 

and two days later the Daily Courant carried a notice 

denying that these were the author's true initials, and 

promisine; shortly to reveal "the true name" (Bowyer, p. 51). 

The coy "the" rather than his or her kept the sex of the 

author a mystery. Ho later advertisement announcing ''the 

1811 This Day Published", Daily Courant, 14 June 170-'r 
(iiorton, p. 174). 
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true name" has been traced, but in the preface to The 

J?latonic Lady (1707) Mrs. Centlivre acl:nowledged 

authorship of the play. 

In this later preface she complained that because 

of the ruse of the two false letters, which she ascribes 

to the publisher, the play "thus passing for a Man's" 

enjoyed great success. It may be thour;ht ungallant to doubt 

the lady's word, but Nrs .. Centlivre must at least have 

connived at the deception. Otherwise she could simply have 

announced that she was the author. The earlier anonymity 

of~ Stolen Heiress; the anonymity of her next play, The 

Gamester; the publication of The Basset-Table as "by the 

author of The Gamester": all these point to a careful 

attempt to conceal her authorship over a long period. \·,ben 

she chose to discard this anonymity, naturally she would 

slight the stratagems by which it was achieved, and try to 

present herself as the victim of publisher's avarice and 

public hostility to women dramatists. 

In his Literary Anecdotes, John .Nichols inserted 

some of Dlnt:o .... s accoun s. e wo en r1.es 1:.1 re_a e oT • ' +-I t 19 Mh t t • tl t 1 t t·o. 

Hrs. Centlivre are as follows: 

1703 I-lay 14 Faid Ers Enight for Love's Contrivance £"10 
1709 ~ .ay 14 The Busy :3ody £10 

The arrangement of the entries is Nichols's and the date 

for Love's Contrivance must be wrong, unless Lintot paid 

for it before it was acted (on 4 June), which seems quite 

19Literary Anecdotes, VIII (18"14), 294. 
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unlikely. Cn the strength of an allusion in The Players 

Turn'd Academic~s (1703), Bowyer assumes that Lrs. 

Centlivre gave Ilrs. Knight the copyright (p. 58). But Lrs. 

Kni_sht may siiuply have transacted the business in order to 

preserve Lrs. Centlivre's anonymity. If this was the case, 

Lintot would have to be acquitted of duplicity in the use 

of the letters "R. J::." 

Before turning from these mysteries to the play 

itself, the preface, which is one of ~rs. Centlivre's 

important critical statements, is worth some attention. 

Besides her praise of the actors, especiRlly -..'ilk'l and 

Johnson, the pref8.ce deals with b!O main critical <riestio:::is: 

the different objects of critical esteem and public taste, 

and the impossibility of pleasing both; and the problems 

faced by the adaptor of Moliere in making his work appeal 

not to the French but to the English taste. 

T1rs. Centlivre sees the attempt to "please the 

Town" as a 11 Lottery 11 in which the best authors sometimes 

fail. She pays respect-- or at least lip-service-- to the 

unities: indeed she thinks them "the greatest Beauties of 

a Dramatick Poem". riuch as she would like to follow them, 

this is not the way to public esteem. The public wants 

"Humour lightly tost up 1·.'ith wit, and drest with I~odesty 

and Air"-- in short, something like A Trip to the Jubilee • 

.0he now shifts her ground. Treating the unities with less 

respect, she finds that neglecting them "gives the Poet a 

http:pref8.ce
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larger scope of Fancy" and allows him to please the public 

at the same time. '••hat emerges frori1 this clumsy critical 

sleight-of-hand is that .hrs. Centlivre opposes both the 

neo-classical rules and the idea of the theatre as a 

"school of morality". l'here is however some concession to 

the Collier camp in the inclusion of "Eodesty" as an oil for 

the comic salad. In the play itself, Bellmie is indignant at 

beinc thought to keep a mistress (p. 22): in the earlier 

Beau's Duel Bellmein's cast mistress Hrs. I'lotwell was 

actually a character in the play. 

Turning away from general critical theory, Lrs. 

Centlivre admits that "some scenes" are "partly taken" fron 

Loliere, but she asserts that they have "not suffer'd in 

the Translation''. Some things, she says, will set the 

French laughing but will not make the Znglish smile; and 

in some places where she found "the Stile too poor" she 

has "endeavour'd to give it a Turn". Translating this out 

of her terms, what it means is that she has broadened and 

coarsened what she borrowed from Loliere. 'wbat remains 

unclear is exactly what she understood by "Stile" that 

Loliere could be found deficient in. 

This lengthy treatment of the preface may seem a 

"long preamble to a tale", but the tale will be a short 

one, for Love's Contrivance is a disappointing play. 

The subtitle only partly indicates Lrs. Centlivre's debt 

to I :oliere: she also borrowed from ~ l'lariage force and 
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(sli[htly) from ~gRnarelle. Since these debts have been 

treated in some detail by Hohrmann and Bowyer they will 
20be passed over lightly here. The changes r-Irs. Centlivre 

makes in the borrowed material are almost all debilitating. 

Having none of holiere's anti-medical animus, she makes 

I'~artin 's imposture on Selfwill simply a trick to outwit 

an obstructive parent. I~artin himself never believes in 

his supposed skill: he has none of the grand fatuousness 

of Sganarelle when he is persuaded that he is a great 

doctor. He is not capable of the impudence required to 

persuade someone that modern medical science has changed 

the position of the heart. 

The comic pattern of Love's Contrivance, for all 

that it owes to Moli~re, is actually closer to The Beau's 

Duel, although there are no close parallels of wording or 

incident. In terms of the relationships between the 

characters, the comic grouping, ti1is is a case where it is 

almost as t-cwut;h Hrs. Centlivre had worked out the same 

formula with different names. Selfwill (like the earlier 

Careful) has the care of a daughter Lucinda (Clarinda) and 

a neice Belliza (Emilia). His preferred choice for his 

daughter is Sir Toby Doubtful (::>ir ',filliam Eode). Iris 

dau~hter, however, prefers Bellmie (I1anly), and his neice 

becomes involved with the friend of her cousin's gallant, 

2°Friedrich Hohrmann, "Das Verhaltnis 6usanna 
Centlivres", Zeitschrift flir Ver~leichende Litteratur 
Geschichte, XIV (1900-01), 401-429; Bowyer, pp. 60-62. 
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Octavio (Bellnein). Thus the main business of each play 

is almost the same: bringing together the favoured lovers, 

and frustrating the paternal candidate. 

The pla:rs differ, of course, in how this is done, 

and in the farcical interludes. In The Beau's Duel the 

broad comedy was provided by the mock-duels: in Love's 

Contrivance it is supplied by Martin and his wife, and 

Bellmie's disguises as an astrologer. Hartin's wife-beating 

and the two scenes in which Bellmie imposes on uir Toby 

as a savant-- perhaps one would have been enough-- show a 

return to the looser construction of The Beau's Duel. ~his 

is disappointing after the careful tightening of Nay's 

play for The Stolen Heiress. Looking at the scenes in Act V 

between the disguised Bellmie and Sir Toby, and noting that 

these parts were played by Uilks and Johnson, the two actors 

singled out for praise in the preface, we may suspect that 

they were written, or expanded, as vehicles for the actors. 

Verbally they are very flat: there are too few jokes, and 

they are repeated too often. 

A notable difference between Love's Contrivan~ 

and The Beau's Duel is that while Gir w'illiam Ilode was an 

affected fop, Bir Toby Doubtful is "an old City Lnight". 

Gir ~oby conforms well enough to the stereotype of the 

merchant fit only to be cuckolded, but Loftis21 is right 

21 comedy and Dociety, p. 66. 



in minimizing hi:3 role as an anti-city fie:~ure. Sir Toby's 

occupation is important in only one scene in the play. In 

Act IV (pp. 46-49) there is a comic variant of the familiar 

"proviso scene", in which Lucinda tries to cool .Sir Toby's 

ardour for her by making a series of typically 

"fashionable" demands about their future life together that 

would be likely to upset a cit. She must have a house near 

St.James's, a new laced livery, a French chariot, and 

always six horses to pull it. All this horrifies Sir Toby, 

as it was intended to. 

=-ris particular aversion is the French coach: "egad 

I would not have a Nail about my coach that's French, for 

the Wealth of the East-India Company. French Chariot! say 

ye, Zouns, Eadam, do ye ta'r.::e me for a Jacobite'? ha!" (p. 48). 

Lucinda replies that a man may foll01·r the French fashions 

without being a Jacobite, a proposition Sir Toby denies. 

There is an interesting similarity here to the scene in 

The Beau's Duel (p. 41) in which Ogle refuses to fight the 

French, althow;h denying Jacobite sympathies. iie claims to 

have received too many civilities from the French on his 

last visit to France. Indirectly through Ogle, Ers. 

Centlivre exposed the absurdity of fi~hting the French 

while imitating them. 0ir Toby expresses the same 

sentihlent directly. 

This "proviso scene", perhaps the play's best, is 

also interesting for its use of asides. All three characters, 
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Lucinda, Belliza, and Sir Toby, are playing to the audience 

as well as to Rach other. After ench of Lucinda's demqnds, 

or comments on the fashionable life she hopes to lead, 

0ir ':1oby makes a wry co:rn:ment in an aside. He has no less 

than six asides in less than three pages of text. Belliza 

has two asides and Lucinda one: these serve to remind us 

that they are not in earnest and that we are watchint; a 

play-within-a-play. The scene lends itself very well to 

being acted by actors standing close to the front of the 

stage and speakin5 largely to the audience. ~rs. ~entlivre 

shows considerable skill in the management of asides in 

this highly-stylized scene. 

:-·raise for some notable technical success should 

not, however, obscure the play' s thinness. ·ro speak of its 

"theme" as "the resourcefulness of true love in achievine; 

its romantic objectives in spite of obstacles 1122 is to 

confuse theme with subject. The play does not have a 

theme for it contains no general ideas. An opportunistic 

compilation, Pope might justly have labelled it "the 

frippery of crucify' d Loliere". Ers. Centlivre r'1ade good 

theatre at the expense of dramatic construction. 

_{eviewing this period of "apprenticeship 11 
, it is 

clear that, if The Ferjur'd Husband was a false start, 
I 

The Beaus Duel, The Stolen Heiress, and Love's Contrivance 

have enou~h in corr.man for us to be able to pick out certain 

22H t TT If ' "") t . f s•enry en noor, rl ne-examina ion o usanna 
Centlivre as a 0omic Dramatist", Ph.D. Thesis, Univ. of 
Michigan, 1963, p. 21. 
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characters, situations, and techniques which, as she was 

to use them over and over again, are the building blocks 

of the typical Centlivre comedy. There are tv10 pairs of 

lovers, who have usually come to some understanding before 

the play opens. The course of their love is interrupted by 

misunderstandings, intercepted letters, rival's plots, and 

the like. Usually the father or guardian of the heroine 

will favour a less eligible (from the sirl's point of view) 

suitor. 'I'hese suitors may be eccentric, "humour" 

characters. If not, other "humour" figures will be 

introduced. Disguise and deception are the characters' 

stock-in-trade. ~~here will be some incidental criticism of 

manners and society, and especially anti-French and 

anti-Jacobite sentiments, but these will be expressed 

incidentally, not form part of the central structure of 

the play. There are occasional scenes where wit and repartee 

are dominant, but more often coBedy is derived from 

situation. 

Love's Contrivance, by its popular success and the 

critical self-confidence of its preface, marks the end of 

the first stage in l':rs. Centlivre' s career. But her desire 

to experiment did not end with the discovery of how to 

satisfy the public. Her next play, The Gamester (1705), 

marks a complete break both with the kind of comedy just 

outlined as typical of her, and with the critical opinions 

expressed in the preface to Love's Contrivance. Following 
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rather belatedly the examples of Lrs. ·Trotter and l':rs. l'ix 

(see p~; • 15-18 .q'hove :i, rlrs. Centlivre turned her hand to a 

moral play. 



III 

"A.UT PHODEGSE VCLUNT • • 1705-06. II ' 
The DesiGn of this Piece were to divert, without 

that Vicious Strain which usually attends the Conick Iv~use, 
and according to the first intent of Flays, recommend 
Morality, and I hope I have in some measure, perform'd it; 
I dare affirm there is nothing Immodest, nor immoral in it; 
part of it I own my self oblig'd to the French for, 
particularly the Character of the Gamester; but he is 
intirely ruin'd in the French: whereas I, in Complaisance 
to the many fine Gentlemen that Play in Ene;land, have 
reclaiB'd him, after I have discover'd the ill Consequence 
[sic] of Gaming, that very often happen to those uho are 
too passionately fond of it; 

This passage, from the dedication to The Gamester 

(1705) forms a complete contrast to the anti-Collier 

sentiments which Hrs. Centlivre expressed in the preface 

to The Perjur' d 1-Iusband (quoted at the beginning of 

chapter II.above), and to the remarks in the preface to 

Love's Contrivance. ~he Gamester was first perforned at 

Lincoln's Inn Fields, probably in January 1705.1 
A glance 

at some of the important theatrical events of the previous 

year shows that, in writing a "moral" play, l'irs. Centlivre 

was chancing with the times, either from personal 

conviction or from the hope of popular success. 

Steele's The Lying Lover was brought out at Drury 

Lane on 2 December 1703, and had a run of six nights. :.::n 

January 1705 ,,~ueen Anne issued two proclamations intended 

1Although the date of the premiere is not known, a 
performance on 2~~ li'ebruary 1705, coinciding Hith the 
~ublication of the play, was advertised as the twelfth 
(.Bowyer, p. 59). 
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to reform the theatres, and in particular to tighten up 

2the systemn of licensing new plays. The success of The 

Careless Husband, first produced at Drury Lane on 7 

December 1704, is indicative both of popular taste and of 

Cibber' s response to it. ~Jith of.fici;:ll and pop~1lar 

sentiment thus running in favour of "moral" plays, it is 

not surprising to find Mrs. Centlivre trying her hand at 

one. Her "moralizing" of Ret;nard' s Le Joueur is inde·ed 

analogous to Steele's treatment of Corneille's Le Eenteur 

in The Lying Lover. 

I1uch of 'I'he Gamester is closely based on Le 

Joueur (1696).3 Mrs Centlivre's most radical alteration 

is her "sentimental" ending. In Regnard, Valere loses 

Angelique to Dorante: still devoted to gaming, the play 

ends with him still hoping for better luck in the future. 

In The Gamester, Valere finally abjures gaming, and wins 

Angelica. In order to prepare for this ending, hrs. 

Centlivre makes Valere more attractive and Dorante less 

so. In Regnard's II,xiv, Valere, having just received 

from Angelique her portrait (in II, xii) pawns it to Nme 

La Ressource, despite his promise never to part with it. 

In the corresponding scene in The Gamester (pp. 12-14), 

Valere does not lose the picture to Ers. Security. Instead, 

2ITicoll, !.. History of Znr'lish Drama 1660-1800, II, 
281-282. 

3Bowyer, pp. 59- 62 • 
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he loses it at play in r-ct IV, but then only as a 11 last 

stR.ke" and with reluctance. i:rs. Centlivre makes Dorante 

more interested in Angelica's fortune than in her person. 

Another ioportant change is llrs. Centlivre's 

strengthening of the subplot to provide the usual two 

pairs of lovers in the play as a whole. Lady '.leal thy is 

treated more seriously than La Comtesse, and is given a 

respectable lover (Lovewell, who has no counterpart in 

Regnard) who reforms and marries her. 

Despite the last-act reformation of both Valere 

and Lady \.feal thy, scholars have disagreed about whether 

The Ga:r:uester is a "sentimental" play. This disageement 

reflects the larger critical dispute as to what 

constitutes a 11 sentimental 11 play. In The Drama of 

0ensibility (1915), Ernest Bernbaum, who locates the 

mainspring of the "sentimental" in ethical benevolism, 

accepts The Gamester as "sPntimental" (pp. 98-100). 

Bernbaum accepts the sincerity of Valere's contrition, as 

indeed one must if the play is to make sense. For the 

conversion to be convincing, we must believe in the 

fundamental goodness of his character (and therefore of 

human nature) and in his readiness to respond to Angelica's 

exemplary forgiveness. Bernbaum is, therefore, surely right 

in associating the play with other dramas of benevolism. 

Arthur Sherbo, however, in Enp;lish Lentimental 

Drama (1957), refuses to accept The Gamester as 
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"sentimental" (pp. 113-115). Gherbo points to the "large 

element of the purely comic" (p. 113), and to apparently 

anti-sentimental elements, such as Lady 'Jealthy' s parody 

of Valere (p. 16). This last is indeed disturbing, as I 

discuss below (p. 67). But the prouinent comic parts of 

the play are also characteristic of 3teele and Gibber. 

Sherbo isolates some of the artistic weaknesses in the 

play, but this hardly affects our view of what was clearly 

her purpose as expressed in her dedication: to ally 

herself with Gteele and the "reform" movement. 4 This is 

what 3teele said in the preface to The Lying Lover: 

"publick hepresentations should have nothing in 'em but 

what is agreeable to the Lanners, Laws, Religion and 

Policy of the Place or Hation in which they are exhibited. 11 5 

In method and purpose, The Gamester is the same kind of 

play as The Lying Lover and The Careless Husband. 

Unfortunately, the moral or didactic play did not suit Drs. 

Centlivre. For all its popular success, (it was regularly 

performed until 1756), The Gamester is, to me at least, the 

least appealing of her plays. In trying to accommodate plot 

and character to the didactic mode, Mrs. Centlivre had to 

move outside her best and most characteristic vein. 

4For cogent objections to Sherbo's procedure, see 
John Loftis's review of En~lish Sentimental Drama in Modern 
Language Notes, LX:XIV (195 ), 447-450. 

5Plays ed. Kenny, p. 115. In the same preface, 
Steele refers ~PP• 115-116) to the recent royal proclamations. 
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The most unsatisfactory aspect of the play is the 

character and conversion of Valere. r-1.rs. Centlivre's usual 

practice was to create ordinary but admirable heroes, men of 

sound common sense (Manly), with perhaps a sprinkling of 

faults (Bellmein). As foils to these heroes, she drew 

eccentric characters, whose peculiarities and "humours" 

were exposed to ridicule. The contrast between hero and foil 

is clearest in A Bold Stroke for ~ Wife, in which Fainwell 

tricks and parodies each of Ann Lovely's guardians in turn. 

In Valere, Mrs. Centlivre attempted to combine the two types 

of character. \Je are asked to condemn his "ruling passion" 

for gaming, and yet to take him seriously as a suitable 

husband for .Angelica. Mrs. Centlivre is more successful in 

exposing Valere's vice and the indignities to which it 

subjects him (a good example is the scene with ~1rs. Security, 

pp. 12-14) than in making him a sympathetic figure. In 

Regnard, Valere was not rewarded with Angelique, and there 

was no need to "convert" him, or evoke sympathy for him. 

Other characters in Mrs. Centlivre's plays can 

speak in a strain like this without appearing absurd: "here 

on this Beauteous Hand I swear, whose touch runs thrilling 

thro' my Heart-- and by those lovely Eyes that dart their 

fire into my Soul, never to disoblige you more" (p. 24). But 

from Valere, such sentiments seem absurd. The incongruity 

between his protestations in front of Angelica, and his 

behaviour elsewhere, is too marked to be other than comic· 
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In a serious play, one can accept a conflict of emotions in 

a character's erratic behaviour. But this is less easy with 

Valere, because he vacillates between attractive virtue 

(Angelica) and unattractive vice (gaming). Valere also breaks 

his word too often to retain any credibility. 

Another respect in which The Gamester is an untypical 

Centlivre play is in the plot, which turns not on a device 

but on an emotional change. As with the character of Valere, 

this was an unsuccessful experiment for Mrs. Centlivre. 

There are two main difficulties. The first is that Hrs. 

Centlivre included much comic business of her usual kind 

(which is in fact the most enjoyable part of the play), so 

that there is an incongruity between the management of the 

subsidiary intrigue and the highly charged emotional tone 

of the scenes between Valere and Angelica. The second 

problem is that the .emotional changes are inadequately 

motiV«-lted and insufficiently prepared for. 

The final scene of the play illustrates both these 

problems. The situation is that whilst Lovewell has, by a 

conspicuous piece of generosity, preserved the honour of 

Lady 'vlealthy, Valere has just lost at cards Angelica's 

picture (which he had sworn never to part with, except to 

Angelica herself). Actually, the "gamester" that Valere 

lost it to was Angelica in disguise. Mrs. Centlivre had 

three things to accomplish in the scene: to reconcile Lady 
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\lealthy to marriage with Lovewell; to heal the breach between 

Valere and Angelica; and to expose the sham Marquis (a 

pretender to Lady Wealthy). Mrs. Centlivre began by tidying 

up the subplot. Lovewell enters to Lady \lealthy, bringing 

news of his successful endeavours on her behalf (pp. 59-60). 

Lady Wealthy admits, in an aside, that "This generosity 

shocks me--" (p. 60). Here we see the force of moral example 

begin to operate. At first she is on the defensive against 

Lovewell, but in about a page of dialogue Lovewell persuades 

her to marriage. This is managed delicately: Lady \lealthy' s 

"conversion" stems from a combination of caprice and good 

sense, her character throughout the play. She and Lovewell 

go out to seek the chaplain (p. 61). 

Angelica enters, lamenting that she should have less 

luck in love than her sister. Mrs. Favourite (Angelica's maid) 

brings in Dorante, Valere's rival, and shortly after Valere 

and Hector (his man) enter. ·This is obviously going to be 

the final confrontation. Angelica asks for the picture she 

had given Valere. Valere is prepared to brazen it out, and 

invents a train of excuses, until Angelica herself produces 

it. The tension had been increasing for about a page of 

dialogue, since Angelica's request for the picture. !Irs. 

Centlivre puncturesthis tension with an aside from Hector: 

"Ruin'd past redemption-- Oh, oh, oh,-- that such a 

compleat Lie should turn to no Account." (p. 63). Such 

comic asides (and they continue through the remainder of 
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the scene) are usually, in f'lrs. Centlivre's hands, effective 

comic punctuation. In this scene, their effect is less 

happy: Mrs. Centlivre is striving to establish a new, more 

serious moral tone, and Hector constantly reminds us of the 

world of the earlier part of the play. 

At the production of the picture, Valere is abashed 

and, making a virtue of necessity, offers no further excuses. 

Now Sir Thomas Valere, his father, enters (p. 65). Hearing 

of Valere's latest disgrace, Sir Thomas summarily 

disinherits him: "Mr. Demur, I desire you to make my \-!ill 

this ~~inute,-- and put the ungracious Rogue down a Shilling.--

Sirrah, I charge you never to come in Sight of me, or ny Habitati01 

more;-- nor, do you hear, dare to own me for your Father.-

Go, Troop Sirrah, I shall hear of your going up Holbourn-Hill 

in a little time.--" (p. 66). This severe speech is followed 

imqediately by two contrastinr, asides: 

HECTOR 
So, there's all my Wages lost.-

ANGELICA 
Ha! this Usage shocks me. (p. 66) 

This is surely too pat a contrast between the selfish and the 

unselfish. Angelica's aside, like Lady Wealthy's (see above, 

p. 65), "shocks" and signals the beginning of a change of 

heart. But in Angelica's case, it is an example of harshness 

that moves her to generosity, not a question of generosity 

reciprocated. 
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Valere makes another contrite speech, and in another 

aside we hear the process of Angelica's softening: 11hy 

Heart beats as if the Strings were breaking". A further 

speech from Valere, and Angelica gives way entirely: "Shall 

I see him ruin'd-- no-- that wou'd be barbarous beyond 

Example-- Valere come back, shou'd I forgive you all-- Wou'd 

my Generosity oblige you to a sober Life.-- (p. 67). Valere, 

naturally, says that it would, and Sir Thomas too is caught 

up in the mood of forgiveness: "How Lucky a Turn is this! 

Madam your Example is too good not to be follow'd.-- Valere, 

11I forgive thee ••• (p. 67). This is the emotional climax 

of the play: in the remaining couple of pages of dialogue 

the tension relaxes as Lady wealthy and Lovewell enter, now 

happily married, and the sham Marquis is exposed as the 

former footman, Robin Skip. 

Thus the last scene of The Gamester is motivated by 

a chain of moral examples. This accords well with the play's 

intent, which is to move and reform its audience by example. 

But a crucial missing link in the chain is the absence of any 

guarantee of Valere's sincerity. It is just not credible, 

after what we have seen of him in the first four acts. Near 

the beginning of Act II (p. 16), Lady Wealthy parodies one 

of Valere's repentant speeches. She does it so devastatingly 

well that it is impossible to take the same language 

seriously when Valere uses it in apparent earnest. 

Obviously the play's popularity shows that it found 
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audiences willing to suspend disbelief in Valere, just as 

Angelica does in the play. But there is interesting evidence 

that at least one contemporary had mixed feelings about the 

play's morality, in an epilogue, apparently written for an 

amateur performance of some scenes from the play, about 

1710. This is one of a series of three epilogues in a 

volume of "Verses. Some made Some Translated from ye Latin 

.Anno Domini MDCCX", now in the Bodleian Library. 6 The 

epilogues are described as "written for some persons who 

acted a small part of the Gamester" (fol. 13v). Cne of the 

three is written for the sham llarquis, and one for "any 

one 11 is a general apology for the faults of the inexperienced 

troupe. But the most interesting one of the three is written 

Has took perjured gaming Rake to bed 

for Dorante, and it offers, in effect, a cynical reading of 

the action of the play: 

The Flirt forsooth rather than age she'd wed 
a 

One who had often vow'd he'd game no more 
Yet broke his Oaths as often as he swore 
And tho' he did so many times deceive 
The cred'lous Fool wou'd each new Oath believe (fol. 11R ) 

The decision to perform the play (or a part of it) and then 

to satirize it in such an epilogue suggests a mixed reaction: 

a desire to credit the play's moral, and to suspend 

disbelief in its favour, and at the same time a desire to 

neutralize scepticism by incorporating it into the dramatic 

6Bodleian Library, MS.Rawl. poet. 197. 
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framework. Obviously it would be wrong to build too much 

on a single piece of evidence, but the attitude of the 

amateur group does afford a valuable insight into the 

play's contemporary reception. 

2 

Perhaps encouraged by the success of The Gamester, 

Mrs. Centlivre wrote a second "moral" play centred on the 

evils of gaming. The Basset-Table was produced at Drury 

Lane on 20 November 1705, but ran for only four nights 

(Avery, pp. 107-108). In the dedication to the printed 

text, Mrs. Gentlivre says that it pleased the "nicest 11 part 

of the town.7 She goes on to give an account of the purpose 

of her play, and it is interesting to compare this with the 

earlier one prefaced to The Gamester (quoted above, p. 59). 

This is what she says in the dedication to The Basset-Table: 

Poetry, in its first Institution, was principally design'd 
to Correct, and rectify Manners. Thence it was that the 
Roman and Athenian Stages were accounted Schools of 
Divinity and Morality; where the Tragick Writers of those 
Days inspired their Audiences with Noble and Heroick 
Sentiments, and the Cornick laugh'd and diverted them out 
of their Vices; and by rediculing [sic] Folly, Intemperence, 
and Debauchery, gave them an Indignation for those 
Irregularities, and made them pursue the opi)osite Virtues. 

The emphasis here is on social and not personal morality: 

"I,:anners" are to be corrected, by laughing and diverting 

the audience from their vices. The shift in emphasis is 

7rt was advertised in the Daily Courant on 21 
November (Norton, p. 175). 
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slight, but indicative of an important difference between 

the two plays. 

In 'I1he Gamester, attention was concentrated on the 

personal consequences to Valere of his gaming. In The 

Basset-Table, gambling is treated primarily as a social 

vice. This difference in emphasis is brought out by a 

comparison of the opening scenes of the two plays. The 

Gamester opened with Hector, alone, waiting for Valere to 

return from play. Valere returns, alone. Thus right from the 

start gaming is associated with social isolation. Throughout 

the play, gaming cuts Valere off from his natural associates 

(especially his father and his mistress), forcing him into 

the dubious company of Mrs. Security and her like. The 

Basset-Table opens with a public scene, the melee in Lady 

Reveller's hall as their game breaks up for the night, or 

rather the morning. Ceveral footmen are sleepily waiting for 

their ladies. Here gaming is presented as anti-social in a 

different way from The Gamester: it brings people together, 

but for the wrong reasons, and it turns night into day and 

day into night. 

Another crucial difference is that in The 

Basset-Table, the gamesters are reformed by demonstration 

of the evil consequences of gaming, not by the operation of 

personal remorse, as Valere is. In The Basset-'l'able, the 

vice is more widely spread, among three characters, whereas 

in The Gamester Valere bore the whole weight of the 
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anti-gaming theme. In The Basset-Table, the gambling itch 

operates in dif_;·erent ways. Lady Heveller' s gaming lowers 

her moral standing, and exposes her virtue to attack. Bir 

James Courtly gambles for diversion and intrigue: he has 

to be educated to a greater seriousness. At a lower social 

level, Ilrs. Sago's passion for play causes the ruin of her 

husband, as she lives beyond their means. The fact that 

there are three gamesters in the play has another important 

advantage. The main gaming scene in Act IV of The 

Basset-Table (pp. 50-54) is superior to the corresponding 

scene in The Gamester (pp. 50-56) because all of the 

card-players are important characters in the play. Thus each 

move is watched with interest, as we know the undercurrents 

of emotion that are at work (especially the intrigue between 

Sir James and Mrs. Sago). In The Gamester, only the part of 

the scene that involved Angelica was of such interest. 

There is also more variety of plot and business in 

1rhe Basset-Table, including the (for l'lrs. Centlivre) unusual 

feature of two love-chases. The concerns of the main plot 

are to reform Lady Reveller's love of gaming, and to unite 

her to Lord Worthy. Both are effected by means of disguise: 

Sir James pretends to assault Lady 2eveller, setting up a 

situation in which Lord \Jorthy can come to her rescue. 

Important anti-gaming sentiments are expressed indirectly 

through Sir James's account of Lady Reveller's behaviour: 
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L.ti.DY £1::'.:VELL~:R 

Ohl hold-- Kill me rather than destroy my Honour -- what 
Devil has Debauch'd your Temper? Or how has my Carriage 
drawn this Curse upon me? Hhat have I done to give you 
Cause to think you ever shou'd succeed this hated way. 
(weeps.) 

1.r1hy this "~uestion, I;adam? Can a Lady that loves r lay so 
passionately as you do -- that takes as 1auch Pains to draw 
Men in to lose their I~oney, as a Town :Miss to their 
Destruction -- that Caresses all 8orts of People for your 
Interest, that divides your time between your Toylet and the 
Basset-·.rable; (can you, I say, boast of innate Virtue?-
Fie, fie, I am sure you must have guess'd for what I 
Play' d so Deep • • • (pp. 55-56) 

Here the moral sentiments are both disguised and doubled in 

force by being alleged as reasons for seduction. Lord 

',Jorthy, as arranged, comes opportunely to save Lady 

Reveller, and she is cured of her follies. 

The second plot is managed less adroitly. 0ir 

James himself has to be cured of liEhtness and easy 

morality by Lady Lucy. The groundwork for his "conversion" 

is laid near the beginning of Act III, in a very moral 

conversation between the two. Lady Lucy points out the 

evils of gaming, and 3ir James is half convinced: but when 

~ady Lucy leaves him, the attractions of basset reassert 

themselves (pp. 47-50). In the end, the justness of Lady 

Lucy's sentiments brinGS him onto the right side: his 

"conversion", entirely by force of moral example, is 

therefore more 11 sentimental 11 than Lady Reveller's. Because 

Sir James is from the beginning portrayed as a man of 

sense, amusing himself with folly, his conversion does 
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not jar in the way that Valere's does. 

There is no love-chase in the third plot. Valeri2 

and ~nsign Lovely have been in love since before the play 

began, but her father, Bir Richard Plainman, wants her to 

marry a seaman, and has selected a Captain Hearty for the 

purpose. 3ir ~ichard is a more rational version of La~ich, 

the father in The otolen Heiress who wanted his daughter to 

marry a scholar. Valeria is a "philosophical e;irl", much 

interested in both speculative and experimental science. 

This is not to Hearty's taste, so that he gladly resigns 

his pretentions to Lovely, and helps him win Valeria by 

disguising himself as a seaman and blustering well enough 

to deceive Sir Richard. This part of the play is in some 

ways the most interesting. Sir Richard acts as spokesman 

for Mrs. Centlivre's anti-French and anti-popish sentiments. 

This redeems him from being a mere tyrant, and grounds his 

"humour" in the rational desire to trounce the French. 

Captain Hearty's nautical slang and metaphors is the first 

time L.rs. Centlivre makes extensive use of such an argot, 

even parodying it when Lovely disguises himself as 

Captain rlatch. She makes most extensive use of the same 

device in A 13old ..:Jtroke for a \iife, where Fainwell has to 

repeat Lovely's trick in five different characters in order 

to win .-Uin Lovely. 

It is Valeria, however, who has become the play's 

best-known character. 3he has been seen as a satirical 
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portrait of the "new woman", and even as a caricature of 

I"~ary .Astell: "By 1709, the time of Swift's :Madonella in 

the Tatler, when Ilary 11stell had become well known, Nrs. 

Centlivre used her in The Basset Table, as a specific 

instance of the learned lady. The French influence is 

prominent in this play in that Valeria's pseudo-learning 

consists in experimental science. 13 I find no evidence that 

the portrait is intended to be satiric, or supposed to 

recall hary Astell. Lady Reveller suggests to Valeria that 

she might li1rn to form an Academy for women, and Valeria 

agrees that she would (p. 19): but this is the only 

similarity between her and l'Iary Astell. There is nothing 

in the latter's educational writings to suggest an interest 

in experimental science: her emphasis is on philosophy in 

the modern sense. Valeria's interests are in dissecting 

animals and in speculative science, and I see nothing 

"pseudo" about her science. Her empirical procedure and 

sceptical attitude seem to be in the true spirit of the 

Royal Society. Nor is Valeria a woman in whom science has 

driven out softer thoughts of love. ohe frankly admits to 

Lovely that she loves him, and she resolutely refuses to 

marry the man her father has chosen for her. 

The Basset-Table is a more searching treatment of 

the "woman question" than any of the plays written by l'~rs. 

Behn and her successors. In this play i•lrs. Centlivre 

8Florence II. Smith, Nary Astell (1916), p. 29. 
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provides, in Lady Reveller, a study of a woman of sense 

giddy because uniI!1 proved by education; in Lady Lucy, a 

woman of reflection and morality; and in Valeria a woman 

interested in areas of lmowledge comr:only thought a man's 

preserve. Lady Reveller is imitated at a lower social level 

by J\'rs. Sago, a city wife whose passion for gaming leads 

her to live beyond her means. Since Mrs. Sago is a slavish 

follower of Lady Reveller, the two women furnish excellent 

illustrations of i"~ary 1:>.stell' s point that "Ignorance and a 

narrow Education lay the Foundation of Vice, and Icitation, 

and Custorr, rear it up. n9 

The "woman question" is closely linked with the 

play's treatment of the social evils of gaming. For Sir 

James, who goes to play with his eyes opened by his 

education, the pastime is an innocent diversion. He has 

enough money to lose, calculating before the game exactly 

how much he will let the ladies win (p. 49), and he is 

not likely to bring ruin on himself. The woDen, less 

self-controlled, are more vulnerable. Lady Reveller, 

although she has money enough, exposes herself, as we have 

seen (p. 72 above); while I'irs. Sago actually brings her 

husband into dire financial str~~ts by her unbridled 

passion for play. Lady Lucy and Valeria see nothing to 

attract them in such frivolous pursuits. Thus if the play 

9A Serious Proposal to the Ladies (1695), p. 32. 
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has a theme beyond the evils of :aruin[!::, and a moral purpose 

beyond t~1e one l1rs. Centlivre sets out explicitly, it is 

the need for the female mind to be trained, and so avoid 

the wrong judGments that L:_1-1y r;;.eveller and lirs. '...iago make. 

Henry ten Hoor seems to me to be mistaken when he 

claims that the play's theme is "the evil that results 

from self-indulgence and unwillingness to conform to the 
10restrictions imposed by an ordered society 11 "Society"• 

in the play is neither ordered nor responsible. On the 

contrary, it is society that allows women to lead a life 

of frivolity without preparinc them for anything better. 

It is the social nonconformists in the play, Lady Lucy and 

Valeria, who engage our sympathy. The Basset-Table is a 

call for a new society in which women will play a more 

serious role tharc the "berry little coquetish Tits" that 

divert Sir James (p. 49). 

3 

Heither perforuance nor publication of Love at ~ 

Venture can be dc:,ted precisely. There has been a suggestion 

that it was offered to Drury Lane, but refused by Gibber: 

the earliest evidence for this, however, is a pamphlet of 

1740, quoted belo"l'r (p. 78). According to the title-page of 

the printed edition, the play had been 11 acted by his Grace, 

the Duke of Grafton's .Servants, at the New Theatre in 

1011 ~'1.. Ue-examinatiun of 0usanna Centlivre 11 
, p. 65. 
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Bath". 11 ~'~O 'le.tors' n;-;mes Bre ;::iven in this ndition, but 

the e)ilogue is assigned to hiss Jacobella Power, and the 

prologue implies that the (anonymous) authoress was in, 

or at least associated with, the company. It is known that 

Grafton's company, managed by John rower, was active in 

Bristol in the summer of 1706. 12 I'Iottley records that it 

was while acting in this company at 'Jindsor that flrs. 

Carroll attracted the notice of Joseph Centlivre. 13 

The theatre in Bath had been built in 1705, but 
. 11+little is known of its operations. Love at a Venture 

is actually the earliest play known to have been acted 

there. One ima~ines a summer audience at Bath to have 

been hardly less sophisticated than the winter audiences 

of the metropolis. Defoe, writing in 1725, acidly remarks 

how this need not have been to the theatre's advantage: 

"In the afternoon there is generally a play, tho' the 

decorations are mean, and the performances accordingly; 

but it answers, for the company here (not the actors) 

11 rt was published by John Chantry, and the 
title-page is dated 1706. 

12sybil Rosenfeld, Strolling Players and Drama 
in the Provinces 1660-1765 (1939), pp. 45, 170. 

13A List of all the Dramatic Authors (1747), p. 188. 

14Tiosenfeld, pp. 168-172. 

http:Centlivre.13
http:Bath".11
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1 c;
make the play, to say no more." _./One remarkable feature 

of the play, which suggests that the printed text, at 

least, was adapted for provincial performance, is the small 

number of locations and scene changes that are required. 

Acts II, III, and. V, are unbroken scenes, and ii..cts I and IV 

require only one change each. Only three different locations 

are called for. (The typical requirements for a 

London-staged Centlivre play are discussed in chapter IV 

below; see pp. 107-108).There is no record of the play's 

having been performed in London. 

3ince Love at ~ Venture is at least the equal of 

any of Lrs. Gentlivre's earlier plays, one is puzzled by 

the story of Gibber's rejection of it. The idea comes from 

one of the anti-Gibber pamphlets that followed the 

publication of the .Apolof:?Y· Cibber's refusal is there 

pithily expressed: "'.,Jhy, .Madam, said he, this would be 

putting upon the Audience indeed; they will never bear it; 

'tis extravagant, it is outraging Nature, it is silly, and 

it is not ridiculous. 1116 rlottley simply says that she 

"offered it to Drury-lane Theatre, where it was rejected, 

but she afterwards carried it to Bath" (p. 1E38). 

Gibber certainly thousht well enoueh of the play 

(as the author of The Laureat well knew) to steal from it 

1 5.;.;. Tour through the ~Jhole Island 2f. Great Britain 
(Zveryman edition), II, 35. 

1'
01::L.1he Laureat: or, The :rtight .Side of Colle;z Gibber 

( 1740)' p .---::n-2. 
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for his own The Double Gallant, which was produced at the 

Haymarket on 1 November 1707. In his Apology, Cibber tells 

us that tr_is play was nrr:ade up of what little was tolerable, 

in two, or three others, that had no Success, and were laid 

aside as so muc~ Poetical Lumber 11 
• 
17 The Laureat charges 

that Cibber plagiarised frOE r:rs. Centlivre's ~anuscript 

(p. 112), but he could have used the printed text. 

In Love at a Venture, f·rs. Centlivre turned away 

from the didactic drama of The Gamester and The 

Baseet-Table.18 Love at a Venture is a return to earlier 
~~ ~ ~~~~-

r:-odels and rr.odes. The n~ain plot is based on Thomas 

Corneille's Le Galand double (1690), but in adapting it 

to English taste J\'.rs. Centlivre also drew on English 

restoration comedy. 19 In particular, it is reminiscent of 

restoration comedy in being a portrait of a rake (Bellair) 

settling dovm to a steady life, not suddenly converted to it. 

Bellair (he is Belair in the dramatis personae, but Bellair 

17£pology (1740), ed. Fone, pp. 182-83. Cibber 
also used Burnaby's The Reform'd Wife (1700) and The 
Ladies Visiting-Day T1'701). 

181.rhere are, however, "moral 11 scenes in Mar-Plot 
(1710) and in The Artifice (1722). 

1 9~he play's literary relationships are concisely 
set out in F. W. Bateson, "The Double Gallant of Colley 
Gibber", Review of Env.lish btiidies, I (1925), 343-346. 

http:comedy.19
http:Baseet-Table.18
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throuchout the text), lik:e Dorirnant, feels initially a 

co~~ulsion to make love to every woman he meets. \llien the 

mistress is away, he woos the maid. But with Camilla (like 

Dorimant with Harriet), 1:3ellair comes to recoc;nise a 

qualitative difference between this passion and his earlier 

affairs. Ers Centlivre contrasts Bellair with 3ir 1.lilliam 

Freelove, who (despite the name) is constant in his love 

for J3eliza and thus corresponds rou€;hly "With Young .Belair 

in The r·:an of Eode. This kind of contrast between the young 

men is a familiar pattern in l':rs. Centlivre's plays, from. 

as far back as The Beau's Duel, and it reappears acain in 

her next play, The Platonick Lady (1706). 

Although she took the main plot-- the hero's 

appearing to two women in different characters, and 

keeping up the pretence of being two people-- from Thomas 

Corneille, Ilrs. Centlivre made the hero more compulsively 

rakish and less sententious. 0he also added the subplot 

of Sir '.!illiam, and the "humour" characters Gir Paul 

Cautious and ',Jou' dbe. _..1 tog.ether, I~ove at .§; Venture is :· 

play of action where Le Galand Double had been a play of 

words. Obviously, a good deal of verbal loosening was 

inevitable in translating couplets into prose. Mrs. 

Centlivre did not aim to reproduce Corneille's pointed 

repartee, or his epigrammatic couplets. _..m_ instance of 

her greater concentration on. action can be seen in her 

omission of the discussions between the women and their 
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20confidantes, little "love debates 11 
• 

In general, 1'1rs. Centlivre moves on faster than 

Corneille after the comic point has been made. A good 

example of Lrs. Centlivre's use of Corneille is a 

speech by Robin (Bellair's servant), which is translated 

from two speeches, in different scenes, by Guzman, the 

corresponding character in Corneille: 

Bon, mais puisqu' a la fois deux ont l'heur de vous 

3t que la confrerie est un mal n§cess~ire, [plaire, 

Prenez-les toutes deux en qualite d' epoux, 

L'une pour vos amis, l'autre sera pour vous. (I,i) 


r:onsieur' si par hasard elle etai t fort presse'
d'f7'.it~ ~u I a' vous en e aire• on vous vi"'t Aempech/e, 

Four vous faire plaisir je prendrais le marche. (I,vi) 

~fuy, Sir, if the worst come to the worst-- that they will 
both have you-- why en'e marry them both, keep one for 
your self, and t'other to entertain your Friends-- or, 
if you please, ~ir,-- to do you a 0ervice, I don't c~re 
if I take one of 'em off your hands. (p. 26) 

_\n example of one of Corneille's ''battles of wit", a 

long sequence of verbal sparring, that was considerably 

shortened by Lrs. Centlivre, is Bellair's flirtation with 

Fatch (pp. 9-12; see Corneille, I,ii). 

As usual, Lrs. Centlivre also provides comedy 

of a broader sort with subordinate "humour" characters. 

Cne of these is \Jou'dbe, a second-hand fop who copies 

his clothes from Sir l·lilliam, and proposes to set up an 

"office for poetry" that will purvey second-hand poetical 

materials (p. 7). 1.Infortunately, -,:ou'dbe is not well 

20,\. notable example is Corneille's II, ii, between 
Isabelle and Beatrix. 
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integrated into the action of the play, and some of his 

long set-piece speeches are tedious-- especially his 

account of his plan for instant erudition (pp. 8-9). Lore 
L "'c.. 

successful is Sir Faul Cautious, a hYl>oc}?ndr~l old man 

with a young wife. He does have some function in the 

action: Bellair flirts with his wife, Sir Paul preventing 

the assignations in the nick of time • 

.Sir Paul also contributes to the play' s treatment 

of the "youth and crabbed age" problem. His tyrannical 

attitude to his wife parallels Dir Thomas Bellair's to 

l:sellair, and Positive's to Camilla. In this play, I1rs. 

Centlivre's attitude to adultery is notably less 

sympathetic than in the subplot of The Ferjur'd Husband, 

where Lady J?izalta was allowed to cuckold her husband and 

get away with it. In Love at~ Venture, Lady Cautious's 

assignations are frustrated. When her brother (Sir 

~illiam) discovers the intrigue, she is contrite and 

promises to reform: '",Jhat sure Disgrace attends Unlawful 

Love; had I really fall'n, I now shou'd die with shame • 

methinks I hate my self, for having, but in wish, consented, 

and e;row in love with Virtue.--" (p. 54). There is a slight 

11 sentimental" influence here that is absent from 3ellair's 

settlins down. It is worth noticing that r·~rs. Centlivre 

neither allows Lady Cautious to amuse herself on the side, 

nor to escape, as li'arquhar allows I:irs. 3ullen to do in 

The Beaux' Stratagem. Instead, the miseries of her enforced 
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marriage serve to reinforce the idea of the need for love 

in marriace. In the main plot, the conflict between parent 

and child is disE;olved rather than solved when it is 

discovered that each is the other parent's choice, and that 

love had anticipated parental arrangement. 

In ':::'he Double Gallant, Gibber took hrs. Centlivre's 

alterations to Le Galand Doubl~ a stage further. He added 

a tDird plot (Careless and Dady Dainty, borrowed from 

Burnaby) and much more comic business. Two examples of such 

11 show-stopping 11 scenes are Sir Solomon's reception of the 

three eccentric suitors, in Act I (their 11humours 11 are 

indicated by their names: Captain Strut, Sir Squ2bble 

~plithair, and ~aunter), and in hCt III, Lady Dainty's love 

of exotic bric-a-brac. This last (again, improved froQ 

Burnaby) is a department in which Gibber excells Lrs. 

Centlivre. Gibber (who had more experience of high-life) 

is sufficiently fascinated by what he is ostensibly 

satirising to give fashionable amusements and fads an 

attractive -·i_tality. 0o too his fops are superior to Hrs. 

Centlivre's. 

By introducing Careless, Gibber further diluted 

the dominance of the main figure. \fuere Corneille's 

Fernand had the field to himself, t~s. Centlivre yrovided 

Bellair with a foil in Jir -,iilliam. Gibber' s ..,~tall (who 

corresponds to Dellair) is scarcely a larger part than 

Clerimont or Careless, althouch it is the best of the three 



(Gibber played Atall himself). 21 

4 

0'.i'he :2latonick Lady was produced 1t the ~t,Ueen Is 

Theatre in the Haymarket on 25 November 1706, and ran for 

four nights (Avery, pp. 132-'133). -.hen the play was 

published, it was prefaced by an unusual dedication, not 

to a particular patron, but in e;eneral terms to "all the 

Generous l~ncouragers of Female Ingenuity". 22 In this 

dedication, Ers Centlivre pleads against the "Carping 

l"lalice of the Vulgar World; who think it a proof of their 

~3ense, to dislike every thing that is writ by '•/omen". :3he 

instances two examples from her own experiences. Gne is 

an anecdote she 1-rns told by the publisher of 'l1he J-amester: 

11 a 0park that had seen my Gamester three or four times, 

and lik'd it extremely: Having bought one of the ~ooks, 

ask'd who the Author was; and beint; told, a Woman, threw 

down the Book, and put up his IIoney, saying he had spent 

too much after it already, and was sure if the Town had 

known that, it 1:rnu' d never have run ten days." '.::'he other 

1121 In ThE~ ::::Jouble Gallant in ~ighteenth-Century
Comedy 11 

, '.Jilliam } • .h.ppleton relates Atall to the 
restoration seducer, and sue;e;ests that he "recalls" 
Fainwell in ~l. Bold Stroke .for a Wife (Enc:lish \Jri ters of 
the Eighteenth-ceiltury, ed. J.-H. I~iddendorf, 1971, p.'148). 
~-'>.pp le ton ic;nores the vital and immediate link with Hrs. 
Centlivre's Bellair. 

22The play was advertised as "This Day Iublished" 
in the Dailv- Courant, 9 December 1706 (Horton, p. 175). 
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is the false initials 11 .2. l'l." that were used to sign the 

dedication to Love's Contrivance (see above, pp. 49-51). As 

an example of fer: ale excellence, 1· rs. Centlivre rcentions 

Queen Anne, and hopes the.t this will answer her critics, 

those who might "spitefully cavil at the following Scenes, 

purely because a Woman writ 'em". 

The Platonick Lady marks the end of I':rs. Centlivre' s 

struggle for recor;nition: it was her last play to ap9ear 

without her na~e on the title-page. 23 By the time she 

wrote The Busie Body, her marriage had given her a more 

assured social position, and with Steele's aid The Busie 

Body triurr:phed over the "Carping I•'. al ice". But the major 

credit must so to The Busie Bodysbeing a better play. 

As the following diagram will indicate, The 

Platonick Lady is a re-working of the pattern of Love at ~ 

Venture: 

Bellair/Belvil ~Camilla/Isabella 

.Sir William/Sir Charles!::=:>. Beliza/Lucinda 

In both plays, the necessary correcting of the initial 

imbalance is effected by force of circumstance, not by 

~oral regeneration. 

231~n apparent exception is A \·Jife Well Iv:anag'd
(1715), but this was intended to appear with The Gotham 
Election in a composite volume. 

http:title-page.23
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Instead of the "double gallant 11 
, l'~rs. Centlivre assigns the 

disguise theme to Isabella, whose plan to capture Devil 

involves her appearin~ as Dolly, Lady Elizabeth Lovemore, 

and Donna Clara, as well as, finally, herself. Corresponding 

to the apish \Jou' dbe in Love at ~ Venture, there is Nrs. 

Dowdy, a rustic widow come to town to learn its manners. 

The weakness of The Platonick Lady is that it is a 

medley of themes, modes, and motifs, without the unity of 

tone and singleness of dramatic purpose that enabled Lrs. 

Centlivre-- in The Busie Body, for example-- to combine 

diverse elements such as intrigue and "humour". In Love at 

a Venture it was only really ;10u' dbe that was imperfectly 

integrated. In J:lhe rilatonick Lady there is a tendency for 

the romantic, sentimental, and satiric elements actually 

to work counter to each other. This can best be seen by 

examining each in turn. 

Perhaps it is the romantic, or rather "platonic 11 

element in the play that is least satisfactory. In Cavalier 

Drama (1936), Alfred Harbage traces the rise of the 

"platonic mode" to the ideals of the precieuses that 

arrived in England with Henrietta Viaria. He quotes this 

account from a letter of 1634: "it is a Love abstracted fron 

all corporeal gross impressions and sensual Apetite, but 

consists in Contemplations and Ideas of the Lind, n0t in any 

carnal Fruition" (p. 36). D'Avenant's The Platonick Lovers 

(1635) is an early treatment of the theme, ending with the 
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conversion of the platonics to marriage. In The Platonick 

Lady, it is Lucinda who has imbibed such notions. Jhe admits 

i3evil to friendship, but not carnal love. The rrplatonics" 

are only important in the conversation between Lucinda and 

Bevil in the Park (R.ct II, pp. 16-20). Elsewhere in the 

play, Lucinda is indistincuishable from other women of the 

24"coquette-prude" type. 

There is, however, a general resemblance between 

the play and what Harbage outlines as the "Cavalier mode" 

(Cavalier ~rama, especially pp. 31-36). Five themes in 

particular link ·J:he Flatonick Lady to the cavalier drama: 

not that I am here suc;gesting a question of the "source" 

of the play, but rather indicating its type. '.L1here is the 

woman follmvine; her lover; the use of incognitos and disguise; 

the "rival friend" dilemma; the "child recovereC." the:-ne; and 

the "crews of pirates who prey upon and capture the chief 

characters" (Harbage, p. 31). 1here are no pirates in The 

Platonick Lady, but the incident recounted by Bevil (pp. 11

12) of his helping to save Lucinda and her father from 

robbers serves a parallel function. Of course, these themes 

can all be found widely distributed in different literary 

modes: but their incidence together in this ~lay does serve 

to point its difference in atmosphere from Love at a Venture, 

a play with which it has otherwise much in comm.on. 

24For a discussion of this type, see Ben R. 
Schneider, "::1he Coquette-Prude as an Actress's Line in 
Restoration Comedy during the Time of I·~rs. Oldfield 11 

, 

Theatre I~otebook, ::GCII ( 1967-68), 143-156. 
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Like the "platonic" theme, the "sentimental" motif 

in the play is started and then almost forgotten. Isabella 

and Bevil had fallen in love in France, but (through no 

fault of their own) been separated. Isabella determines to 

recover 3evil if she can, but rather than show herself 

directly, she wishes to test him first by presenting 

herself incofjnita. This promises a development along the 

lines of Love' .2. Last ~3hift, but Hrs. Centlivre' s interest 

in disguise soon takes over this part of the plot. The 

question of testing Bevil is forgotten: only at the very 

end of the play, on discovering that Lucinda is actually 

his sister, does Bevil turn to Isabella-- and she is happy 

enouGh to be received as his second choice. As usual in Mrs. 

Centlivre's plays, it is force of circumstance, r;:1ther than 

abstract moral considerations, that determines the hero's 

"conversion". 

The social satire of the play is centred on Sharper, 

a coward living on his wits, and Lrs. Dowdy, a rustic widow 

who has come to town in search of fashion and a husband. 

~here is also a match-maker, I~rs. 3razen. This part of the 

play is only connected to the main plots by Bevil's need to 

recover certain legal documents from I'lrs. Dowdy: in order to 

accomplish this, be pretends to be interested in marrying 

her. Although largely self-contained, this plot is brought 

to a conclusion: ,~harper (pretending to be Sir John 0harper) 

marries rJ,rs. Dowdy for her .fortune. But this fortune, her 
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only attraction, is lost when it is revealed 110 lec.;ally 

Bevil's. The broad but static comedy of Nrs. Dowdy and her 

clumsy modishness is an effective contrast to the faster-

moving intricue rart of the play. Her scenes at the 

beginning of Act III and IV allow the dramatic tension to 

be lowered for a while. It is the platonic and sentimental 

elements that are out of place: Lucinda and Isabella are 

treated too seriously in the firs~ two acts, and there is a 

real inconsistency of enotional tone between these and the 

later parts of the play. 

In the next chapter, the staginG of The Busie Body 

is considered in some detail. In particular, I draw 

attention to a complicated scene in Act IV that requires 

five doors. Here I would like to put forward a piece of 

evidence that su,;~;ests that the theatre in the Haymarket 

was less well equipped than Drury :;,:,ane. Not once in the 

course of ?he Platonick Lady is a shutter with a practicable 

opening in it required, although several are needed in ~he 

Busie Body. There is a point in ~ct IV when a street scene 

with a door in it would have been useful-- just as that used 

to represent the outside of Sir Jealous Traffick's house in 

The Dusie ~odv. The scene is "the outside of Lucinda's 

I\ (House p. 37). Isabella, disguised as Dolly, wants to get in. 

She has bribed '_)hread, ::=.ucinda' s tailor, to introduce her. 

3hread knocks at the door, and a footman appears. ~~11 three 

"Exeunt" (p. 38) Then there is this stage-direction: 
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"Re-enter Isabella and Shread as into the House" (p. 38). 

Clearly they have gone off and come back on from the same 

side: meanwhile the shutter showing the exterior would 

have been drawn back revealing the interior of Lucinda's 

house. The inference is that there was no practicable 

door in the shutter. 

Farquhar's The Beaux' Stratagem was another of the 

new plays produced at the Haymarket in the season of 1706

07. 25 This play, like The Platonick Lady, does not require 

a door in any of the shutters, although there is at least 

one point in the play when the dramatist would surely have 

used one had it been available. This is in Act V, where 

there is this stage direction: "Enter Cherry, runs across 

the Stage, and knocks at Aimwell's Chamber-door. Enter 

Aimwell in his Night-Cap and Gown." 26 Earlier in the same 

scene, both sides of the stage have been used: for the 

entries (from outside) of Sir Charles Freeman, and (from 

within) of ~oniface and Sullen. Surely a centre door, if 

one had been available, would have been used to represent 

Ai~well's Chamber. 

25It was first performed on 8 March 1707. The other 
new plays of the season were r:rs. Manley's Alrryna (16 
DeceEber 1706) and Cibber's The Comical Lovers (4 February 
1707). Neither play requires---S:-shutter with an opening. 

26complete Works, ed. Stonehill, II, 176. 
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THE BUSIE BODY (1709) 

In April 1707, Mrs. Carrol married Joseph 

Centlivre, and assumed the nan:e by which we know her to-day •1 

It is pleasant to think of her taking the advice of her own 

Belvil in The Platonick Lady, acted just six months before: 

"pray let the Parson make an End of our Platonicks 11 (p. 67). 

More than two years elapsed before ~rs. Centlivre had a new 

play performed. The Busie Body was produced at Drury Lane 

on 12 Lay 1709, and becari,e her most popular play during her 

lifetime. Steele praised it in The Tatler: "The plot and 

incidents of the play are laid with that subtlety of 

spirit which is peculiar to females of wit, and is very 

seldom well performed by those of the other sex, in whom 

craft in love is an act of invention, and not, as with 

women, the effect of nature and instinct. 112 This is an odd 

compliment, praising the woman's nature and the writer's art. 

·I1he Busie Body is the only one of I,Jrs. Centlivre's 

plays for which an account of the first night has come 

1Unlike her earlier liaisons, in this case the 
license survives, and is quoted by Bowyer, pp. 92-93. 

2The Tatler, No. 19 (24 May 1709); ed. Aitken, I, 163. 
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down to us, in the List appended to Scanderbeg (1747). 

1·~1 though this ii3 late, it may not be derivative. John 

I'1~0 ttley, who is usually credited with authorship of the 

List, could have seen the first performance himself. He 

was born in 1692, and attended the A.rchbishop '.2enison 

school in St. rrartin's-in-the-Fields. In 1708 he obtained 

a place in the excise office. ::>ince he later turned to 

dramatic authorship himself, after he had lost ~is place, 

it is plausible to imagine him, as a young man-about-town, 

1attending the playhouse ree;ularly. 3 .rhis is his account: 

rhis Play, when it was first offered to the Players, was 
received very cooly, and it was with great Difficulty that 
the Author could prevail upon them to think of acting it, 
which was not till very late in the Season•.:..t the 
Rehearsal of it, Hr. '1Jilks had so mean an Opinion of his 
Fart, [of 3ir George ~iry] that one Morning in a Passion 
he threw it off the Stage into the Fit, and swore that no 
body would bear to hear such Stuff; which shews how 
excellently the .!-l..ctors commonly judge before hand. 'l'he poor 
frighted ?oetess begg'd him with Tears to take it up again, 
which he did mutteringly; and about the latter l~nd of April 
the Play was acted, for the first Time. There had been 
scarce any thing mentioned of it in the Town before it came 
out, and those who had heard of it, were told it w:J.s a 
silly thing wrote by a ifoman, that the Players he,d no 
Opinion of it, and on the first Day there was a very poor 
House, scarce Charges. Under these Circumstanc.es it cannot 
be supposed the Play appeared to much Advantage, the 
~udience only CRme there for want of another Flace to go 
to, but without any Zxpectation of being much diverted; 
they were yawninc at the Beginning of it, but ·were 
agreeably surprized, more and nore every Act, till at last 
the House runs with as much Applause as was possible to be 

3'::1he details of Lottley's career are taken from the 
DHB. Lottley' s 01.1n entry in the List is evidently 
autobio.::;raphical, and the articleon I irs. Centlivre, the 
statement that sbe collaborated with "Lr. Lottley" in 
Ji. Bold 0troke for _£ ',Jife, can hardly have come from '.lnyone 
else. 

http:Circumstanc.es


given by so thin an Audience. The next day there was a 
better House, and the third crouded for the :i3ene4it of the 
Author, and so it continued till the thirteenth. 

J\ottley' s account is worth examining in some detail, not 

only for its imr~ecliate interest for The Busie Body, but 

also as a test of the reliability of theatrical gossip. 

It seems clear that in judging r:ottley' s account 

of Iirs. Centlivre, one must separate his stories of her 

early life (see above, p. 5), which we are not expected 

to believe, from his accounts of her plays, which are 

supposed to be historical. Since I~ottley is inaccurate 

about dates, r:;etting her plays in the wrong order and 

assigning them to wrong years, too much should not be 

made of his placinc the premiere of The Busie Body in late 

April and civin;:s it a run of thirteen nir:hts. Cnly seven 

performances are recorded in the first season (Avery, pp. 

192-194) • .3ut Lottley's account of the circumstances that 

preceded the premiere can be supported from three sources. 

The first is 0teele's statement in The Tatler for 14 Viay 

that "this play is written by a lady. In old tiI'les, we 

used to sit upon a play here after it was acted ••• "5 

This seems intended to counteract exactly the gossip about 

the ,-,lay that Eottley ri1entions. The lack of alternative 

entertainment can be confirmed from The London 3tage. In 

4
.t\. List of -"-11 the :Znglish Dramatic roets (1747), 

:)p. 1s5-186-.

5The Tatler, Ho. 15 (14 hay 1709); ed. ~Utken, I, 135 
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the season of 1708-09, only Drury Lane presented plays. 'l1he 

~ueen' s offered only operas, and was dark on 12 I~ay, the 

date of the permiere of The Busie Body (Avery, p. 192). 

In the Female Tatler there is an alternative version 

of tl 1 e story about ~..!ilks and his part: 

the Treatment Authors meet with from the Play'rs, is too 
gross for a \foman to bear, since at the e;etting up of so 
successful a Comedy as the Busy Body, Sir IIarrz -:.7ild-Air 
in creat dudgeon flung his Part into the Pitt for damn 1d 
0tuff, before the Ladv's Face that wrote it. 6 

Of course, this is exactl7 tl1e kind of story th:oi.t c;ets 

repeated and iffiproved. In the :3ioe;raphia Dramatica, 'Jilks' s 

wit is sharpened: "not only her play would be damned, but 

she herself be damned for writing it 11 7 ·rhe story is also• 

transferred to A Bold .3troke for a 'vJife. Some suspicion is 

cast on tl1e story, even in its orit;inal version, by the 

f ~ct that it is told as an anecdote a~ainst the poor 

judement of the actors. 3oth the Female Tatler and I!ottley 

reveal bias against the actors. 

~!ilks (and his opposite number, I1ills) had played 

in earlier plays by rTrs. Centlivre. In Love's Contrivance 

( 1703), Wilks pl;iyed Bellmie, and l'lills Octavio. In The 

:Basset-Table (1705), ·,iilks took Lord Worthy, and Iiills the 

part of Sir James Gourtley. In The Busie Body, l':ills as 

Charles played opposite 1/ilks as 1~ir George Airy. Each of 

6 The 1?er:iale 'I'atler, No. 41 (7-10 October 1709). 

7Biographia Dramatica (1812), I, 99. 
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the three pairs is based on a similar contrast between the 

two characters. One of the men is a "rover", an inconstant 

who finally settles down to one woman (Octavio, ;.)ir James 

Courtley, ,_,ir George ~-dry). i'he other is a more settled 

character, already committed to t'.te love of his choice 

(Bellmie, Lord Forthy, Charles). '11his is a corm11on pattern 

in t~-"e period, and occurs in other of Lrs. Centlivre' s 

plays also. 1.ihat is different about '.I1he Busie Body is that 

the two lovers, alt~ough nominally still at the centre of 

the play, are actually eclipsed by the 11humour 11 character 

l1arplot. It is easy to imagine that harplot' s inportance 

displeased 0ilks. 

But if r:rs. Centlivre disobliged Wilks, she pleased 

the public. The _Busie Body imrnediately became a stock piece, 

and retained a regular place in the repertory well into 

the nineteenth century. 2ut in all this time, the play 

never received much critical praise. The comments that 

Bowyer collects (pp. 108-116) are full of condescension and 

brudging praise. This is understandable, for the very 

factors that made it a success on staGe make it a di~f icult 

play to write about. It contains few "sentiI'1ents 11 or ideas. 

Its characters do not possess much psychological depth, 

nor does the play contain any real conflict of character. 

Kone of this would matter on the sta~e. 1here, the 

development of the intrigue and the rapid succession of 
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scenes and incidents 1.rnuld carry the play forward without 

much pause for reflection. 

A good illustration of this is the "dumb" scene in 

Act II (:pp. 19-C:'4). :..>ir George pays Sir Francis Gripe a 

8hundred guineas for ;::_n interview with his ward Iiiranda. 

During the interview Liranda remains dumb, and :->ir Geor[e 

has to resort to a series of comic strataf;Ptls, such as 

answerin6 '.~inself on her behalf, in order to advance his 

suit. I1his is a variation of a comic situation Lrs. 8entlivre 

could h:tve found in the Decameron or ?he Devil Is an :..ss 

(it oceurs in the fifth story of the third day, and in I, 

vi, respectively). The scene in The Busie Body is closer 

to The Devil Is an Ass. ;_,;ir Francis' s constant interruptions 

closely parallel Fitzdottrell' s intrusions c1_urin::; 

:Jittipol's interview with his wife. In Boccaccio, the husband 

does not interrupt the interview. Although there are no 

verbal borrowing,::; from Jonson, it seems an unlil::ely 

coincidence that both dracatists should have hit on the 
a 

same device independently./ 

3ut the question of sources is les:=; inportant than 

Hrs. Centlivre's complication of the incident. In both 

----·-------·-----------------------
8 The terms of the barcain are confused: in Act I, 

an interview of ten minutes i:'3 stipulated (p. 10), in n.ct 
II an hour is allowed (pr. 19, 21, 23). 

9r~y conclusion is anticipated by '.le idler, cited 
by 2owyer, p. 92. 
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Boccaccio and Jonson, the wife's silence during the interview 

is imposed by the husband, and in both authors the comic 

and moral points are tne same. Verzellesi and Fitzdottrell 

are both shown as morally purblind in pir.iping for their 

wives. ·rhey both think (wrongly) that they can trick the 

Hould-be lovers by enjoining the wife's silence. Jonson, in 

particular, exposes Fitzdottrell's folly through the latter's 

lonb speech of self-justification (ed. Herford and Gimpson, 

VI, 178). In fact, the whole scene becomes a searching 

critique of marital responsibility. 

In The .Busie Body, hrs. Centlivre made Liranda the 

uard rather than the wife of Sir Francis Gripe, altiiough 

.Sir Francis does 1vc=mt to marry her. A more important change 

is that the idea of keeping silent through the interview is 

I"~iranda' s own sug~~estion. I'his change was dictated by Lrs. 

Centlivre's introduction of an "inco:;nita 11 motif into the 

play. l'(iranda has to be dumb, for if she spoke 0ir U-eorge 

would recognise her as the masked lady he had recently 

spoken with in the park. l3ut if it was prompted by 

necessity, Lrs. ventlivre derived two advantages from the 

change. Firstly, it contributes to Miranda's pretended 

acquiescence in Gir Prancis's intention to marry her: it 

all aye his suspicions, and I;iakes him think she is on his 

side. ~econdly, the stratagem complicates her relationship 

with 3ir George: it ke~ps him guessing about her attitude 
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to him. 

Another important point is that in The Busie bO<tl, 

the conversation takes place outside the hearing of ~~ir 

Francis, vrhereaE 'v!i ttipol had no objection to b2inz heard 

by Fitzdottrell. '.:bere The Devil Is an ~tss had shown an 

open antagonism between the two men, with t~~e ·,,ife a pawn 

between them, in The :Susie :3ody it is Liranda who is the 

most important character in the scene, keeping both .:..>ir 

Francis and Jir George partly in the dark. In The Busie 

3ody, the exposure of the avaricious guardian is of only 

secondary import::mce: the primary functions of the scene 

are as a piece of comic business (the words used are less 

important, as can be seen by comparing any of i!i ttipol' s 

speech'.; s with Sir George's), and as a complication of the 

plot. 

'~he "dumb 11 scene is the only one in the play which 

Wilks, as ~ir George, would do~inate: he might well have 

tl10ught the rest of the play "damn' d 3tuff". ·:rhus al toc;ethe::

there is a e;ood de8l of supporting evidence, both external 

and internal fron: the play itself, thnt can be used to 

back up r:ottley' f', account. In the course of narshallinc:; 

such evidence, some useful points about the play itself 

have been made. 1,_t:;ention can now be focused on the play 

itself. 
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2 

In the 1:;rologue he wrote for I1he Artifice ( 17?2), 

William Bond pleaded on ~rs. Centlivre's behalf: 

Ask not, in such a General Dearth, much \iit, 
If she your Taste in Plot, and Humour hit: 
Plot, Humour, Busines"S;form t~1e Cornick :Feast, 
wit's but a higher-relish'd Bawce, at best; 

'I'he Busie Body is one of IIrs. Centlivre' s most 

characteristic plays, and t~1e formula "plot, humour, 

business" is a useful one in approaching it. The plot of 

the play concerns the working out of two problems, each of 

approximately equal importance. In the "Spanish" plot, 

Charles Gripe has to trick 0ir J~alous Traffick out of his 

daughter Isabinda. Jir Jealous's years in 0pain have given 

him an affection for the Spanish mode of treating \vomen, 

and he wants to m.arry his daughter to a Spanish merchant, 

whose arrival is expected. In the "senex" plot, Sir George 

.Airy wants to marry Iiiranda. ~-Ier guardian is Ch::"rles' s 

father, ::.>ir Francis Gripe, who wants to marry his ward 

himself. Sir Francis controls the fortunes of both Charles 

and Miranda, t~us providing a link between the two plots. 

I1he problem of the double outwitting of the 

11 Spanish 11 father and the amorous guardian is similar to 

the plots of rJ.rs. Centlivre' s earlier plays. :But The i3usie 

Body is a new departure for rlrs. Centlivre in the 

prominence given to a character outside the lovers' 
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foursome, the meddlesome "humour" character, Ilarplot. Lost 

of tt1e complications in the plot, and nost of the comic 

business, is brought about b:r Harplot, who is connected to 

the main web of relationships in the play by being Charles's 

friend, and 0ir }:l'rancis Gripe' s v,;rard. 

:L1wo restoration prototypes have been suggested for 

l'larplot: ,jir r:artin llar-all, and Intrigo in Gir :;,'rancis 

Fane's Love in the Dark ('1675). But all that these 

characters have in common is their blundering. Intrigo is 

primarily interested in ferreting out secrets of state (see 

the scene on pp. 4-6), and is closer to Sir ?olitick 

>i'ould-be than to 0ir r-:artin or I'-larplot. ,.)ir Eartin talks 

when he should be quiet, and refuses to listen to any 

advice: these are the main sources of his blunders. I~e 

lacks the franl:, active, and disinterested inquisitiveness 

that distin;:suishes Larplot: 111.iord, Lord, how little 

Curiosity some ?eople have! ·hief ?leasure lies in 

knoHing every .3ody's Business." (p. 28). 

Larplot is also a more sympathetic character than 

either ,_Jir lJartin or Intrigo. I'-lrs. Centlivre prevents 

r1arplotsbecoming rnerely stupid (like 0ir Martin) or absurd 

(like Intrif;o) by giving hir:1 a lively, exuberant 

curiosity; an attractive naivety; and an enga~inc lack of 

foresisht. Although prompted by an enlightened self-interest 

(he wants to know their business), Earplot is always ready 
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is

in the service of his friends-- unfortunately for them. 

But if Earplot is a sympathetic character, it is not for 

his benevolism. Bowyer is surely being inappropriately 

n:oralistic when he observes, speaking of The Busie Body, 

that Ers. Centlivre's "better plays ••• reflect a 

different attitude to life than do the comedies of hurrours 

or the comedies of rranners" (p. 102). I do not think that 

The Busie Body reflects any attitude to life at all. Larplot 

is not conceived in rr'oral, but theatrical terms. The play' s 

world is part of what Lamb called a "speculative scene of 

things, which has no reference whatever to the world that 

11 
• 
10 To say this is to admit a very serious criticism of 

~rs. Centlivre as a dramatist, but it is an admission that 

must be made. IV:.rs. Centlivre' s talent was to ar1use, not to 

instruct. I find her moral scenes (notably in The Gamester 

and Ear-Plot) the least satisfactory parts of the plays. 

l\~rs. Centlivre' s art is at its best in the autonomous 

world of the comedy of intrigue: she is a good, but not a 

great drawatist. 

Farplot is too busy to think, and his business 

keeps us from thinking about him as a real person, as an 

inhabitant of "the world that is". But if The 

1011on the .A.rtificial Comed;y of the Last Century", 
Essays of Elia (World's Classics edition), p. 208. 
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Busie Dody is not remarkable as a play of character, the 

plot of the play is extremely well constructed. This can be 

seen particularly in the distribution of the major comic 

set-pieces. The play is slov1 to start, Act I being larc;ely 

taken up with exposition, introducins us to all the major 

characters except Isabinda and her father. But the last 

four acts are each centred on a major piece of "business". 

The major comic scene in Act II is the "dumb" 

scene that has already been discussed (pp. 96-98). This 

scene takes the 11 senex11 plot \·1ell ahead of the "Spanish" 

plot, so in order to redress the balance ~rs. Centlivre 

devoted the second half of ~'1.ct II and the first half of 

Act III to the "upanish1t plot. The second half of Act II 

is really introductory, showing us Isabinda and t2e 

",:.">panish" humour of her father. Slow-IJoving in action, it 

provides a change of pace from the "dumb" scene. Act II 

ends with a brief bridge scene which brings together 6ir 

George and Charles to discuss the progress of tl:eir 

respective affairs: this scene helps prevent the play's 

falling apart into two entirely separate plots. It is not 

until Act III that ~ar:plot really comes into his own. His 

intrusions-- first outside Sir Jealous Traffick's house, 

and then at Gir Francis Gripe's-- give this act two comic 

peaks. This act being thus "busier" than Act :::=r, the play's 

momentum is increased. But a pause is provided at the end 
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of .A.ct III, as it was at the end of i>.ct II, by another 

bridge scene bringing Charles and oir George tosether, this 

time in a tavern. 

~ct IV is an intensification of what had haDpened 

in Act III. There is again an irruption into the carefully 

secluded n0panish:r world of Sir Jealous, but this time it 

is by Charles himself. Charles keeps an appointment with 

Isabinda, but 3ir Jealous (put on his guard by his 

encounter with I'"arplot in ii.ct II) is there waiting. 

Likewise, in the second half of the act, 0ir George is 

visiting l'~iranda. Bir :Francis inopportunely returns-- and 

again, because of I' arplot •.3ir George is hidden behind the 

chimney-board, but Larplot's unlucky curio,sity finds him 

out. This is the 11 monkey 11 scene, one of the play's comic 

highlights. 

The whole scene develops from the accident that 

.:.:>ir :::·rancis enters "peeling an Grange 11 (p. 5,4). He wants to 

throw the ueel into the firenlace. Since this would 
~ ~ 

discover Sir George, l=iranda asks him to give her the peel. 

He refuses, because she has the "Green ::?ip" already. ~i.s he 

11 Goes towards the Chimney11 
, the tension mounts: but now 

'f'~iranda tells him she has a monkey concealed behind the 

chimney-board! The situation seems to be saved, and 3ir 

Francis gives the peel to ~~centwell to throw mray. ::3ut 

l'iarplot '.'!ants to see the monkey: the tension again mounts, 

as Liranda and :..:.ir Francis struggle to keep him away from 
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the chimney (p. 55). ~ill seems to be well, and :_,ir Frn.nc;.i.s 

and Ciranda get ready to 50. :3ut I:arrlot contrives to 

remain behind El moment, and lifts up the chimney-board. 

2.eeing :_..ir George, he cries out "Thieves, Thieves, I:urder ! ", 

which is obviously eoing to bring Jir Francis back. DUt 

Larplot mana~es to save the situn.tion: as ,_:,ir 8-eorge runs 

out the other door, he "throws down some China", and 

invents a story that the escaped monkey did it. :2hus the 

situation is finally saved. The tension drops as ~ir George 

comes back, and news is brought that ~ir 2rancis is finally 

~one (p. 56). 

C:bviously rapid pace and sharp timing are essential 

to a scene like this. ~rs. Centlivre carefully manages 

several ~eaks of tension, each greater than the last. The 

technique is sirr1ilar to that used in the "hood" scene in 

The Tw'onder, discussed beloH (pp. 16~ 161). 13ut here it is 

more com_plicElted, because there is both I'iarplot and ..:.,ir 

Francis to manage. 

By the end of ·Wt IV, we have surely ha·~ enoush of 

concealments and ino-;)portune entries. ?!'or Act V I ,rs. 

Centljvre chances the comedy to one of disguise. Charles 

disGuises himself as a 0paniard, and impersonates the 

intended son-in-law that ~-)ir Jealous e:x-pects. :Sut as 

usual the trick is exploc1 ed by r arrilot' s ill-conceived 

attempt to do Charles a service. This time, however, 

Charles has got Isabinda to the parson, and it is too late. 
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In terms of construction, <: 1 nd the tirnine; of the 

main pieces of comic business, the play is a triuraph. i1he 

intrigue is not too complicated, and it is unified. by 

r:arplot' s blunders. Hor are these blunders merely comic 

devices: the action is precipitated by them. When she tried 

to repeat the success of 'rhe Busie Body, in Ii.ar-l'lot ( 1710), 

Mrs. Centlivre lost sit;ht of the essential simplicity of 

design that is so satisfying about The Busie Dody. 

3 

The play's dramatic structure, as outlined above, 

is based on a thentrical infrastructure of scene changes. 

A scene-by-scene examination of these changes hardly aids 

a literary appreciation of the play, but it brings us much 

closer to the play as a thing of the theatre. An attempt 

to reconstruct the staging of the play also throws li~ht, 

at one or two crucial points, on contemporary stage 

conventions. 

Unfortunately, for lack of evidence, study of the 

staging of I.lrs. Centlivre' s plays must be tentative and 

partly conjectural. ~oo little is known of the back-stage 

and scenic arrangements in the London theatres of the 

early eighteenth century. The well-known ',Jren drawing is 

interpreted by :Zdward Langhans as showing four vrings and 
11 a group of three shutters at the back of the stage. 

11 "~lren' s Restoration Playhouse", Theatre Notebook, 
~;:vrrr (1963-64), 91-100. 
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In the most recent construction of c,}ren Is Drury Lane' 

Richard ~eacroft leaves the crucial stage-area blank, for 

twan fo· "d 12evi ence. 

;~~uch a lack of external evidence forces us to rely 

on what can be deduced from stage directions. In 

Changeable Ccenerv (1952), Richard Gouthern deduced from 

the stage-directions of Lrs. :3ehn's Sir ratient Fancy a 

plausible arrangement of wings and shutters. 13 Jouthern 

concludes that the stat;ing of 8ir ?atient Fancy v.rould 

require: 11 three separate intervals between c;roups of flat 

scenes, thus irJ.plyint; four sets of grooves, that is to say, 

a separate set of flat-scene brooves at each wing position-

not a clump together at the back, but a dispersed 

arrangement, each unit containing two ~rooves, at four 

different depths on the stage. (ch 8., pp. 152-153) 

This arranger>ient is taken as the basis of the following 

discussion of the staginc of Ilrs. Centlivre's :plays. 

There is ample evidence that as Lrs. Centlivre 

wrote her plays, she gave some thow;ht to how they would 

be staged. 0he generally gives full stage directions, 

indicating chanses of scene, i·1here scenes are to be 

12,..,h
.J.. e Development of the 2~np.;lish Playhouse ( 1973), 

p. 95. 

130ir ::atient Fancy was produced at Dorset Garden 
in 1678, althoush ~outhern (~p. 146-153) uses the collected 
edition of Lrs. Dehn's plays published in 1702. L1here are 
no -"J.onL;" scenes in I!rs. Centlivre' s early plays. 

http:shutters.13
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"discovered", what furniture 1vill ue required, and 

distinsuishing c~refully between different locations. ~hat 

such indications are usual but not invariable suggests 

that the printed editions are not based on prorapt-copy, 

but on a r:ianuscript in which I'.rs. Centlivre had thought 

out some, but not all, of the problems of stasing. 

Cf the nine plays so far discussed in this stndy, 

all can be sta0ed within the maximum. of eight locations 

permitted by ~outhern's scheme. 14 Conversely, only one can 

be staged with fewer than six locations. This is Love at Q. 

Venture (1706), which has only seven scenes and needs only 

three locations. '::'here is a good explanation of this 

exception: it was produced not in London at all, but by a 

tourin~ company at nath and possibly at other provincial 

centres (see pp. 77-78, above). It is not likely that 

provincial theatres had the scenic resources of those in 

I:ondon. 

Of the remaining plays, five (The ~er,jur'd Husband, 

'J.1he Deau's :Juel, Love's Contrivance, The F'latonick Lad;z, 

and The 3usie Dodv) require ei3ht locations. The Stolen 

Ileiress needs only seven, and 'I'he Gamester only six. 

0outhern's hypothetical arrangement will therefore cover 

all these plays: as we shall see in chapter V (pp. 135-139 

14'.2he :Sasset-·Table ta1..'\:es ulace in several rooms 
in Lady Reveller's ~:rouse, but the ... indications are not 
precise enou3h for one to work out exactly how many 
locations are needed. 

http:scheme.14
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below), it will not do for Mar-Plot (1710). The Busie Body 

has been selected for detailed study, rather than any of 

the earlier ~lays, firstly for the greater intrinsic 

interest of tho play itself, and secondly for t~e interestin~ 

but superable :;_;roble11s that occur in .;.cts III and IV. It 

also provides most evidence quantitatively, for it requires 

the sreatest number of scene chanEes. 15 

The followinG is the se1uence of scenes, as 

abstracted fro~ the stage-directions: 

( 14 ·,
."l.V .L ')ir :Francis Gripe' s] \.P• .) 

[ .. J '(,_...,,,..,., ''h t 

,'nm the .Jecond 

ll •'..Jv.Wl1.'.'.J v anses 0 ~ir Jealous ~raffick's House 

(p. 24) 

(p. 27) 

Street outside : ir J8Blous 

'.Craffick' s Iiouse J (p. 29) 

Te...,lo11s ''·p~ff'~r.1r'"'] / 

lJ r J. _._ - lo.. ~- - - .l. ,,,, ... a -~ . 
tl:..e :)treet 

D ')L~)[iv] :~CEli::::: ~-ir ::irancis Gripe' s House 	 C.!.: • ~ 

[v] ':>::::3:r;~ Chanses to a Tavern; discovers ••• (p. 39) 

::.CT 	 the '.i'ourth ,>C.St·rs the Outrside of ....;ir Jealous s:'raffick' s 

House (p. 43) 

[ii] Isabinda's Chamber (p. 45) 

1 5~here are sixteen scenes in fhe Beau's Juel. 
·~~he :3usie .3ody has eishteen or more, depending on hoi.v 
many one adds to the printed text. 

http:p~ff'~r.1r
http:chanEes.15
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[iii] 3C~J~ a Garden Gate open (p. 51) 

[of Sir Francis Gripe] (p. 51) 

.Aor the Fifth [,_,.::;:-;;rrs the House of 0ir Francis Gripe] (p. 58) 

[ii] [SC~N~ changes to Jir Jealous Traffick's] (p. 61) 

[iii] 	~czrrs Changes to the Street before Sir 

Jealous's Door (p. 66) 

. 1 C--,IT--, '"h[ ivJ J ~·~ ~ anges to the Inside the House (p. 67). 

~he change for V,ii is not marked in the text, but is 

certainly to be inferred from the stage direction "Snter 

0ir Jealous meetint; a Servant" (p. 61). The scene clearly 

takes place in his house. ~his onission may be a printer's 

error. The preceeding scene ends at the bottom of p. 60, 

which is a line or two short. A sta~e direction could have 

been removed from the bottom of the pa~e, and carelessly 

lost. Alternatively, since the changes of location are set 

in a larger type-size, this particular one could have been 

overlooked. 1his is speculative: but I wish to emphasize 

the difference between this omission, which is certainly a 

slip, and some 11 omissions 11 I shall discuss below, and which 

may rather reflect peculiarities of staging. 

~ct I, a sinBle scene, presents no problems. One 

convention that is, however, worth noticing is the 

"peeping aside 11
-- that is, a reraark made to be heard by the 

audience alone, spoken by a character actually hidden from 

view, except when "peeping". l'his convention is also 

discussed below (p. 170) in the context of The Wonder 
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(1714). In the "Garrick" revision of the text of The 'u'onder, 

as printed by Dell in 1776, all the 11 pee:rine: asides" are 

marked for omission. This is not so here. In the edition of 

I'he Busie Dody published by Be11 in 1776, all I:iranda' s 

asides in this scene (3ell, pp. 14-15) are retained. This 

is not an oversight, for one of ratch's (non-peeping) asides 

is marked for omission on p. 16. ·The explanation rnay be that 

such asides were still acceptable in an outside location. 

If plauibility be adnitted as a criterion, then it would 

obviously be more plausible for r:iranda to peep in this 

scene (where she could hide behind a wing) than for Felix 

1to co so in l'he \:onder, \vhere he is be'.:lind a closed door • 

.:,.ct II is also straightforward. There are bro 

changes of location, neither of them involving discoveries. 

Neither at the bet;inning of .:~ct II nor of 11.ct III is a 

location specified, but it is easily inferred from the toxt. 

The third act begins in the street outside vir 

Jealous Traffick's. This first scene is very brief (pp. 

29-30). It is illustrated in the frontispiece to the play 

in the '.."i"ew ~::nylish 1heatre ( 1776), featuring '.foodward as 

I arplot. In this ensraving, Charles is shown entering 

Traffick's :Iouse through a door in the scene. 16 ~here was 

~robably a yracticable openin~ in the shutter in the first 

production: at tl1e be~lnning of Act IV, the scene is a3ain 

16The engravin~ is reproduced in Bowyer, facing 
p. 110, but ~owyer does not discuss it in the text. 
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outside ,.Jir Je,cilous' s, and Fa.tch is r'peeping out of :'.)oor." 

(p. 43). 

Tlie 	 second scene is discovered: ";..)C~"'I'E :Jr8.WS. 

~rd 
l. 

T>.,,t i,.,ll f~, ;~")) evidently,_.. ..1.l ...... c.... C1..1.. \~} • ..,.1\.... ,.. • 

own chamber, ns J atch later tells her to ''=,un to your 

Chamber, Eadam" (p. Yl). The reason for locating the scene 

in a roo:o other than Isabinda' s will becc.,me clee,rer later 

on. The scene now chanses back to the street (p. 32). 

Obviousl:-r the street shutter is drawn back over the 

interior scene. There is a brief enco1mter between ~ir 

Jealous and I .arr)lot. ;_>ir Jealous exits into the house, 

leaving Larplot P1onentarily alone. Then "Charles drops down 

upon him from the 3alcone." -- obviously one of the 

proscenium balconies, not a balcony in the shutter. 

,~~t this point, a change of location seer:is to hRve 

been omitted. r:arplot and Charles leave, but thP only sta~e 

direction is "Enter ~)ir Jealous and 0ervants rr. :::'atch Is 

remark "do you think I wou'd let a Ean come within these 

Doors" ~p. 33) suc;f'~ests an interior lo cation, as does the 

entry of Fatch and Isabinda, who is not allowed out. Thus 

we have two alternatives: an omitted scene change, or a 

slit;htly unnatural Gatherin£~ outside .~ir Jealous' s house. 

The sscond possibility is strenGthened by a parallel 

situation in 1i.ct IV, 1·;hich will be discussed below (pp. 

113, ~15). 
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:il1erever the later part of III,iii was located, the 

scene now (p • .?4) chances to .Jir rroncis Gri~e 's "tv~'ns· ~. 

From there the: ":~C~I::: Chane;es to a !J:'avern; discovers uir 

George and Charles with '.fine before them, and -.·i11isper 

waitinG." (p. 39). '=1his is the first scene tc rer:iuire 

furniture. '111-ms at the end of ;1ct III, we have used six 

locc-i.tions, bnt Bll we can say of the arrangement of the 

sl1utters is that t~1ey nust allow the discovery of tlk 

interior of ~ra~fick's fron the street scene, and the 

discovery of the tavern fron G-ripe's house. 

·rhe fourth act iE, the Dost difficult. ',.'e bec;in 

(p. 43) outside ~ir Jealous's. After Patch has left, the 

sta~e is mo~entarily clear before ~ir uealous's entry. 

J:'atch h==-1 S hei::lrd uir Jealous 11 COl:lin[o down : )tai:'.:'S 11 
, SO l1e 

r:mst be lJ!"' :,~ued to enter fron, rathf~r than in.to, the house. 

Cn the other hand, he wust find a letter th&t :::'atch drops, 

a;_;.:_.larently outside tho house. ·rhe problem would be solved 

if the scene were drawn as ~ir Jealous entered, revealing 

the interior scene of his house. Certainly the conversation 

with his servant and the butler (p. 41.~) would be awY.:ward 

in the street. 

:ihe scene nov-r drmrn (p. 45) to discover Isabinda' s 

chamber. '::his roon is furnished with a table fc,r sup;ie:::', 

chairs, and a spinnet. I think we can also deduce a door 

in the scene, supposed to lead into Isabinda's closet. 



The wordin5 of t:~e entries c::nc; exits is careful: 

( 2) ~~nter 0ervants with :..;uTrner
-'- ~ 

(3) Charles pulls open the Closet ~oor 

( 3) [Charles] ~xi t intr) the Closet 

'7 '\ 
~ :,·) 

as in a :Jound. 

(3) [~ir Jealous] Goes into the 8loset 

( 3) ~~e-enter ;)ir Jealous Ollt of t11e ~~loset 

(4) 	[Jir Jealous] ::--ushes Isabinda in at the other Door, 

and loci~s it 

( 2) J~xi t [:~ir Jealous] , pull int:; her [1~atch] out 

(1) :{e-enter [ambo] at the lm-..rer Door 

( 1) [0ir Jealous] :naps the Door after her 

(5) 2.;nter Charles 

The door I have indicated as (2) leads to the rest of the 

house, and out of it; (3) leads into the closet; and (4) 

leads to anothe part of the house, but not out of it. 

Obviously it is core effective if Charles's entry and 

Isabinda's swooning take ulace in the centre, rather than 

the 	side of th9 stage. 

'l'he ·Jren drawine; shows two procenium doors on each 

side. "The door", "the other door", and rrthe lower door" 

(1) can thus be located as in ficure 1, on p. 114. ~lliat is 

interestinc is that after Sir Jealous has slammed the lower 

door on :-atch, we are to su:·pose the scene no 1i: the street, 

for Charles enters. Ee can best enter at 1-·.rhat would be 
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"thedoor" 

" the ICMier door" 

1he ::>tree!: oJtside Traffid<~ 

Sir Fro.rcis Gripe•s House 
Sir J"e~ir~ffick'e, House 

Charles·s Lodei~5 

lsabinda 's ChAmber 

2 


1 
2 lheGarden 
.:!> 

4 
5 ihe Park. 
<D 

7 
B lheTavem 
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called the 11 other" lovrer door ( 5). '.lhat one -,rc;uld li~rn to 

know is whether the street shutter was drawn across, &3 it 

could be during the brief tir:ie Fatch and i)ir Jealous are 

out of sisht. There is no indication in the text, but then 

neither was t~"lere at the end of III,iii (see above, p. 111) 

where it seemed to be required. ~he interestins alternative 

is that t~e 3udience would accept re-entry at the lower 

doors as equivalent to a chance of scene, even thou=h the 

ori~inal shutter was still in place. Gouthern proposes a 

convention very like this in his discussion of the sta~ins 

of The ,idventures of Five :fours. 1 7 

'1_1he r;cene noirr changes to "a 8-arden Gate open, 

::_,centwell wai tin:--; within" (p. 51). :.::his brief scene is 

noteworthy only as it shows how cornm_only the shutters had 

practicable openings in thea, for Scentwell enters out o:;: 

the ~ate. The scene changes to the house, and here a~ain 

we need an opening, this tine a chimney, for ~ir George is 

"put behind the Chirr.ney-:Soard" (p. 53). This is the "monkey" 

scene already discussed in terms of its pattern of tensions 

(pp. 102-104). :'.?erhaps it is -i,rnrth noticinc here that the 

idea of l1idinc; behind a chiLmey-board could find a .i_)l?.cs 

in nore "realistic" modes of literature: in ;)ense and 

3ensibility He find that Lucy ;_;teele "never me.de any bones 

of hiding in a closet, or behind s. c- cimne:T-board, on 

'17;_outhern, pp. 126-136. S:li.e closest paro llel to 
the situation in The 3usie :Jody is in .n.ct V (p. 1~:s;. 
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'10 
pur.:_;ose tc' hear vzhu t 1:1e said. 11 

'·-' C'nimneys play a 0rea ter 

r>art in 1,ar-l:lot, where two are used (eee ri .• 139 below). 

~1:ere its job is exactl.:;r ana.lo2~c:u2 tc the closet in tl:.e 

seciuence in .0ir Jealous =:'raffick' s house. It provides [1 

visual focus for drauatic anticipation. In the earlier 

scene, ~rn knew Cl1c->..rles ·h·uld eLter via the closet: h~re we 

I ,arplot "Lifts up the .:.:Soard, and discovers ~,ir 

Geort:;e 11 (p. 55). ~Iis noisy reaction brines bac'r: 2ir 

Francis. The following se~uence gets Sir Georce off: 

Undone, undone! ht that Door there. But hold, hold, break 
that China, ancl I'll brin; you off. 

(lie runs off at the Oorner, and throws do·dn so1Y1e China.) 
(p. 55) 

l-lere He want to knO\·r 1:1hat is meant by 11 at the Corner". 

t:arplot points to a door, but it does not seem to be a real 

one. ,l, likely Rnswer is provided near the besinning of 

.l:l.ct V. ?here is no location St.Jecified in the text (p. 58), 

but it clearly takes place in ~riI'e's house again-- that 

is, tl~e shutter with a c.L1irmey in it, not a practica1)le 

door. l .iranda is talkint; to herself as unexpectedly "~::nter 

;:.;ir :11ra:ncis behind" (p. 59). ~Iere "behind 11 
, like the earlier 

"at the Corner", su[;:~ests an entry between the scenes, not 

throush one of the doors in the l)roceniun. 

The next scene chanze 9 to 2ir Jealous ?raffick's 

183ook III, chapter ii; ed. Chapman, p. 274. 
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(p. 01) has 9-lready been discus'· ed (above, p. 109). C:::he 

location js not specified, but it is clearly the interior. 

At the close of the scene, we move to the street outside. 

Iarplot is loitering (pp. 66-67). One of ~ir Jealous's 

servants comes "to him, out of the Honse" (p. G7), and 

Latplot ~,;oes in with him. ?he scene chant;es to the inside 

of the house, but it is not a discovery: there is an entry 

for farplot. In view of Gouthern's discussion of the 

11 r1.gnet" convention, it is intere.stinc:; to note that the 

scene did not draw while I .ar.::)lot was on sta~~e, but that he 

left and re-entered (cf •....,011thern, pp. 1 ~59-142). 

Cnly one further sta~e direction need be noticed. 

'I1his is ":i:nter ·..-ir Geor;i;e with a drawn Sword between th<:: 

Scenes n (:p. 68). :=1his entr;y S'J.t:;:_~ests that there i;ms no 

practicable door in the shutter representin~ the interior 

of ~ir Jealous's house, just as there was not in the Gripe 

interior. There <'ill entry from "within" was succ;ested by en 

entry fro::n beti:-1een the scenes. rrhis lack of c .1.0c-r .:.··0::·i~ly 

expl::iins the locci.t~~on of III, ii in this room r3.ther than 

Isabinda's chanber (sec 2.bove, I.,• 111). ':.:1he lack of an 

obvious door '."fould contribute t·~i the tension as the ir:iuinent 

return of :::.ir Jealous is annc'unced. 

T'ort~ t::~n one arrc:msement of the play' s ei;:_;l1t 

locations is possible. '::1he order J suc::~est (see fii~ure 2, 

p. 114) ta1·::es account of which scenes need to be discovered, 

and also of ~iliich need stage depth, either for furniture 
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withdrawal ~ossible (as in the case of the park). In the 

dia~~ram, thP, sta::;e is shm·m CtS it would be arran:_,ed f c~r ti1e 

beginninz of ~ct IV. 

to the librRry, in her Olm time they belon~ed to t~e 

theatre rather than the closet. It is hoped that this study 

of 'J:he 3usie i3ody in terms of its theatrical di:1ension iws 

at l,cast partially corrected the Disleadint· emphasis that 

an exclusively literary and critical account would have 

e;iven. 
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l rs. Centlivre' s dramatic career pivots on :'he 

,onder (171L~), the middle play in the group of three-- the 

others are The Busie ~3ody (1709) and ~l. Bold 3tro1::e for a 

\,'ife (1718)-- that c;:i_n now be seen as her best, Rlthough 

they werco not the most successful in her ovm tir::ie. .-..ft er 

1I1he \fonder, there is an assurance in experinent that 1ve c~o 

not find in the plays that preceded it. 'I1his assurance is 

reflected in her choice of benres: she used comedy, farce, 

and trasedy as they best suited her purpose. In the period 

from I'he Jusie Body to The 1.Jonder (or rather 1709-12, 

during ',tJhich the four plays discussed in this chapter 

were produced) she vns still nncGrt!"~in o.bc»ut the k:.n:2 of 

comedies she wanted to write. 

But if these ·were years of trial and error, the 

trial should be stressed equally with the error. i:'.:1he 

r·Ian' s Bewitched is c.. clumsy comedy with obtrusive farcical 

scenes, but ,,_ ~'Jickerstaff' s Burying is amusinc as a 

curtain-raiser. I~ar-Plot and 'I'he .7'ernlex' d Lovers are both 

experiments in the kind of play that rlrs. Centlivre wrote 

best, th~ cocedy of intrigue. ~~lthouch neither is as 

completely successf'cll as :!.'he '.Jonc1er, tl) e ex:tierience of 

119 
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writing them must have contributed to that play's success. 

2-'he Wonder combines some of the best eler.ients from the 

earlier plays: the intrigue of The Perulex'd Lovers, with 

the 11 :panish 11 setting of Lar-Flot, but without the extrenes 

of farce and 11 sentir:rnntal 11 ending that mar the latter. 

The relationship between farce and comedy had 

troubled. ?~rs. Gentlivre ecirlier in her career, in the 

nreface to Love's Contrivance (1707;): 

I desisn'd but three ~cts; for that reason I chose such as 
suited best Hith Farce, which indeed are all of thci.t sort 
you' 11 find in it [her source, I1oliere]; for what I added 
to 'em [the Llain love plot], I believe ny ~eader will allow 
to be a diffPrcnt ~tile, at least some very coed Jud;es 
thou:::;ht so, rmd in S~)i~~ht of me divided it into five _,cts, 
believin: it nit~ht j)R.Sc3 anorn;st the conedies of these '~imes. 

1he I.an's DeHitched: or, l1he Devil to })o about Her is the 

same kintl Gf l:lay as Love's Contrivance: tacked onto the 

IBain plots are broad farcical scenes only sli~htly 

connected i:Ji th the action of the lilay. 'rhe ~.an' s J:iewi tched 

WaS _produced ot the c~Ueen IS ::L'heatre ill the :S:ayw_arket OD 

12 December 1709 C.~ver:r, p. 205). It failed to reach ,3 sixth 

ni;nt, not, accordin0 to I.rs. Centlivre's ~reface, because 

it failed to please the audience, but because of thP 

appearance ir:. the l·'enale ':2atler of an article in 1.·1hich Lrs. 

Centlivre was ma.le to voice hit_::hly critical OlJinions of the 

theatre mana~e~ent. Because this quarrel is extensively 

treated by .3ow:rer, with liberal quotation f'rorn the :;_·ernale 

Tatler,(pp. 117-127), I intend here to concentrate on The 
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,, 
:..tself.' 

A useful startin~; 1ioint is the part of the Fer:iale 

:ratler for 12-14 December that offers a critic;_ue of the 

play itself: 

they t:'lou::)1t it a 3-enteel, Sasy and Divertin.:; CoF1edy: 
fhat it had a better ?lot, and as uany Turns in it as 
her Celebrated Buisy-~ody; ard tho' the two first ..cts 
were not so rour 1 d at as the rest, yet they were well 
~rousht 0cenes, tending to Business: ~he ~quire out did 
himself throu'2:hout the v:llole .ti.ct ion· nor is Lrs. uaunders 
[ wllo i.;layed Dorothy, -3elinda' s maid J tho' rRnked below 
.Delinda, to be the less ap_::Jlauded for her :LTaturc-11 
:::1remblinfi and :::,aultering in her S cieech, Hhen she 
apprehended :~)ir Jeffery to be i!. vhost. r.rhe I_adies hi,)1l;;r 
co:r:lr.!ended the ;:..uthor, a.s what cou 1 d they expect less 
from one of their oHn ,'._;ex, for the care she had taken 
not to Cffend tlrn nice~.Sar, vii th the least Double 
~ntendre . . . 

The main points here are the er~hasis on plot and business, 


rather than character or lancuaee (the latter only 


negatively touched on), and the liberal praise of the 


farcical parts of the play, especially tLe Squire (~w~, 


played by Joc.;.:..:;et) and l rs •.:.-aunders as Dorothy. 


It is difficult to asree that the Dlot is better 

than '.i:1he 2usie Body. In that i_)lay, there were ti·.ro actions, 

linked by ~ arplot' s vital role in both. In '_::he Lan' s 

3ewitched, there are three plots, but with no common link. 

rwo _l'·s.irs of lovers (Const=i.nt and .u2linda, Yc·-itJ.iful and 

Laura) have to outwit their parents or ::::;uar,J.ians in order 

to mari7; a third pair (Lovely and. : .aria) 2re involved in 

e. "love chase 11 
, since l aria needs to be persuRded to D'",rry 

1 "l'here is a recent study of tile Fenale ·~atler, by 
_.,_. ·3 • ./bite c=·h.~)., Univ. of ~Tortb ~8.rolin8., 19G6), -,)Ut it 
sheds no riev li..:;ht on tJ.:e _;_irobler:J of authorship. 

http:Const=i.nt


Lovely. ~his third plot is really too static to be called 

1a "love chase": Laria ca:;_~itulates ::llen the play is 

obviously ab(mt to end. The scenes with Lovely and ~:aria 

seen r:i.ere ~"'auses in tlle action: the com~_,iler of The 

',Jitchcraft of =2:::!.!l. (see below, p. 124) 1ras ri3ht to onit 

them. 

r:=ihe COl:lic business, instead of arising out of the 

action (as it does with l~ar9lot in The Busie Bod;:,r), is 

forced into hap2eninc. ~his is especially true of tl~e two 

main "farcical" scenes in the play, :;_-1aura' s madness in 

.'.ct 17, and the "~~host" scene in .d.ct V. It is these that 

one imac;ines were "roar'd" at. Both are uretched pieces of 

fr on __,ir Do..vid, her :_;uardian. :::.1his is t;J?ical: 

[sin3s] }ive ~e Liberty and ~ove, 
Sive me Love and Liberty-

Come, trhy don't you sin5. (To ~ir David.) (She beats time 
all this wllile, with her hand u:Jon his head, and with her 
foot upon his toes.) (p. 48) 

~his soes on for six pases (pp. 48-53)-- 10n~er, perhaps, 

than one could hs.ve tolerated l-phelia herself. 

=:1he ";;host" scene in Act V had been the subject of 

pre-production disat=;reer::i.ent, as Lrs. Centlivre tells us in 

her :Jreface: 

I v;illingly subD1itted to I:r. Cibber' s ..Juperior Judt;1Lent 
in shortening the :cene of the Ghost in the lnst =ct, ond 
believed hir;i perfectly in the =~icht, bec:::i..use too much 
°'.:{e~1etition is tiresone. Indeed, uhen I .r. =::st court slic 'd 
most of it out, I cou'd not help inter?osinG my Desires 



to the ccntrc.ry, i.rhich the r ·-::t readils cor:1ply' d with; 
and I had the =~tisfaction tc 8ee I was not deceiv'd in 
uy Cpinion, of its pleasins. 

scenf, ~he ~1.<J.d a la.r;,:e part in t!te "r;1aci 11 scene), and 

:~stcourt onl;y a small part 2t the end. If the scene vras 

inde8d longer th:·1n it is in the te::::t we hRve, one 

certainly vroulc'l a~ree with Gibber, mid even ~E~tcourt. :i.S 

it is, tlte scene (pp. SE3-6?)\ is 2bout as lon" 
~ 

c:is the 11 r:rJcl 11 -
scene, and as little to the real point of the plqy. ~ir 

Jeffer;/, w1cCJ hc:::s ·been reportc,d de Rd, returru:;, and is tn.J~en 

::m1ch acli!1ired in the l.~emale ?atler: 

I, I, I, I, I, o, o, o, o, ~o~er-- Ha, ha, h~ve ~ care, 
ca, care-- Jon' t :ro, yo, you cor,1e near him-- l~or let hin 
to, to, to, touch you, even uith his Little ?in2_er-. . . . . . . . . . . 
..,.y, bo, bo, bo, but ue, ·l·1e, we know ;:ro, you, you, a, a, 
a, a, ore not so, Sir-- (p. 59) 

J:'he effectiveness of t"l--iis 11 ghost 11 scene in pleasinc at 

least the less discrininatin~~ is attestec{~:r the two 

ada_:;)tations of I'he : .an' s "DeHitched that Here 1'1ade after 

.1.rs. Centlivre's death. 

3oth of these are worth looking at. ~he first to 

apl.Jear was l1he ·..'itchcraft of ~ove: .2.EJ_ .:.:>tratagem 2!!, 

dated 1741) in :~1lle .,trolers :?acq_uet lroen' d. :Jontainin.'; 

0even Jovie.l :Jrolls .2E. :L?arces (London, 17L~2). ·:::'his 

http:ccntrc.ry
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collection also contains a ;.:- \orter1ed version of 11. 3o ld 

Stroke for a \/ife. C2here is no record of n.ny of the drolls 

having been .rJe:rforrned, but this need not im:ply that t:C1ey 

were never produced. _Ll recent study has identified the 

coDpiler and abrid~er as the actor ~ir ~illiRB 3ullock, ~r.

.0ullock, or whoever WRS responsible for the racguet did a 

skilful job on both of Lrs. Gentlivre's plays. In the 

case of The I':an' s Bewitched, he 011i tted tbe third (l,ovely 

and !:aria) plot, and recluced the play to two acts and 

eight scenes. l"rs. Centlivre's first three acts are 

drastically shortened, but the najor comic business of the 

last two-- the ~adness and t~e zhost-- is retained. ~he 

action is s:)eeded up by the omission of "bridt;e 11 scenes-

such as IV,i (pp. 41-43). 

1he second adaptation of the play was The Ghost 

(Dublin, 17G7). ~his retains only the Constant-Jelinda 

plot. -.2he first act is in two scenes, correspondin:.j 

roushly to scenes i and iv of ~'>.ct I of 1:2he ·..:itchcraft of 

Love; t!:1e second act corresponds to :_rs. Centliv::.~e' s ,~ct 

V, with the onission of the _parts relatin5 to the subplots. 

·~he GhoE3t 1vas c.tlso reprinted at Gork. ''..1he edition is 

undated, but the cast listed was mostly dra':m fror:: the 

2--r --~ -, 1 ff - ~,:"l. . +' -,, .. 
-~· ..:.:. ..:." -:tLc, ~m ,>-llnotated ·,0_1 tion 0.1. _nree :Jrolls 

fror.i ?:i-ie .. trolers racg1:_,.-:-: :';_,cn'd (1742)!1, T'h.D., Univ. of 
:-..:iouthern ·.:.;alif0rnia, 1970. '::'he · .'itchcraft of :Love is not 
one of the thrP.e that };13 lJ: edits, o.l thou::___:hhe refers to it 
in his introduction. :Ie does edit The Guardians ever-reached, 
t:1e adant;:i.tion of _ Dold '.troke fora '..fife • 

. L --- ----
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Dublin =.mock-;,_lley compnny, '·rhich visi tecl 8ork in the sur:ll'1er 

of 1769.3 ~lliat these versions show is how easily the 

farcical business of the pli'iy could be abst'<=i cted and 

presented independently. 

The r'lRn' s .Jewitched is set in I'eterborough. Bowyer 

ree;arded this :provincin.l setting (unusual in the comedy of 

the time, with the notable exceptions of Farriuhar's I'he 

Hecruiting Officer and The Beaux' Gtrr-1tap;err:) as "merely a 

thin veneer Hith v1hich she covers her bor:'·owin,:i; from the 

French'' (p. 128). ?his does less than justice to the play's 

livel~ sense of provincial life. t~s. Centlivre indeed 

borrowed much of the play, from Hauteroche's Le Deuil mld 

Regnard' s Les Folies amourern3es (Bowyer, pp. 130-13-1), but 

Hum and Roger are Ent;lish enough. Num was singled out for 

praise by the Female ~atler, but Roger seems to be the 

better of the two, especially in his confrontation with Sir 

Jeffery in Act V (pp. 54-56). This brief scene is more 

dramatic than the stagey 11 ghost" scene that follows. 

Sir Jeffery expects deference: Roger wonders who the 

impertinent stranger is. The clash of character brings out 

well how quickly ~ir Jeffery (having been reported dead) 

has been forgotten. The trouble is that neither !{oger nor 

3Robert Hitchcock, An Historical View of the Irish 
Jtage, II (1794), 149-150. 'I'he Corl:: reprint cives----aTI" 
indication of provincial taste. 
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Num is very well integrated :into the play. ':2his is especially 

true of Num's role R.s a suitor to :3elinda: num's rustic 

awkwardness is displayed, and is amu~-;ing, but it is never 

a real threat to Constant. h:rs. Centlivre treats provincial 

life nore successfully in ?h~~ Gotham .:..:;1ection ( 1715), where 

it is central to the play, not just a backcround as it is 

in ?he r-:an I s Bewitched. 

2 

The farcical scenes in The Han's Bewitched were 

static: their comedy arose from a single supposition 

(Laura's madness, the appearance of a ghost) which was not 

developed at all. Ers. Centl:Lvre recognised the fault Fhen 

she admitted that "too rmch }{epetitio:.1 i,- b_r12:-;._~1-.·.-". 0t 

only were the scenes static themselves, they closged the 

action of the Hhole play. Mr~3. Centlivre was more successful 

in wri tinE; a farce unencumbered by a play. A :3ic-:-::erstaff's 

·~ • l f th u l , d l ,.:i t .,..ynurv1n---:: .2£...i_ .:or.L>:: or __;;_.2. ~10..L ers \;as proc uceu_ a JJrury 

Lane on 27 I~arch 1710 (Avery:, p. 217). 4 It is a farce in 

one act and four scenes. ~he central idea for the comic 

L!.. 
'The ori~inal title of the ~lay on the sta~e was A 

.Dic3{erstaff's 3urial c;.very, p. 217). 'l'here was an unusu:llly 
long cap betv1een 1rnrformance a_rid publication: t::i.e farce 
was advertised as 11 ·=:1his Day Published" in the Post Boy for 
2.:)-26 Decerriber 1710 (:Torton, p. 176). The title-pat:;e 
erronecu2l:y ascribes the play' s performaEce to the ~Iaymarket 
instead of Jr~ry Lane. 
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80-82 of the ..c-l..rabian l~ie;hts. 7 
r-

_:5ut all 1:rs. Centlivre borrowed 

was tho custor:1 of burying one spouse r1 live i·Then the ot'1er 

dies: she did not use the fi::.;ure of .-~.inbacl. 

rhe :;_:ilay is set in the island of C:rne;ar. In the 

first scene, Lady Iiezro (foroerly of Covent Garden, but now 

the wife of tl:e ~mir of Cassar) finds so11e shipwrecked 

English sailors. '.:'he sailors are entranced with the if3land 
r 

until they learn of the Casgarian "custom 11 0 ':'his is the• 

farce's first reversal, and it is effected dramatically: 

Lady l1ezro is told that her husband is dying. d .. ctually he 

is not, but only pretendin~ in order to revive her fla~gins 

affections for him. l'he second scene begins with Lady 1-ezro 

waitins on the 3mir. J:lhe second reversal occurs when (as a 

stratagem to escape) Lady T:e:zro faints, and _pretends to be 

dead: the tables are turned, and the ~mir tries desperately 

to revive her. Lady Lezro is carried out (to freedom) in a 

coffin. In the third scene a Cas~arian woman tries to bribe 

one of the ~nglish sailors to stay with her: he refuses, 

but a second sailor .:_>ersuader3 the wom3.n to cone on board 

with him. I'his scene of the ,.jiren sirened reinforces the 

c: 

:7",_rabian Ni,2·hts Entertainments, III (2nd ed., 
1712), 41-52. 'i1he first four volurn.es had been available 
in English since 1706, but Lrs. Centlivre could have read 
them in ?rench. 

0 
r 

".fter 3ickerstaff had lost his topicality, the 
farce w.:i.s reYived as I'he Custor11 of the Country, 3.t Drury 
Lane on 5 Lay 1715 C~very, p .. 354) and on several 
subsequent occasions. 

http:volurn.es


patriotic theme in the play: th~ Greater attractiveness of 

3nglish '.'.ianhood than Gassarian cold. In the fourth scene 

the 6rJir is about to "be encoffined when the discovery of 

his wife's ef,co..:re nercifull:r release~; hir'1 froT'l -c!.iat fate. 

ifore t~1en is a well-constructed farce of sitnation, 

eacl1 Rcene developing frnm the one before and built around 

9. neat reversB l. '.2r1ere is none of the clownin3 of 1.1he 1 :rn' s 

:Oe1·1i tched. Instead, the sudden reversal of roles bi:.;tvreen 

actin~ without buffoonery • 

.i1lrn farce is "'.io.:::-k for tbe 111)holC1_ers 11 bec~-1.use of 

tl::.e incre3.:=:e in the funeral trade t:1·d~ the "custorr:: 11 i-:-·.-.rj,_"es; 

it is a ""Jickerstaff' s 11 burying because it owes to Issac 

~ickerstaff the idea of buryin~ the uselessly alive. 

C;:i.rryins on the joke ac;ainst }artridse, ·_,)teele c_:ave "all 

:Jen fair warnin; to mend their manners, for I shall from 

ti'Tle to tir:1e ~1rint bills of r1ortality; and I beg the :I=•9rdon 

of all such who shRll be nRmed therein, if they who are 

gooC. for nothin~ srrnll find i~hemselves in the rnmbc·r of the 
II n 

deceased. / In the dedicri.tion to "S:he Lacnificent Jom_;_Jc-,ny of 

Upholders n, l~rs. Centlivre combines satire on tbe 

underta:<ers 1ri th satire on 11 all those youns . i ves Hho had 

sold t~emselves f0r ~oney, And been inter'd with I"isery, 

from the first d<1y of t!ieir Larria0e 11 ·Jut the farce itself• 

7::::he 'J_
1atler, r;o. 1 ('12 ..:.pril 17oc;); ec:. ,1.it~~en, 

I, 21. 



is entirely focused on nercennr;::r 1 tarri0.ce: the idea of the 

willincness of a ~.roung wife to see her rich husband die 

is reversed. 

1in interesting point of stai;in:::; may be mentioned. 

r:L:he farce is the only one of I=rs. Centlivre' s plays tc use 

a perspective scene, presumably located behind the flats, 

the 11 lonz scene n that ,=,outhern discovered in .:::.ir Patient 

?ancy (Changeable ~cenerv, pp. 151-152). Before the action 

begins, there is this direction: 11 r~ workins -~ea seen at e 

Distance, v.Ji th the :~ppearance of a .GhiIJ bulbin:.:; Rgainst a 

~t.oc \:: l .ernaids ::ise and sing: I'hunder Fmd lichtning: ':'hen 

the 3cene shuts. n 
1rhi::; r:iachine could have been es:i;:ecially 

constructed for the farce, but this seeos improbable. Lore 

likely it v:as borrowed fron The 1i'eupest, o. play 1·Jhich hRd 

been 1)erformed at :Urury Lane on 20 and 23 January 1710 

C-i.very, I\P. 209-210) and uhich was a resular item in the 

repertory. The frontispiece to The Tenpest in Rowe's edition 

of '.".)h:::i.kes:peare (published in 1709) suggests a contemporary 

stase spectacular. It shows a storm-tossed ship ap)roachin8 
Q 

some rocks; flyinG spirits surround the ship.'--' ~,oElething 

like tliis was probably used for A :Jickerstaff's :0uryinr;. 

3 'I'he en:;ravinc is reproduced as frontispiece to 
l1he 'L1eLmest in the Californj_a edition of Dr~rden' s '.,·arks, 
z (1970). 
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h1r-Plot: or, The ~~ond Tart of the :;.:Jusie-Jocl~", 

an a-:;te'.11:pt to capit~llize on ~:'he 3u:~;ie .Jo::ly' s success, vas 

produceC. at :Jrur~r 1.Rne on 30 :9ece:wber '1710 C':..very, ~'. 2:759). 9 

It \·;as ::nore lavishly l!lounted than the earlier play, for it 

was advertised as huvine::; 11 new Dresses and several ne~: 

__,cenes; particularly an intire Sett of a pleasant 1.Jood, 

pf'iinted by Lr 3oul, after thE~ Itelian Lannertr (..very, p. 

239). i'his advertiseuent is particularly interestinz for 

its mention of the scene painter's name. ~his was the firHt 

time tl1~t ~rury Lane had mentioned a scene painter by nane 

in their advertisements, and Boul is actually the first 

scene _pB.inter who can definitely be a~;sociatecl \rith tLe 

theatre. :Jnfortunately, lit t1e is known of hi1L or liis vrork. 

I~e has be8n id.enti;f iecl 1·1i th ~fean ?hilippe .Doule, a 

Frencluian wl.to spent some time in Ital:-.,. before comin.=.; to 

}~ne:;lana. 10 l1his \JOuld certainly account for hif3 p'.",intins 

"after t11e Itcilia.n I~anner". 

',~here is, h01rnver, no "Wood 11 in Mar-1.=lot. '_1he:re 

are only two outside scenes: one is the street outside the 

0 
-'It was advertised "C~his Day :,:ublished 11 in the 

Daily Courant, 10 January 1711 (Norton, p. 176). 0is. ~ 
is misnwnbered _pp. 49-56 instead of pp. 41-48. ,_,i~• .H is 
correctly numbered, ue~inning at p. 1.;.9. ;..:>one :pa~~e numbers 
are thus duplicated, and in references these ,<.ire cited 
a::= "52 bis" etc. 

1 O.Jybil i.{osenfeld and ~dHard Croft-Lurras, 11 ;-i.. 
Chec:·:list of ,?,cene Fainters 11 

., 'I'heatre lfotebook, .:.--:I~~ 
( 1 r."):=:LJ.._c c, ~ 1 ':: ~,.,r ( 19c 5-6' '\ rJQ 'I 'I Ji\. •· ; , 0 ./ ; 2 L 2 .\.....:;.. C 0 ) ' I 2 "T a 



:::-·erriera house' so that .:..;oul rs :tl'leasant .:ood" r:mst have 

re?resented the ~erriera de ~assa. T11is was one of the 

principal public SCJ.uares in };isbon (the rnodern :Fraga do 

r"( / • \ ~f "t0omerc10). ..L l was painted as a ?ortucuese ~yde Park, 

the scene in ).1.ct III where Larplot is about to knocl-~ on a 

house door (p. 26) nust have seemed inconGruous. 

3oul' s scene was :;:.irobably cor:u:dssionecl not in 

con1plirnent to Lrs. 1Jentlivre ,, but in res~-:ionse to con:petition 

froIIJ. the o::;;era at the .ueen' ~;. d. lJroc:ucti on of :::7rrhus c:md 

DeI·;.etrius lw.d opened there on 6 :Jececber, and for the 

fourth :._Jerforr:1ance, on '16 DeceI:1oer, it was advertised rr..·i th 

Lanner" (Lv<"'ry, p. 238). ':2he re::1eti tion of the :[J't1rase 

11 after the =:t:=J lian Lanner" in the adve:!:'tise:,.ents for 

r;ar-Plot ~ fortni3ht later can hardly be coincidence. In 

the context of the opera advertiseuent, the mention of 

3oul' s nw 1e becones a piece of copywriter's one-upmans11ip. 

,=:vidently Italian pastorals were 'a la mode that season. 

J:'hc caseade scene in P,yrrhus and Demetrius is thouz)1t to 

have suppliecl n.ddison with his satiric:=i.l 11 :::·roj ect of 

orin~in:_; the I\e11-~1iver into the House, to be er:iploJred in 

.Jetteaus ::i.nd ·.·at er-Forks. 1111 .Joul was :3till in J...onrlon l~te 

in '171'1, for he i1c1pressed .-;teele sufficieritl;y fer t'l.e 

latter to insei:·t a )~tff fc·r c::n auct:i_c:.:n he 1.,-c.1s orju1isi11.> 

-11 
I J:i~-. ' :;r ct=itor l'.o. 5 (::i Larch "1711); ec. J:.ond, 

I, 24. 
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typical Italian style in the sR.ti::'ical advertiseDteYJt w0..ich 

,-..., . ...,_
concludes t:1e p.'J~Jer: w::ihere is arrived froI'l Italy :_1 J.:ain0er 

thc:it -~rt, 2.nd is a::; uil1ing to be as renm,med in this Island 

as he decl8res he is in forei~n ?arts. ~he Doctor naints 

t , -- f 1 • ,, 12ne ~oor or not~in·. 

l' ar-I'lot enjoyed a run of siz ni;J1ts, but did net 

fol lo''' 'I1he ,fo_sie Uoc'tv into the standard re~1ertory. :1he 

reasons fer this conparative failure ;::ire not llRrd to .find. 

-Jequels tend to be failures: the case of Ijove' s Last .:...'.:lift, 

~~he ·:1elanse, C1nd ·::he Careles~3 l-.iusband is exceptional. 

I .arplot is not the equal of ~:Jard 1"ol'pin~;ton "lS a cornic 

creation. In . ar-Plot he ::_:et~3 up to t"ne same tricks as in 

rhe ~3usie 3ody, but t11ey ::{re less i:rnll 1.otive.tecl. -=:n the 

earlier ~lRy, he hRd been cormected to th~ Llain action by 

bein::; ·~ir 1!'rancis '.3-ripe' s i,,·1ard: here in :Lisbon, he has no 

visible business except to get in everyone's way. ~s a 

result, his contrivances cone to seem contrived ;.:ind 

, . lH1ecnan1ca..L. 

::::'he bacl:cround a:::;ain:::;t which ~~arplot operates i? 

also less '3.:':!:'er:;.ling: in the later pla:J. In l'he :Susie Body, 

we had ~wo pairs of lovers workins to\1ards narri~~e and 

outl-li ttinE; their un:rleasant elders. In Lar-?lot, there are 

226 (19 ~ovember 1711); eel • 
.Dond, 
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two trian~ular relationshi~s. ~h~rles, come to Lisbon on 

business, forG;ets Isaoinda and intricues uith Dona 

~erriera. Isabinda follows hiLl inco~nita, in hope of 

reclairnins him. Jolonel ~avelin, a :ay Qo;~, is intricuins 

with (unknmm to him) two sisters, lArton nnd Joneton. In 

this Lore sordid atL;osphere of intriz;ue, I .arplot too 

becomes a less attractive character. 

I.ar-Flot does not offer any real criticiso of The 

:3usie Body in the way that ::.::l£. Relapse does of Love's Last 

,_)hift. In :L'he 3usie :Sody, Charles was the "constant" lover, 

so there a coDplete break beti.rnen his character in th8.t 

play and in r:ar-Flot. It was the settling-dovn of .-~ir 

3eorse .:'~iry in '=-1he 3usie 3od-..T that needed to be tested: 

:..>ir 3- .::ort;e, not Charles, should have beP.n sent to Lisbon. 

~ut a more basic reason for the sequel's failure is the 

"sentimental 11 endin::; that is tacked on. ':1his is discus:=~ed 

below in the context o.f the :3ta(;inG of the play (_pp. 139

141). 

:2he idea of 3. play :=;et in ?ortugel uas certainly 

sound, even if it was a nista}::e to use it as a sGqueJ to 

i:L1he 3usie .Jod?• ~he intri;__:ue at--.~os_i_-:lhere is helped b:' the 

n ...:>1>anish n custor;, of cloistering iiOmen ( iuitated o:' .·:ir 

Jealous '2raffick in :'ho -3usi1~ Bodv), and by the readiness 

of Iberian tecpers to flare. As with the Venetian setting 

·'-' 0of ...... \:;;: r-;tJ 1ur' u;i Eusbm::.d, the J?ortusese locale _;1rovidecl 1:rs. 



Centlivre with the 01)portuni t;.,r .::'or indirect cor:Jnent on 

Enslish society. :=nsland, by contra,,t with J-ortuz2.l, is 

seen "1 s tl1e ~10Le of ~_;iberty-- personal, political, Rnd 

reli::;ious. " rs. Gentlivre' s anti-catho lie sa tir<::~ fou::1d 

:_md in ;,,ct V, where the two :tiriests are eaE..~ily brihecl to 

t:i 1<Ce :; uore lenient vie\i of s.dul tery, and the :.:irie:::;tly 

confession~l ia ridiculed (p). 52-53). 

~Jar-l-'lot also contai~J.s, in Don - crierrr:i, 

ventlivre' s r.:.ost syr.1pathetic treat1aent to dr:i.te of :1 

:w.erchant. ::Jon -~er-ei:-=orct has Larried ? noble vife, c:,nd hir; 

1 th • l ( -) T \oro ~er-111-~aw \-On ~opez) is a constant ~la~ue \e hin. 

Pei·=:·it::r"l, r-:.~- thouc;h a nerclrn.n-::; an.cl jealous, is sePn to be 

,'~ore concerned for 11is wife personal::._y thon I.Jopez, 1·1ho is 

concerned. for his sister onl~,r as o. reflection of his oHn 

~1onour (p. 20). Ferrie~a is a fizure of fun in the play, 

but not because he is a r1erchant. 

-~l thoush, after ::2he :1usie Dod-v, IIar-Plot is a 

disappoin-Sint.: play to read, :_ t serves as a ~~ood exar.,ple 

of contenporary sta3e practice. 0tage directions such 3S 

"0cene shuts, then draws and discovers "Jon :!:~er:~j_~-c,1 

Lissening [sic]" (p. 54 bis) show the printed text's 

attention to the problems of stage presentation. · ."i th its 

1
11 ne 1

.- ..;cenes", I ar-j'lot was clearly sornethins of a stae;e 

s~Jectacular. 



earlier ple~s, re~uired ei~ht or fewer locations, and 

tlrnre v:e.s no c"lifficul t~r accor1odatine; then within tl1e 

eicht shutter lq;::out described b;7 0outhe2::'n. 3ut ar-Tlot 

requires at least nine locations, even after we l1ave reduced 

to two t1·1e s.mbi:_;uously identified rooms in the ::.-errier9. 

house, and there is an additional scene for \Jhich the 

location is not specified. ~=ar-Plot is not, of course, 

uI1iq_ue in this respect. Lee J-. Eartin, in a study of 

restoration sta;::;e _t!r8.ctice, found that in :.:.. ec1 lev' P. J:he 
" -

"l.ulberr~r-Garden no less than thirteen locationf3 were 

"f" d l7: - -!-'speci ie • - i c.~rvlD •·;as able to c-:i.ccorr1odate this Jllay to the 

eiGht-shutter system. lie grouped the settinss into rooms, 

"T_..
~.1. •chanbers, c:m<l outdoor scenes, and found that: • • the 

of si::1ilar t;y;ie are used. fo:i:: tlJ.8 sane sett in;:_;, even trJ.ou;_)l 

the directions specify a different locale for each, tJ1e 

nurr,ber of sets can be reduced to c3eveu. 11 (pp. 7-(:',). ::C.
1he 

eighth 2;roove could be used f:T b1e z;arden, w~'lers arbours 

that can be 11alked throut;h nre required. l"or various 

reasons, hoPever, such a solution is rwt settisfactor:' for 

i:ar-:Flot. 

~he sequence of scenes (w~ich are ~ot uwbered) 

'17i,,., --,, t ,, . ' "t" f- I'rou __:c::- · · ·~r::1c;e o .rroceniun: ..:~ ,_; uc.y o 
:~estora tiun ~,ta;;inc 1,:echni<}ue1;", ..:heatre ~urve-:r, J..7 ( 1 SG3), 
~-2~. 



in the play is as follows: 

T • 

_J_ ' J_ 


T ....L' ll 

::'.:,iii ·>::ilortel :~s.velin' s lod, :in~~s (discovered) 


II,i Jona Perriera's Lod[0·in~s 

~' 

II,ii [ ~)onu ~ 'erriera' s ,Jloset] (discovered) 


J:.'.:I,i The ~erriera de Fassa 


III, ii ~. "c~enoif'el Joneton' s Lodc_;in::;s (discoverec.; 

T7T • • • 
_J__j__._' lll ~110 ~erriera de ?assa 

IV,ii 1he ,, treet [outside the l'erriera :·fouse]·.L 

_.._ 
0 

_ 
0 

1° on 1 ri.f·ar tTTTv ' l ] -; .a:r· t S t l 1en ; ( d . lSCOVered \ ) 

IV,iv S::he Inside of Dona :;_-='erriera' s ~iouse (discovered) 


IV,v ~~l1e :1erriera de :?assa 


V,i Can interior scene] 


V,ii :Don :::)erriera' s ~Iouse (discovered) 


V,iii [another rooo in the same] ( discover;::;d) 


V, iv [sane as V,ii] (discovered) 


Y,v [sar1e as '!,iii] (discovered) 


V,vi Isabinda' s ;i.port1nent (discovered) 


Des:pite the various na.t.ies used, it is clear that we only 

need two roomo:; in the l·'erriera house. In :i.cts II and V, the 

scene naves f~om on2 to t~e other: in the other three acts, 

either could be used, ~ccordin~ to convenience. 

~t first si3ht, it would anuear that soLle locations 



could be co2bined in the 

Lulberrv-}a:::den: such as CiLarles' s anc~ Colonel Ravel in' s, 

or Larton' s and Joneton' s. ~ach of these is onl:T used once • 

,..
.Jut there are cosent objections to such an ex~-·edient. 1_rs. 

Centlivre wnuld have kno~m that particular attention was 

coinc to be paid to thR scenes for the pl~y, and it is 

unlikely that h;:-)_vinc; rn=ma.:_,ed to accorJodate herself to 

such resi'ou:!"Ces as uere available in her earlier :;:-ila;ys, 

she could not do so in such propitious circumstances. In 

fact, a sense of place is an important part of the pL:ty. 

Charles's lodcinc:s 11Just be distinct from Colonel Ravelin' s 

because news is brow_-i;ht to the Colonel at Charles's that 

his trap-door is ready. Colonel ~avelin's lad~incs are 

marked by a pror<iinent fire-place, Charles's by a 1·1indo1,!. 

,~~c;ain, I arton' s must be distinct from Jone ton's b,-· 0 :1~12e 

Colonel ~-cavelin (not l:nm;in~ the:T are sisters) is 

intri~uins with both. 2oons lead to each other: froo 

Colonel ~avelin's, the trap-door takes one to I:arton's, 

and the chimney to Dona Perriera's apart1,1ent. ,:..11 these 

locations ,-,ust surely be ke:;>t distinct. 

:1he problem ce.n be :3olved by i;l8cin:.; the last 

scene of the pla~r, Isabinda' s apartrnnt, in the s::;H1ce 

behind the shutters ( ·wliere the r:18chanical shi_p1;reck of 

~ Dickerstaff's 2urying was located, and where douthern 

:;ilaced the 11 L.;::.1E~ scene 11 in '_,ir ratient J?anc:'T). :Iavin;~; done 
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discover~r scenes, the re::iain in~ oi:~:: t loc-:ttions can be 

ITu.J.er roon in ~on i. 0rriera' s 
{t 	 'Jolonel > 1velin' :-; Lod::in:::;s 

Ferriera's 

outside ~~orrie::!:'a' s 

fro11t

J {	'.;'.1:~rles' s Lodc:-in:-s 


:.:'he ·;:1erriero. de ~-'assa 


':'his orrarF~enent also offers R satisfo.ctory 

solution tu the problew of V., i. '1~hi:::; is obviousl~r e::_n 

interior, fo:r· it bc~;ins 11 ~nter Iso.binda in a :;-'errh:i; a~d 

r;i::;ht-__;own, and ti:10 ~-riests, a 3word lyinc.,; Ui_.>On the '::1c ble 11 

,. 
C-'1 , ~ c) -t t t , , . I , . l I\.P• .J, o-"-·" • l., c8.nno -a:::e l;_:ice in ~;aoinaa s 

for tlnt scene is loc<-Jtecl ri~;ht at the back: it i·1ust be 

di.::;covered ~1 t the end of the seq_uence. 

purpose. ~-ince our attentior.i wnuld be riv0tecl on the table 

,gs a convenient !)acJ:;__:;round. ~1his 0 lso exl-~lains FilJ tlie 

loc::l. ti on ''l'\S not S_)Pcif ied in the text: it 'r( ·ulcJ lJ_;tve bf:; en 

ahsurG. to 11'1V'3 drav::.1 attention to tl1e f::1ct th~.t it 1,ras set 
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in Charles's or .Joneton' s. J:<,rom this, am1 i,J__,_e careful 
'rt 5e2V>--~ ;..\...oJ:. 

sta0e di.r-ections ,L soDe trouble Ez.:ei.w t-:) hcive been t2.l=en 

v!i th t:'r.ie ~ :::'2j_>2.J::. ti on nf the eopj" for the r>rinted text • 

_o..S With ..2he :::.Jusie ~)Od'.r t and in contrast to 'I'he-- ---- \. 

:.,L1tonick lj2dy) several of the shutters have :practicable 

openings. ?wo fireplaces are needed, one in Colonel 

davelin's and one in Dona Ferriera's. rhe street scene has 

a door in it (p. 50). =.'here nay be a window in the scene 

used for Charles's lodginBs (p. 39). The variety of 

entrances and exits is astonishine;. Characters (and 

especially I:arplot) come in and go out not only via the 

prosceniun doors, but throu0h the trap-door (p. 1.'.5), "·>·,··:i 

, v h.lBney " / 16 \), "beti.·reen the Scenes" (p. 50), andtne 0 (y. 

from "the =~alcony" (p. 52). "'-1 thout;h there is less broa ~-

farcicnl business than in '=:'he. 1.an' s Bewitched, the rapid 

movement and keen sense of timinc in r;ar-Plot is closer 

to the better kind of farce-- the kind based on the couedy 

of the ::1is-tiJ.;eC. entrance rat'ner than on sh.eer buffoonery. 

The most interestinc sequence to exanine in the 

play is ~ct V. It be~ins with the scene of Isabind~ and the 

priests discussed above (p. 1.)3). ·:2Le remainin::_;; scene-

chances i-lre as folloi:JS: 

.~:.;.;1~ ~, JJon ~~er:r·iera's ~louse. Don I 1erriera, solus. 

r-z [bis)
cene :Jj 

[bis) 
ucene si1 uts, then clr.TV'S and discovers ~on Ferriera 


-:-.; s s er.i in-,, (. T) C:,.';..
...,__,_._ ~- ..... u. .J:" • ..,,., bis) 



'.=1he SC~~P. draFG anc disC()V8I'S ~)on ' }~er:riera OI'. h:~ 


'· r>- s to Isabinda. (p. :;,r) 


'J:'he 2nd discovers :)Lr·rles so:::..us, in 
I~8.binr1a 1 s •. 

4 
_:)·c:·t. ;.2:·.t looldn::.:; al)out :nim. (-o. 

·~his liheral use of discovery scenes in thA la:=;t act lwc; 

act, 'oein~ on:::..y in~roduced ( toc.::ether with no.st of the ~c-ef'.t 

of the c:::.r;t) in the last scene. 'I'he c:ict is core serious 

th~m t:1e :rrevious fo"L~r: it lias the serious 1.;or:-il )Ur1!ose 

of r·eformin~ both 1~it.::1rles a.nd. :Jona :Eerriera. ~118 iEitial 

scene with t~e ~riests discredits tLe catholic ideA of 

repentence: instead, Isabinda's seruonisin~ to Charles ~nd 

Dona Ferriera sets in motion the workinz of a }ersonal 

remorse. ~he senuence of discovery scenes helps create a 

calr.;.er, uore ste.tic atnosphere for this to take place. 

~~fter the furious activity, dmm chirmeys and throu..:;h trap

doors, of the: first four act~:, a series of scenes in 1:hich 

the actors qre discovered provides both a chan~e of p&ce sn 

-:.:'he; third of the discoveries seens pnrticularly 

sicriificant: ":~cene shuts, tben draHs and di2,eovers Don 

-, • T • • !I ( c:,4) c;ih ld . 0 1 _,_ erriera .Llssenin::;. p. _, • J.:.i e scene cou sin.::~.i_y ic.ve 

shut, and ~Jon l'erriera could have waD::ed on and lmt his 

ear to the keyhole: but by discoverin,= him, ; .l'S. Centlivre 

r;ives the ''i.Ction of listeninG ecblenc-ttic force. J::t becones 

ty:pical of 11ir:: 111istrust.ful, jealous beh.:-:.Yiour ;:i.s a h11s1.><E1d. 
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;Jo it is vitb the discover~r of ~sabiuc~r~ a.ud :Jon::, errier:1.L 

C:: r:: '. T+.~~neelins to :'ler ( P• ~'/)• ...Lv ~as ~onethinc of the ef:''oct of 

a tableau in an allecorical Jaintin~: error kneelinc before 

~ercy. The ;rea~er seriousness last act, :ilthonch 

effective in i tr:; own ternrn, .Ls out of keep inc ui th the 

earlier part of the play • .J;.s in the siL1ilar case of ·:.teele' s 

The I,yin~: :::.,over incongruity may hnve contributed 

to t"he ::;:lay's fgilure to secure a _place in the repertory. 

4 

~he Ternlex'd Lovers closed this neriod cf ~rs. 

~entlivre's career on a more outspokenly political note 

than we have ~eard so far. ~s early as ~he ~eau's Juel she 

had rei-JI·esented the :Snglish role in the continental Ho.rs 

in an ideal lit;ht, and satirised ~n~lish in1i tat ion of 

French uanners. Cri;inally, this hR& been a patriotic rather 

than s p3.I'tis:1n m::"tter •.-1.s the '.Jar be cane more unpormlar 

(especially after the allied defeat at ~lm8nzor, 1707), 

Ilrs. Centlivre's support of it identified her more closely 

with the Whigs. :Jti8cish convictions are clearly implied 

by the anti-catholic satire, and the sym11athetic treatment 

of Don rerriera, in IIar-Plot. I'he F'erplex'd Lovers itself 

is not a '.ihigc;ish play: it was the circu115t::mcef3 of its 

production that err:l>roiled Ilrs. Centlivre in 9olit;ical 

controversy. 



---

i'he i)robler:i. was -c:i_ fl8.tterinc.; ref c::·,".;nce to T:"'rillCC 

3usene in the ~lay's epilosue: 

.)uch ::rn th':it ... :tranger 1!ho has :_::rnc' d our :; 3.nd, 

Cf equal ll'rur1e for Coru1cil, c,wl :J01::.EJ.a.nd. 

-~ I'rince, who;:;e '..'isdo:n, V,1lour, anc -~uccess, 


'I'he f;O.Zinc; -..-orld Hi th "'-CClDLWtinns ble'3S; 

By no cre~t Japtain in ~ast ~imes outdone, 

,1.nd in thr.- present equall' c1 but by Cff'~. 


~'he 11 0::~ 11 vms obviously Larlborough. r rs. '.:;entli•rre tells 

us in the pr2face th~i_t sb.e could not .:::;et the e1iilosue 

licensed in tir.e for the first; ni,:)1t ( ri.t Drury :Lru.1e, on 

11 n 1 " . 2 r ,.-, "\ 
14 ''I' 1 f19 J anuAr,y / c:.; "..very, p. '_) t J. -~ue a.CK o a J:JrOf R:i' 

e~ilocue evidently displHased the audience. ~he next day 

she did :0!3.nage to set the ep iloc.:ue licern:;ed, "'out by t}l(;n 

0 -r· "a notorious2- rw:.our _._ 

resulted in !rs. Ol~field bein~ advised not to speak it. 

Her incli0nation that praise of Earlborough could be 

constr~_led as u-,,'hi:_;c;ish" lead:0; to this inc;enuous disclaimP.r: 

''I know not what the;y C3.ll · ihie;s, or how they distint;uish 

between them. and s:1orie>-:;: :Jut if the Desire to see my 

Country secur'd from the :-{om:L.sh Yoke, and flourish by a 

HiTI1, Lasting, ~onourAble Peace, to the Glory of the best 

of ...,ueens, vho deservedly holds the 3allance of .qll .t:;urope, 

be a ·..:hig, then I am. one, else not. 11 ;,,ron! this one concludes 

she i1ras one. 

:.t-·art of the :preface HRS literary rather than 

14rt 'tTas advertised 111.ately ~'ublished in theII 

0pectator, 2~ ~-ebruary 1712 ()~orton, p. 176). 
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political: 

I shall not ~'retenc:_ to vincli e.<:te the followinc; Scenes, 
about 1Jhich I took very li ct lE~ :·nirE, !.'c st of tl L8 _;c10 ~ 
bein,:s fron a Spanish play, n::1<3.. 3:?2urinc; ray self -~v.cce~:;s 
frou Lr. Cyber' s c~p:probatio'.l, 1..1;10se C::1inion was, tlnt the 
:;Jusiness wou'd suprlort the ~·lay; tho' Lr. ·.:ilks see1•1 1 cl to 
doubt it, and s8id, t11ere -vm:s a c;reqt deal of 3usiness, uut 
not lciuc;hin;:; 3usineEJS; tho' ::_!:1,1e,3d. I <:'.J.-t' d r:ut J:i::-,ve c~:r·8s:::.:' c1 
this ::-:'lot \·Ji th ~.mch more :_:;:UElOUr, there beinG four z;.Cts in 
the Dark, which tl'.o' a ~panish ~~udience na;y readily 
conceive, the 1~i~ht bein:; t!1eir prorer tir,1e of iJ:..tj'~ 'C:J:_?~.:.~,; 
~ret here, 11here Li;Jerty rnake:3 i:·oon-day as eci.sie, it 
l't~r_plexes t1rn "'li~0ucht of 211 :i.udie~1ce too r:mch; therefore 
I slrnll taLe ~c1re to RVoid such "'.,.bsurdi ties for the future; 
qnd if I live I will endeavour to oake uy 7rienas amends 
in the next. 

l:o particule'-r plci.y h·is been ic:.entified as tLe ::''Ciurce of 

'211e ~:erple:z' d =-overc;, but tho 11 :'lot 11 is cert~.inly f3. 

identities in the Jar~, and on q hot-ter~perei readiness 

(esreciall~r on the part of Belvil) to dra1,r :::;t tl::.e lea~:.it 

provocation. :c.;qually :_.-panish is the i;ray ease of 3.ccess to 

Calliilla has to be ~qde more difficult: the plot, as irs. 

'.:'.entlivre reco:::;nised, is harcU:r n;-1turalizecl t0 its :Lone.on 

settin::;. 

l_1J.1e cor:~ic })attern of the play is the f c.-n11ili:::i,r one. 

::3elvil loves Cs uilla, v1ho returns his love Hi th.out yet 

heroine. Colonel Bastion loves 8onstantiR{Belvil's Eister), 

v.rho does O',vn that she returrn3 his love. Colonel .Dastion has 

two rivals: Lord Richlove, the choice of Constantia's 

father, n.nd ·ir Philip G·.,ylove, 'J.n '-~bsent friend of 3elvil, 
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to Hhom Belvil hz~.s :prornised his r;ister:· (this is a ";=:panish" 

element). 'i1L17re is also a ivti::::' of <':'.Ontrnsting valets, 

Timoth~ and Le Front. 

i'he sourc:e of the main comic riislLriderst,1ndinc;s is 

that 3astion can only visit Constantia throuch the 

ai-·artn1e:nt (in the next builc.inc) of :her friend '~an;illa. 

He i;; th0refore li>lble to be comprorJisincly surprised by 

8-e.lv1L f11,., .)anilla' s rooms. ·::'his happens twice in the plc:iy, 

in _·,_ct I (p_p. 5-6) and ,,_ct II (pp. 1,1-19). :~y v:1rious 

strata:_:e;:is the Colonel is brout5ht off and ap~earances 

patched u11, but Belvil places 8onstantia under c::..oser 

watch. This t:;ives rise to the main cor11ic bur;iness o.f .i.ct 
I 

V, Colonel :Sastionsbeins introduced bundled up in a 

pedlar's p.qcl: (iip. L~4-46), and Lord .J.ichlovas disguisinc 

hiTiself as a Grecian (pp. 50-52). 

It ic, in fact, the re· )etition of the same cokic 

tricks that spoil the I'lA.y. Jonstantia runs into I.-ord 

3.ichlove' s arms, thinkin6 (in the dark) thci.t he is Colonel 

~astion (p. 10). 3astion is listeninc, and thin~s she 

~enuinely intended this welcoming reception of Lord 

~Uchlove, thus creatinc; a rni:::;understandinE; to~le 'lRqUJ). 

But once in a plqy is enough for such A. ~evice. Irs. 

Centlivre base3 the whole of ~ct IV (a sinsle, 1mbroken 

scene set at ni=ht in the street outside Constantia's) on 

a series of such ri1isunderstandings. Constantia takes Belvil 



----------------------------------

".Jusiness, but not lau~.:.;hinc; :~3u_2ine::-1s rr. The net is the stuff 

of which f :=i.rce is made, but :it is too slov-r-novinc to be 

successful f<:;_rce: in particular, it is interru1~·ted and 

slowed doFn b:r a serious excJ:1ant:;e (in verse) between Belvil 

and Camilla 

But if ~he ~erJlex'd ~overs can hardly be counted 

a success in drarmtic techni11ue, if r:rs. Centlivre had not 

yet solved the problem of dovetRilling farcical business 

into a co~edy of intrigue, the 9lay takes on, in retrospect, 

the function of a 11 trial run'' for 'l1he 'v'ono.er. -~s I suc;r;est 

belo'tl, in cliaptcr VI (pp. 147-149), The ;_:onder is 2n 

i:wproved re-1.rorking of ':'he J:-'erplex' d Lovers. If _cect IV of 

:J'he \,-onder::_ is compRred to the snr...ce ::let in the earlier play, 

the improvement will be seen nt once. Both acts are based 

on a sin::;le device (mistakes in the dark in ·The :-er-olez' cl 

lovers, the unoeason~ble ent~y of a chor8cter in ~ha 

·:onder), but in '='he · .'onder tllP device is developed r:1thcr 

than jn::;t re~eatecl. I an&lvse ~ct IV of ~he :onder in ~oBe 
" -----

detail below (/::-. 158-164): 11ere it need o:rly be noticed 

that t~L8 succession of unexnected arrivri.ls b;lilds 

-l- •tension to s. clir:iax. In The ~::er-olex' d Lovers, the ..,ens ion 

is dissi~atcd between every nistake (es?eci~lly by the 

verse e:xch:mze between Belvil and Car:.:illo., p. 35). 
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VI 

·r1 :-.-, 1 rol'T'T"\"";-.-,;:) /'....., 7" 4' "\I 

~l l(L} 1-J l\.lJ--J..1..L \.I, I ) 

~.eJct -.. eek \·.'ill bt~ ':>1J.blish'd -.lzevir :Loc~.et -~c:itic•nF; 
of the t':JO follmring ~3ooks ~, ac1orn' cl ':!i th curioi_rn ,,culi)tttres, 
viz,§*§::::. ~l1r_; .ne~·T 8or:iec1y, c::,ll'd, ~.'he ·_,10l~'8;;F:: .OL'.'ill 

k8G::OH:) a L~c-_: ~·-,. i.f'o it iS nor;; acted nt thG r~IleatrG :~Q,f'1l in 
Drury-J...ane; :t.'r. 1 s. r>. sr;~Hll ~.ur.1beI' \·Jill be (1_one on StJj_lC:rfine 
Fa1>er, ne:_,tly cover'd o.nd silt; :rice 1;_; Gd. 'Jritten b:r t:!:1e 
Ut~lCY> o.t:' ·1-'-p '- ·---i--,.... ~I '"'·p ·o.,,·'-"' o"' t-'J- '" rl~ o-~--~ ">~ J.. vll~ •r:_t!:.e::-,._,e_,_ • ..:. •..11. '~~\"' 1. ,Jt; ,:_c_ '-" 

1
~tocl1ester . • • :3o tl1 rJrinte(1 f 01'" ·:. :Jurll . • • 

::.;urll ho1.c; been ::imch abused, and with sonJe justice • 

.Jut to exa.i iine these, and other of Curll' s "Elzevir" 

editions is to understand hoH a modern admirer can s1Je "'l: of 

"the undoubted taste an<l typographical attractivenes~~ t~1at 

on the wr10le t:rr>ified Curll' s work es a printer and 

publisher • charming, ori~:inal and fundc-1uentally 

beautiful exm1ple2 of all th::it was best in earl;;' ei3hteenth 

centur:r irl,_;~=_;:,,e1rnive hook _pro·:iuction". 2 Certainly the two 

those _published by ::::urll, J:lhe '.fonder and_ '.:.1he cr~_l':::l 3-if~.• 

:7ot only are tiiey 11 adorn' d with curious uculptures", but 

they are characterized by a lavish use of tYI)e-ornaments, 

Centlivre ti'·'enty suineas for ':::1he '..'onder, t·wice v-.1hat I.intot 

Le IIill, l\w _·.u--·ustan .:.,ouksellers ( 1C)53)\, -"' 
~ .., - _J_J • ,.:.. • 7 



/11,,7·-i

had ps.id f0r ~l:1e 13usie Dod-r .. .:.> 1·2,ter :_er connection 1dit"h 

Curll \Wuld earn her the lElflattcrin~ atten ~ion of 09e,I 

but in the sho~t term she had sood reason, financial qnd 

1,rs. Centlivre' s inc.reasine>;l~r outspoken -,11ig 

convictions ~ave Already been discussed in relation to 

~he :Jerplex' d liovers. '.!hen ~1he ~..-ender was published late 

in 1,a..,r 1714, L~ the succession question ·pas a sood deal ~::ore 

ur~ent, and she nailed her colours even more firGly to the 

·:nis m2st, by dedicating the play to the Duke of Cambrid;;e 

( l'-fter }eor~;;e II). -:2he :political ir:Jplications of this 

choic.e Fill be further eX-_;_)lored in chapter VII, in the 

context of i1r... e 3-otlian =:lection (see l-'P. 177- 181 ) . 

Duke, by then Prince of i.1-ales, con1manc1ed ::t _perforr:-"ance of 

I1he -•.-ender on '16 :Uece1°:ber 17·14, and, riccordinr; to Lottlez', 

1II d t" . t' o ,. , ' t If ( ,. , t -· 100 \ ma ·e .,1e .u ~wr an nancLSOL!e .r: r2sen ~' ll. ,1 1 • 

Centlivre 21':?.d a_polo::..:.;ised for the 12xcesses of i.-ier ~..ip::rnisl<.. 

intrisu1=; r>lot, _pror:,isinG that she ~vould 11 ta:~e en.re tc> avoid 

such .~IJsurrli ties for the .future, :mcl if I live I will 

endeavour to ua:~e r:i.y :;_:>riends ar1ends iJJ the ne:;:t". ··Iith 

3r< 11 1 • • 1 • t . 1 +' rtr • • 1vur s or1:...:;1na rece11::i , in n. vo ure o.L 1...r1:.:;1ll'cJ. 
I.etters collected. b~r ~.'illiar:i 'Upcott • • • :Oistin::)iished 
'.:or,1en. 11 

, ic; now in the Library of Christ Cl:.:.urch, Cxford, 
G.eposi ted t11e:::::-e by the present owners, the .::::vel:m '::ructees. 
~his receipt contains the only s~eci~en of J rs. ~entlivre's 
sisnature knoun to r.;e. '.2he spelling is ·:.;usann2 ~entI·ivre. 

Ll. -11 Just Published" in the Post-13ov, 27-29 i.ay. 



:rhe ~.Tonder ~)lee redee~Jed this rh~(~__:;e. '2he closet-business 

\,'onder, set in I.iGbon, than .in the I"ondon milieu of '.:.:1he 

:?er-nlex' d. I overs. J:'he Dlot of The 7 :onder i:::; al::o fi1ore 
~ ~- -~~~ 

ti;;htly constructed, uith only ti.w strands instead of three, 

and the various nisunderstandin~s are neatly preci,itatGd 

in e nay th3.t involves both Ewin plot 

~ecmwe 2he '.Tonder i::; an al~.10st :pure corned.Jr of 

intri 0::-;ue, r..ur1erous :;:1n.rallels with earlier plays ( includin:.:; 

-:::'lJe :='ernlex' d Lovers) can be cited (see Bouyer, :?I>. 172-176). 

:L'he nost inportant of these :L3 :G.avenscroft' s I';ie .ra!.;.~·lirF 

T ( /1 tC rfrf \ -, h " t 
~_,overs , 10( ,1 J. ~_,ven l ere i :Ls onl~T in rcCt IV that I rs. 

8entlivre is seriously indebted. ~he reluctant ~nrtins 

and reconcilliE1-tion of ~'elix and Violante (pp. 51-53) recalls 

a scene of jealousy between Diec;o and Cctavia in ::'.:he 

1Jran3ling Lovers (~ct II, pp. 17-20), and 0ct~via's 

difficul t:1 in concealing both :Jiego ::ln<l Gusr:w.n fror: her 

father (_,_ct V, pp. Ci5-69) is iuproved by ~·=rs. 'Jentlivre 

in her ~'-ct IV when Violante lrns to conceal three people-

Isabella, 8olonel :iritton, c..nd Felix-- fror1 her father 0nd 

from each other. ~~ significant change that Lrs. '..:entlivrc; 

oqkes in t~e disposition of charRcters is that she 

suppresses ::Jon :::-1.uis (:Jieso' G rival) in fri.vour of ::i,rederick, 

a virtuous r;erchant, uho is not only useful to the -Jlot but 

also serves as '.l rJnuth:-:_;iece for ,;big sentimentr-.• 

http:corned.Jr


11ad also been brou~ht out at Jrury ~ane (in February 1712) 

and sonetlnnc:_; of the co:::-.c~on .:_;round b8tween the tT..'O :;ila~r;:, 

parts in both plays. :ilks played the jealous lovers, 

Color.eel ~a:::; ti on and Don -'-:el ix; J'ack played - 'ill:' s slip;: er~.' 

servants, ~inothy qnd LissarC.o; Lrs .,~antlm,' and Lrs. 

Cldfield. took the; _princi:;ial HO.:J.<.:.n Is l.~·arts-- r f'S. Old.field 

Violante • 

. s a contrast to : .rs. Centlivre' s earlier le2.s 

•. l ,h:::t.;:;p7 relationshiT1s T..:ith tl;.e actors (notably . l_,_KS, ·J.S 

.<'. .:iis interestin3 to 1. lll~ 

Cldfield out for praise in the 

preface to :::i:w ',;onder: 

I freely ·1c}-::no1-1lecl.,;e I1Y sel.:'.:' oblis' d to the ~:,,ctors i11 

.::;enercil, ·rncl to ~.r. :..'ilks, and Lrs. Cldfield in ~iarticul"r 
• • • their ini: 1itable .ct ion cou' d o~il;y sup~'ort a ~~l,~J 
at such :1 ,,e:1:;on, E:nd c-~nor.c; ::,o :-,1an;7 Jene.fits. ::i:.et t~:i~~ 

e .,.COl.lT'~-:·e O'Ul, "n,li'c:n ·'.·o,,r,~ tC> .,.,,it 0 f 1 l"·ni· 0 1'1 1-·'1~- ;--hn 

ciscussed 

:..l ,... ~Cl..~-~ - ..J.J,.,. ·,-t~ ~>-t-..1. __...(,_ .... -: U .. "'I ' \~ J_ --, I~' -- l ..J..... _ ', ..... •J ( I '"'_.._,_
art1 nl. ~ l·::ri:;r wi-1~11 ; ;a+;erials, a Ee; uis ,,',~ill 1'lll lct:r the 
J.'10unclation f(l}' uronr ~'ufle. 

-C' - I ! •o_, .!-' e .Ll> 

a:::1d Violm~te Hith ',ilks and - :;,'s. Clclfield in ri-1incl. ,_:;ert3inly 

her ;rnrds Here to ::?rove J,'I'OJ!hetic, for '.L'irn ·1onder held t:1e 

st~se lonG after pl~~c of ~r8ater liter~ry ~crit had been 

_;)er~·:anentl:r relet)-lted to the closet. Lrs. Centlivre did not 



1714, 

~.'01::.der was not .'men :Jt_;ain in '.rnr lifetirne. 

':;1•.·rin ~~iva2.s (17cn; not revived until 171G, but re:...,uLirl;y 

perfor.med. froir:. -- . ,. 't t .'...,r:ic.., ,_, ~··air .1. enJ_ e'.1 \. 1 r :_,, '.111enj 

t ;_Prc:,.,·"+-er'• c .,....c, 'en+-l;,r.,.., 01 ~not till 171:;, !.l ~ c-.A..L LI_,,, /' 1 ....._ .-,. v v ...L, _,_ "- •:J 

("1'71·"• "e'.'l'l''I' -r'f:'.>Vl\rrolc· f'rnn\. I ' -- ' - w \._ C.J. -- ....... I - C-.A • ) ...L.. - ... ,_ 


1728). ;Jut 'l1Le ·.. :onder is the :~ost e:z:trer,1e exac tple I h:-i.ve 

::ioticed, 1_ioth in terns of the· lone hibernation ( neJ..rly 

t~ent~ years separate t!1e first production And ~iffard's 

revival in 17]3) and the lensth of the second lease of 

life ('rihe '.1c·nder wc.•.s perfor;'.lecl in :·:ew Yorl: in 1'.:'S7) • 

.='he ·.. onder, like the esrlier 1~ar-?lot (17'10), is 

set in Lisbon. In both plays I.rs. Centlivre uses the 

~ortu~ue2e settin~ for indirect comment on ~uglish soci~ty. 

:ScJrly in t~1e first scene of I1he '.:onder a sli:_;ht IJrete~~t 

serves to introduce this puf.f direct: "Ly Lord, the ~-=nslish 

are by Ii•1ture, •:1hat the anci·~nt ~~onans were b~· ~iscipline, 

courasious, bold, hHrdy, Gnd in love with Liberty. Liberty 

is tl1e Idol of tlie .=n5lish, under whose banner all i.::i.tJ_~·)n. 

Lists, give hut tlIG ;:ord for Liberty, and strai,~ht more 

, ~ " • Il Id "'-h -, , --, • l' ,arrnea J..·csio s 1·rou · :=tppear, _,~ :."..n .r•rance, :1no. :..·ni ip .1:-:e·:;~· 

• t t ,, ( ,,\ ' 1in con::; an rc.-.y. II p. '-). ~i.nci a so more 



does not, llm<'ever, blind her to t'..1e lm«:icce)table face of 

"Liberty": there is 0 barb in ::Lsabella' s reflectior.i w ;1i:.:-t 

1ilen sant ~~ive:3 .or·en lead in En:dand, where Duty 11e11rs no 

7etter but ::::nclinaticm" (p. E\) • .~)uch explicit con tr,1sts 're 

r::;.re. I.ore cor:.:.'.lonl.;' ]~rs. Gentlivre relies on her 

audience's ap}reciation of the difference between =n~lish 

liberty, t~at allows ~reater c01 ·~rce between the sexes, 

tYoe of rio litical
" - 

absolutisn) c:iJaracteristic of .~J:.•Rin D.nd ~:ortu:..:;al. 

I rs. ::::entlivre' s cri t icisrn of ::-·ortu.;nese societ~r 

in th,:; ~1lay clnes not end Hith its treatment of 1·1 or11en •.)he 

also attacks its lac~ of social nobility, Rnd here her 

·;11ic;gishneo=;s is evident. ·}:;nlical of ?ortucaJ 's caste-ri::Lt1en 

sterility is the Rtti tude th;:;.t excludes .~. virtuous n1erchant 

like Frederick (the most sensible nan in the Dlay) ~ro~ 

the possibility of interrlorri a~e 1,rith the nohi l:i t:.'. ;.~; 

Frederick hin:i.self recr:•_::iiises, "a Lerc.hRnt cmd a 3-randee of 
,.... 

'"'pain, .:':.re inconsistent ~;aLies 11 (p. 4). 7 '2he portrait of 

::Tredericl-: takes 8. stace further th8 syn:rathetic treatr'1ent 

of the nercantile ethic that r1ade its first ap~earnnce in 

:.rs. Centlivre' s pla~;s in I:ar-Plot, Hhere she directea our 

sympathies tmvards Don ~'erriera rather than his o.ristocr-r,"~ic 

brother-in-law (see I>· 134 atove). 13ut Don rerriera, apart 

c:: 

~John Loftis, Comedv and Joci8ty fron Con·reve to 
-,. . ' '\ -- ·- --11eld1ng l1959;, p. 87, D8kes this point. 
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from being a merchant, was also an old man marrying a 

young wife, and as such still an object of ridicule, if 

not contempt. Although not without his generous impulses, 

particularly his concern to save Marplot's soul (p. 20), 

even here Mrs. Centlivre's ridicule of Popish superstition 

qualified the generosity with a strong dash of the absurd. 

In l!!! Wonder, Mrs. Centlivre not only sympathises with 

Frederick, she exempts him from ridicule. If the result is 

a slight priggishness, this is the fault of the plot, that 

excludes Frederick from the love business and gives him 

no opportunity to be more than a faithful friend to Felix. 

The praise of the English love of liberty quoted above 

(p. 150) is Frederick's: Mrs. Centlivre uses admiration 

of the English character as a sure touchstone for the 

virtuous foreigner. 

The tyranny of parent over child in the social 

microcosm of the family is a prominent theme in .!!:!!. Wonder. 

Both Don Lopez and Don Pedro treat their children as their 

personal property, to be disposed of as they see fit. In 

order to avoid reducing "Duty" to mere "Inclination", Mrs. 

Centlivre gives Violante and Isabella the moral advantage 

in disputing their fathers' will. Don Lopez wishes to marry 

Isabella to Don Guzman, a "sneaking, snivling, drivling, 

avaricious Fool" (p. 8) whose only merit is his wealth. 

Don Pedro wants to immure Violante in a nunnery in order 
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to be able to appropriate her fortune to his own use. By 

these selfish and mercenary designs (which show nobility 

borrowing the worst qualities of mercantilism), the fathers 

forfeit their title to respect and their right to be obeyed: 

DON LOPEZ 
Remember 'tis your Duty to Obey. 

ISABELLA 
I never disobey'd before, and wish I had not Reason now; 
but Nature has got the better of my Duty, and makes me 
loath the harsh Commands you lay. (p. 10) 

This appeal beyond "Duty" to "Nature" and "Reason" is 

analogous to the Whig theory of a contract between king 

and subjects, who are to be governed not absolutely, or for 

the king's pleasure, but for their own good. 

If she is critical of the older generation, Mrs. 

Centlivre also avoids idealizing the young lovers. Least 

of a paragon is Colonel Britton, a hearty Scotsman whose 

rakishness is reformed by the prospect of Isabella and her 

fortune. In keeping with the tone of the Colonel's cynical 

comments about marriage-- "I shall never be able to 

swallow the Matrimonial Pill, if it be not well Gilded." 

(p. 7)-- his acceptance of Isabella (pp. 49-50) is quite 

unsentimental, a grab at the main chance, not a moral 

regeneration. In this respect the Colonel is like Bellair 

in Lo.ve at .!. Venture (1706), a rake settling down to a 

steady life, not morally converted to it, as Atall is in 

Cibber's Double Gallant (1707). One of the basic differences 
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between Mrs. Centlivre and Gibber is her avoidance of the 

conversio• by example that Gibber is generally fond of. 

To Atall one might add Don Duart in Love Makes a Man (1700), 

and Maria in The Non-Juror (1717), who exclaims "Lord! how 

one may live and learn!" after Charles's example has 

convinced her that "Truth and Sincerity have a Thous.and 

Charms beyond ••• indulging one's Vanity" (p. 49). As 

we shall see below (pp. 166-·167, 169-170), one of the 

significant changes made in later productions was the 

toning down of the Colonel's cynicism to make him a more 

acceptable romantic hero. 

The jealousy and emotional impetuousness of Don 

Felix, the other lover, offers a strong contrast with the 

calculating coolness of Colonel Britton. There is a similar, 

though less marked, contrast between the ladies. Varying the 

pattern from The Perplex'd Lovers, in which the lovers were 

paired by similarity, ill ~ Wo•der Mrs. Centlivre couples 

the psychological opposites: the introverted Felix and the 

vivacious Violante, the thrusting Colonel and the retiring 

Isabella. In this play matrimonial happiness is projected 

in terms of a union of opposites, an equilibrium produced 

by checks and balances. 

Isabella's retiring disposition (by refusing to 

deal directly with the Colonel, she gives Violante her 

"secret" and precipitates some compromising situations) 
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naturally increases the prominence of Violante's part. Not 

only does she have to contend with her father and Don Felix, 

she has to act as protector and go-between for Isabella. 

Her strength of character is tested through the repeated 

temptation to betray Isabella to her brother (Don Felix) 

in order to vindicate her own conduct. Isabella's concealment 

in Violante's rooms is the "secret" of the play's subtitle. 

That Violante does rise above these temptations shows 

woman capable of the renaissance ideal of (male) friendship. 

Violante puts her friend before her lover. Thus she is 

proved a truer "friend" than Felix, who is ready to suspect 

both his friend and his lover on the slightest evidence. 

The mercenary considerations that prompt Don Lopez 

and Don Pedro to dispose of their daughters for their own 

advantage are mirrored, at a lower social level, in the 

behaviour of the servants. The disinterested conduct of the 

lovers thus takes on the appearance of an island of virtue 

in a sea of iniquity. Lissardo (Felix's man) intrigues with 

both Inis and Flora (maids to Isabella and Violante): 

significantly, this double-dealing is not paralleled by 

any rivalry among the lovers, which makes Lissardo's conduct 

seem. the more reprehensible. The gift of a diamond ring 

from Violante, as a reward for his services, gives Lissardo 

ideas above his station, comically subverting his affection 

for Flora-- just as the prospect of a wealthy son-in-law 



blinds Don Lopez to his daughter's real interest. Flora, 

a close relation of Florella of~ Perplex'd Lovers, is 

a stock mercenary maid, willing to undertake any service 

that promises a good tip. 

2 

Character obviously counts for less than plot in 

a comedy of intrigue, yet the mere recital of a plot can 

convey little of the theatrical experience of a play. 

Act I of The Wonder is largely taken up with exposition; 

Act II to Act V, Scene ii with the complications of the 

intrigue; and the denouement is rapidly affected in V,iii. 6 

Throughout the central core of the action, a series of 

well-timed coincidences are skilfully regulated to increase 

and relax the dramatic tension. Mrs. Centlivre commonly 

begins with an innocent, but equivocal situation. Some 

awkward meeting or discovery threatens to take place; an 

attempt is made to avert it, or minimise its consequences; 

it happens; disaster is (narrowly) averted; and a short 

breathing space is allowed to intervene before the next 

crisis is precipitated. Analysis of the whole play in these 

terms would be unwieldy, but a sample will suffice. Act IV, 

which consists of a single unbroken scene, has been 

6Although the scenes are unnumbered in the first 
and most later editions, I have used a system of 
scene numbers based on the changes of locale indicated in 
the 1714 edition. 
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selected as an excellent example of Mrs. Centlivre's skill 

in plotting an intrigue. 

The epicentre of the intrigue in The Wonder is 

Violante's apartment in her father's house. This is where 

the most crucial scenes take place. Here Violante meets 

Felix (secretly), conceals Isabella, receives Colonel 

Britton (secretly) on Isabella's behalf, has to deal with 

her father's unwelcome intrusions. Everyone must be kept 

from meeting anyone else. In Act IV, everything that 

could go wrong, does. Felix, the Colonel, Don Pedro, each 

comes to Violante's apartment at the most unseasonable 

moment. Mrs. Centlivre's theatrical art is to bring them 

as close as possible to discovering about each other, 

without actually doing so. 

It is possible that the "curious Sculpture" that 

Curll commissioned as a frontispiece for the first edition 

of The Wonder represents the actual scene used at Drury 

Lane. Certainly the rear door, and the two chairs, are 

required, and are all that is required, for the scene in 

Violante's apartment that the frontispiece illustrates. 

The actual incident illustrated is from Act V (p. 72), but 

the general character of the set is just as helpful in 

visualising the presentation of Act IV. Violante's 

apartment is not so private that her father may not come 

in at an awkward moment (as he has done in the picture). 



The room's lack of inti~acy, its prominent doors, its 

uncomfortable-looking chairs: all these are suited to the 

breathless, stand-up style of action that characterises the 

play. It is a room of comings and goings, not a room in 

which it is easy to sit down, or to relax. 

The action of Act IV, although continuous, falls 

naturally into six episodes: 

1. A discussion between Isabella and Violante (pp. 46-48). 

Flora 	announces that Colonel Britton is coming! 


Isabella hides (p. 48). 


2. Colonel Britton arrives, and speaks with Violante (pp. 

Flora 	announces that Felix is coming! 49-51). 

The Colonel hides (p. 51). 

3. Felix comes in, and talks with Violante (pp. 51-53). 

Flora announces that Don Pedro is coming! 

This is a moment of crisis, the first climax of the act: 

with the Colonel behind one door, and Isabella behind 

another, and Don Pedro advancing on the third. 

Felix, unable to hide, is disguised as Flora's 

mother. The crisis is prolonged (pp. 53-54) as 

Don Pedro asks a series of awkward questions. 

4. After Felix has made his escape, there is a decided 

slackening of tension. After a conversation between Don 

Pedro and Violante, they go out together (pp. 54-56). 

5. Now that the coast is clear, Flora lets the Colonel out 



(p. 56). Violante and Don Pedro return together, so that 


Flora has no opportunity to tell Violante that the Colonel 


has left. Violante says good-bye to her father, who leaves. 


Before Flora can return with the news that the Colonel is 


safely off, Violante turns to where the Colonel was hiding. 


Now comes the second climax: Felix re-enters, unobserved 


by Violante, and listens while she calls to the Colonel 


(p. 57). Felix discovers himself, to Violante's confusion. 


There is a brief respite while Felix searches for the 


Colonel. We know that he has escaped, but how will Violante 


explain herself? The solution is that Flora returns before 


Felix, giving Violante the news that the Colonel has 


escaped. When Felix returns, Violante is able to pass the 


episode off as a trick to test his jealousy (pp. 57-58). 


Felix is pacified. 


6 • .Af'ter Felix is gone, Isabella comes out of hiding (p. 58). 


There is a brief conversation between her and Violante. 


Thus it is a rapid series of entrances and exits, 

more than any conflicts of character, that give the act 

its momentum. Hazlitt describes it well as "a quick 

succession of causeless alarms, subtle excuses, and the 

most hair-breath 'scapes."7 The second half of the act, 

from Flora's announcement that Don Pedro is coming (p. 53) 

?Lectures .2B, ~English Comic Writers (1819);
Works, VI, 156. 
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may be considered in more detail. Flora tells us that Don 

Pedro has locked the garden gate, thus cutting off Felix's 

escape route, and is making for Violante's apartment. Felix 

at oace runs to the door behind which the Colonel is hiding, 

and "pushes it open a littlen__ seeing the Colonel but 

concealing the fact that he has done so. Violante persuades 

him that he cannot safely hide there, and the resourceful 

Flora "Runs in and fetches out a Riding-Hood". Felix is 

disguised, however improbably, and Don Pedro enters. 

This is the high point in the intrigue. All the 

characters have been brought together, in varying degrees 

of ignorance of the others. Don Pedro is most in the dark, 

but having nothing to hide can act without caution. 

Violante and Flora, most in the know, are circumscribed in 

what they can do by what they have to hide. They are thus 

like spectators of a tightrope act in which a fall would be 

fatal to themselves, not to the walker. Only the audience 

has a compete grasp of the situation, having seen Felix's 

glimpse of the Colonel. As we have seen so often in Mrs. 

Centlivre's earlier plays, the excitement of the audience 

is based on anticipation rather than suspense. There is 

nothing more to be revealed, but at some time some of the 

characters so carefully kept apart seem bound to collide. 

Don Pedro asks why the garden-door was left open, 

but he is at once diverted from this unwelcome line of 
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enquiry by the sight of Flora's supposed mother. Clearly 

Violante and Flora want to get Felix out of the way as 

soon as possible, but the crisis is prolonged almost to 

breaking point by a series of questions which Don Pedro 

asks. Since it would be disasterous for Felix to have to 

speak, in each case Flora has to answer for him (p. 53). 

This incident is a micro-version of the act as a whole: 

each new question from Don Pedro, like each new arrival, 

throws an increased strain of the wits of Flora and 

Violante; and in each case ruin is averted, but only just. 

The crisis over with Felix's escape, the tension 

immediately drops as Don Pedro tells Violante (what we 

all already know) about Isabella's disappearance. There is 

a nice dramatic irony in Pedro's aside: "Well, I'm glad my 

Daughter has no Inclination to Mankind, that my House is 

plagu'd with no Suitors." (p. 55), since he knows nothing 

of Felix or the Colonel, who are certainly plaguing his 

house. The relaxed atmosphere continues with a brief 

conversation about the proposal to place Violante in a 

nunnery. Violante pretends to agree, while Flora protests, 

to Pedro's amusement. None of the three speakers meanswhat 

ihef sa~ The following speeches, containing many asides, 

illustrate how Mrs. Centlivre uses the aside to isolate 

the characters from each other: 
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DON PEDRO [to Violante] 
Well Child, remember what I said to thee, next Week.-

VIOLANTE (aside)
Ay, and what am I to do this too.-
[to Don Pedro] I am all Obedience, Sir, I care not how 
soom I change my Condition. 

FLORA (aside)
But little does he think what Change she means. 

DON PEDRO 
Well said Violante.-- [ aside: J I am glad to find her 
so willing to leave the World • • • 

Don Pedro's aside continues for another ten lines, as he 

explains his stratagem to defraud Violante of her fortune 

by preventing her marriage. Presumably Violante and Flora 

whisper to each other, or perhaps check to see that the 

Colonel is not becoming restive, during this long aside. 

Such asides are not in keeping with modern 

conventions, and as we shall see below (pp. 170, 172), 

their use was drastically reduced in the later ~ighteenth 

century, and even more in the nineteenth. But they were 

acceptable enough to Mrs. Centlivre and her contemporaries, 

and here they serve effectively to suggest the gap between 

public statement and private intention.8 A distinction 

should be made between this use of the aside-- to reveal 

a character's true motives, or to point an irony-- and the 

"sentiment", or direct statement to the audience used to 

make the author's didactic point. The second use is 

8strozier's criticisms of Mrs. Centlivre's use of 
asides in his Discourse article (1964) are discussed above, 
pp. 29-30. 
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uncommon in Mrs. Centlivre's plays, the first very 

frequent. 

As soon as Don Pedro and Violante have left, albeit 

briefly, Flora lets the Colonel out of hiding and escorts 

him offstage. The stage is briefly empty before Don Pedro 

and Violante re-enter. They say good-bye, and Don Pedro 

leaves. At this point Felix (evidently not having left the 

house after his encounter with Don Pedro, in order to 

verify his suspicious glimpse of the Colonel), unobserved 

by Violante, himself re-enters. Felix hears Violante call 

out to the (absent) Colonel. Again, the effect on the 

audience is one of anticipation rather than suspense: we 

know that Felix will not find the Colonel, but we wonder 

how Violante will explain herself. While Felix is searching 

for the unknown man, Flora returns to assure Violante of 

the Colonel's escape. When Felix re-enters, not having 

found anyone, she is able to pass the incident off as 

designed to try his jealousy. 

Felix and Violante are thus reconciled, and Felix 

leaves. Now Isabella, having heard all, enters, thanks 

Violante, and praises her friendship. This brief scene 

seems an anticlimactic ending for an act of bustle, and 

as we shall see below (p. 168), was frequently omitted in 

later stage versions of the play. But the scene does tie 

the act together: it began with Isabella and Violante, and 
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ends with them. Isabella had been almost forgotten during 

the act, and her re-appearance reminds us that the whole 

action was necessitated by her secret. On the other hand, 

the ending with the parting of Felix and Violante is 

certainly more dramatic: especially in versions which 

minimized the role of Isabella, the cut was a natural one. 

3 

The Wonder was not revived in Mrs. Centlivre's 

lifetime, nor for some years after, but it returned to the 

stage at Goodman's Fields on 14 November 1733. Giffard and 

his wife took the parts of Don Felix and Violante. This 

revival was considerably more successful than the original 

production: the play was performed twenty-one times that 

season (Scouten, pp. 337-339). This might have been the 

high-water mark of the play's popularity had not Garrick 

taken the part of Felix at Drury Lane on 6 November 1756 

and made it one of his most successful roles. He performed 

it on twenty-two occasions that first season (Stone, pp. 

558-601), and thereafter The 'wonder remained a stock-piece 

well into the nineteenth century. Garrick's affection for 

the part is shown by his choice of Don Felix for his 

farewell performance on 10 June 1776. Garrick and later 

interpreters of the part are reviewed, with contemporary 

comments, by Bowyer (pp. 177-190). 
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Printed texts of The Wonder before and including 

the Works of 1761 follow the first edition except for 

accidentals. Murphy tells us that Garrick altered the 

play,9 but apart from the addition of a 11Masquerade Scene" 

at the end, we do not know exactly how. In 1?76, however, 

John Bell published the first edition of the play to 

present an "acting" text, "As performed at the Theatre

Royal in Drury-Lane. Regulated from the prompt-Book, By 

Permission of the Managers, by Mr. Hopkins, Prompter." Bell 

printed the full text of the play, but placed passages 

which were omitted in the stage version within inverted 

commas, and passages so added, in italic. There seems no 

reason to doubt the general accuracy of Bell's text in 

reflecting contemporary performances. A copy actually 

marked for use as a prompt-book, now in the New York Public 

Library, adopts almost all of Bell's alterations, and 

makes very few additional ones.10 Garrick is listed as Don 

Felix in the Drury Lane cast printed in Bell's edition, 

and it seems reasonable to ac 1cept Bell's text as being as 

close as we can get to what London theatregoers saw on the 

stage in the later Garrick period. 

The alterations made in Bell's edition of 1776 

9Arthur Murphy, Life £!David Garrick (1801), I, 313. 

10This prompt-book is discussed below, p. 241. 
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are of four main kinds. Many bawdy and topical references 

are supressed. The parts of Felix and Violante are tailored 

to make them more "romantic". Some of the minor characters 

are shown in a more favourable light by the omission of 

many speeches that express cynical or mercenary attitudes, 

particularly towards marriage. Other changes are made for 

theatrical reasons: asides are reduced in number, some 

dialogue is pruned, staging is simplified. The only 

important addition (apart from the "Masquerade Scene 11 
) is 

a farcical scene of low humour. 

Notable bawdy passages that are marked for omission 

are Don Lopez's remarks on pimping and women's inclinations 

(p. 7); 11 Colonel Britton's disparaging references to 

marriage (pp. 9-10); and Gibby's remarks about preferment 

by pimping (p. 41). This general "cleaning-up" operation, 

while suppressing the openly bawdy, yet permitted the 

addition of a decidedly equivocal remark (p. 46).12 

A number of references that draw attention to the 

play's Portuguese locale are omitted: the discussion of 

Frederick's lack of noble birth and its social implications 

(p. 5); Colonel Britton's apostrophe-- " Oh, Portugal, thou 

dear garden of pleasure • • • " (p. 27)-- which combines 

11Page references in the remainder of this chapter
will be to Bell's 1776 edition of The Wonder, unless 
otherwise specified. 

12Perhaps this is what Hazlitt meant by a "double 
entendre ••• so light and careless, as only to occasion 
a succession of agreeable alarms to the ears of delicacy." 
(Works, v, 332). 
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the topographical with the bawdy, and his reference to the 

recent (1707) Union (p. 44). By reducing Mrs. Centlivre's 

contrasts between England and Portugal, these changes help 

make the play more "universal". Many more such references 

were cut in American performances (see below, pp. 243-251). 

Changes in character portrayal are less easily 

demonstrated. Style of acting can obviously do a great 

deal without altering the lines at all. A few suggestive 

differences can be made out in the 1776 text, however. 

A number of omissions in Act II (p. 24) make Violante 

appear less flustered at the Colonel's unseasonable arrival. 

Similarily, at a later meeting with Felix (p. 35) she takes 

fewer pains to justi~y herself; later again (p. 52) she does 

not tell a lie in order to get Felix away. 13 These changes, 

particularly if combined with a more reticent behaviour 

generally (in terms of action as well as words) would make 

Violante a more decorous, and therefore a more acceptable 

"romantic" heroine. 

This tendency towards the "romantic", to a greater 

appeal to the sensibility than Mrs. Centlivre intended, is 

particularly evident in the revised ending of Act IV. In 

the original version, Violante and Felix part thus: 

13This is one of the few places where Bell does not 
indicate that a change has been made. The original version 
is on p. 58 of the 1714 edition. 
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VIOLANTE 

But prithy leave me now, for I expect some Ladies to 

Visit me. 


FELIX 
If you command it.-- Fly swift ye Hours, and bring
to-Morrow on.-- You desire I would leave you, Violante. 

VIOLANTE 

I do at present. 


FELIX 

So much you reign the Sovereign of my Soul, 

That I obey without the least Controul. (Exit) 


(1?14 ed., p. 58) 

Then follows a short scene between Violante and Isabella, 

rather anticlimactic, but perhaps deliberately so (as 

discussed above, pp. 163-164). In Bell, the scene between 

Violante and Isabella is omitted, and the act ends with the 

parting between Felix and Violante expanded as follows: 

VIOLANTE 

But pr'ythee leave me now, lest some accident should 

bring my father. 


FELIX 

To-morrow then-
Fly swift, ye hours, and bring to-morrow on-

But must I leave you now, my Violante? 


VIOLANTE 
You must, my Felix. We soon shall meet to part no more. 

FELIX 
Oh, rapturous sounds! Charming woman! 
Thy words and looks have fill'd my heart 
With joy, and left no room for jealousy.
Do thou like me each doubt and fear remove, 
And all to come be confidence and love. (Exit) (p. 52) 

In the 1714 version, I imagine an impatience in Violante 

to get rid of Felix, something slightly comic in Felix's 

reluctance to leave: perhaps a half-exit, followed by a 
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re-entry as he asks Violante if she wants him to go. 

The 1776 version is decidedly more sombre in tone, and 

this is brought about by slight changes: the more serious 

reason for Felix going; the change from "desire" to "must"; 

the omission of the potentially comic "I do at present"; 

the sententious verses that do not carry the least hint of 

comedy. If Garrick was responsible for these changes, they 
14certainly show, in Murphy's phrase, his "usual judgement 11 

• 

Other changes help make Felix a more sympathetic 

character. The shortening of his final speech in III,iii 

(pp. 37-38) shows less indecision and more romantic ardour. 

Another important omission is a very self-righteous remark 

from one of his speeches to Violante (p. 46). These changes 

do not reveal much: but in conjunction with those made to 

Violante's part, they can be seen in terms of making the 

lovers more attractive, less "humourous". 

The third kind of alteration is much clearer in 

intention. Numerous confessions of mercenary and cynical 

motives are marked for omission. The most remarkable case 

is Flora: her avarice is muted, and she becomes a faithful, 

if pert, servant (note omissions on pp. 19, 20, 25-26). 

A parallel case is that of the Alguzile (constable), whose 

concern to get his reward at any price (pp.33, 34) was to 

be left out. Other examples are Colonel Britton's unromantic 

14Life .2£ Garrick, I, 313. 
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reaction to the news about Isabella (p. 45), and Don Pedro's 

long aside (p. 50) in which he reveals his plan to cheat 

Violante of her fortune, as well as his Shylock-like speech 

"Adsheart, I shall be trick'd of my daughter, and money 

too, that's worst of all." (p. 68). 

The remaining changes to be considered are those 

dictated by theatrical considerations. The most important 

of these is the complete suppression of the "peeping aside", 

where a character looks out from where he is hiding and 

makes some comment without breaking his concealment from 

the other characters on stage. Two scenes are involved: 

III,iii, where Don Lopez brings the Alguzile to search 

Frederick's house, and Felix, hidden, has five asides 

(pp. 31-34); and V,ii, where Isabella, hidden in Violante's 

apartment has two asides (pp. 59-63). This is an 

interesting example of a convention, quite "unrealistic" 

in itself, which was perfectly acceptable at one period 

(five times in two pages of dialogue), but which later lost 

favour altogether. 

Other small changes simplify the staging. Don 

Pedro's awkward re-entry in Act IV (p. 51)15 is omitted, 

with the result that Felix's next entry is better timed. 

The end of Act IV was also revised, as noted above (pp. 

167-168), to exclude Isabella and focus more strongly on 

15Here again Bell does not mark this as a change;
the original text is on p. 57 of the 1714 edition. 
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the principal lovers. A more important indication of 

staging practice is indicated by the announcement, in the 

playbills for 8 November 1756 (Garrick's second time of 

acting Don Felix, and a command performance: Stone, p. 563) 

and for many later performances, of a "Masquerade Scene". 

This was an elaborate dance which evidently needed the 

whole depth of the stage, since it had to be omitted when 

machinery for a pantomime was needed (e.g. Stone, p. 575). 

The intention of the dance was probably to counteract the 

over-rapid ending of the play, in which the marriages 

take place off-stage and there is only the briefest of 

conclusion scenes. 

The most important addition in Bell's text does not, 

however, fit into any of the categories discussed above. In 

V,ii, Don Pedro finally does discover Felix in his house. 

Violante pretends that Felix had rushed into the house, in 

pursuit of a woman, intoxicated: Felix takes the hint, 

pretends to be drunk, and manages, after some difficulty, 

to get away from Don Pedro (1714 ed., pp. 73-74). In Bell's 

text, this wretched piece of foolery is very considerably 

expanded from a few lines to more than a page (pp. 64-65). 

The revised scene seems to me to be too farcical, and 

rather out of character for Felix: but Hazlitt found it 

effective in the theatre: 

The scene near the end, in which Don Felix, pretending to 
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be drunk, forces his way out of Don Manuel's [actually
Don Pedro's] house, who wants to keep him a prisoner, by
producing his marriage-contract in the shape of a 
pocket-pistol, with the terrors and confusion into which 
the old gentleman is thrown "by this sort of argumentum ad 
hominem, is one of the richest treats the stage affords, 16and calls forth incessant peals of laughter and applause. 

Hazlitt's comments also suggest that Don Pedro was played 

as much more of a dotard than Mrs. Centlivre intended. 

The frontispiece of the first edition shows this scene: 

it was obviously not dominated by Felix. 

Perhaps the key to all the various changes made in 

Bell's text is the large number of asides (not only the 

"peeping" ones) that are marked for omission, indicating 

a major shift away from Mrs. Centlivre's audience-as

privilefged-spectator, sharing by means of frequent asides 

the characters' insights, to the audience-as-empathiser, 

involved instead through sympathy and identification, and 

not directly admitted to the confidence of the characters. 

16Works, VI, 156. 
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POLITICAL PLAYS, 1714-16 

More than two years elapsed between the production 

of The Yonder in April 1714 and the performance of The 

Cruel Gift in December 1716, but this gap in Mrs. 

Centlivre's career is more apparent than real. As we shall 

see, all three of her "political " plays were probably 

written in the second half of 1714, although performance 

of The Cruel Gift was delayed for two years, The Gotham 

Election was never acted, and A Wife Well Manag'd was 

only produced after Mrs. Centlivre's death.1 

The three plays discussed in this chapter belong 

together not only chronologically but thematically. Of 

course, in terms of genre, they could hardly be further 

apart. But however different their mode of presentation, 

the farces and the tragedy share a common core of ideas. 

Whether set in England, Portugal, or Italy, each of the 

plays illustrates one or more of Mrs. Centlivre's Whig 

principles. 

The Gotham Election and A Wife Yell Manag'd were 

published separately and in a composite volume, in each 

1At the Haymarket, on 2 May 1724 (Avery, p. 763) 
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case with a title-page dated 1715. No advertisements have 

been located to date the publication precisely, but is can 

be assumed that the original intention was to publish them 

together, for in the dedication Mrs. Centlivre asked James 

Craggs to "afford your Protection to these two petites 

Pieces". In the separate issues, this dedication is prefixed 

to The Gotham Election, although the volume was originally 

paged continuously beginning with A Wife Well Manag'd 

(Norton, pp. 176-177). I have not been able to locate a 

copy of the original issue, but in the British Library 

there is a copy of The Gotham Election with what must have 

been the original title-page (Shelf mark 1489.k.18). Since 

it is not in Norton's bibliography, it may be useful to 

transcribe it here: 

THE I HUMOURS I OF ELECTIONS. I And a ICuRE for I Cuckoldom: I 
OR THE IWIFE Well Manag' d. j TWO FARCES. 11 By the Author of 

the GAMIBTER. 11 \ LONDON: I Printed for I J. ROBERTS, near 

the Oxford- I Arms in Warwick-Lane. MDCCXV. j (Price One 

Shilling.) 

The running-title, however, is "The Gotham Election", not 

The Humours .Q.f. Elections (the play was reprinted under the 

latter title in 1737). 

Despite the lack of advertisements, the composition, 

if not publication, of the farces can be confidently 

assigned to the last months of 1714. In the preface, Mrs. 

http:1489.k.18
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Centlivre tells us that the Master of the Revels refused 

a licence. This must have occured before the grant of a 

patent to Steele in January 1715, for after this grant 

Drury Lane ceased to submit plays for license. 2 We know 

they were intended for Drury Lane, because ! Wife Well 

Manag'd has a list of the actors who had been cast for the 

parts. Also in the preface, Mrs. Centlivre says that her 

intention was to "show their Royal Highnesses the Manner 

of our Elections". The Hanoverian royal party arrived in 

London on 1 October: a performance of The Gotham Election 

would have had maximum topicality in November or December, 

just before the dissolution of Parliament on 5 January. 

After the dedication of ~ Wonder to the future 

George II, it is hardly surprising that the reality of the 

Hanoverian succession, to which she had then looked forward, 

should have given Mrs. Centlivre the impetus to express her 

political convictions more forcefully and more directly. 

In her Epistle to Mrs. Wallup and her Poem. Humbly Presented 

to His Most Sacred Majesty (both dated 1715) indeed, she 

did so too directly for them to have any literary value. 

But in her farces she brought her Whiggish convictions 

into the service, and more importantly under the control, 

of her art. 

A Wife Well Manag'd is the shorter and slighter 

2John Loftis, The Politics .Q£. Drama in Augustan
England (1963), pp. 63-64. 
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of the two, and may be considered first. It is a simple 

exposure of the hypocrisy of a catholic priest, Father 

Bernado. This, according to Mrs. Centlivre, is why it was 

banned: "For the other, it was said there would be Offence 

taken at the exposing a Popish Priest. Good God! To what 

sort of People are we chang'd! Are those worthy Gentlemen 

(the Emissaries of our most avow'd and irreconcilable 

Enemy) to be treated with so much Tenderness? Is not their 

very Profession Treason in any Subject of Great Britain?u 

Lady Pisalto is smitten with Father Bernado, and sends him 

a message via her comic Irish servant Teague (a Lisbon 

lady with an Irish servant is evidently part of the license 

permitted a farce). Teague's bumbling allows the letter to 

fall into Don Pisalto's hands. Pisalto impersonates the 

priest and keeps the assignation. Instead of the warm 

embraces she expects, Lady Pisalto gets a rope's end. 

Pisalto also contrives to punish Bernado: sending the 

priest to his wife, she beats him in revenge. These two 

reversals make a neat farce, frustrating our expectations 

that the husband will be duped by the wife and the priest. 

Teague's part in the farce is minimal: like the 

Scottish Gibby in The Wonder, he exists mainly to display 

Mrs. Centlivre's skill in portraying regional dialects. 

He might have sounded funny on stage, but he is flat on 

the printed page. It also seems incongruous to mix verbal 
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farce, which is essentially static, with dynamic farce of 

situation. There is a good deal of this verbal farce in 

A Bold Stroke £2£ !!. Wife, but there it is part of the plot. 

In A Wife Well Manag'd, Teague is really independent of the 

farce's action. 

The Gotham Election is a longer and more ambitious 

work. Gotham had been used as the "name of a village, 

proverbial for the folly of its inhabitants" as early as 

1460 (OED). In January 1703, Richard Steele had been at 

work on a play to be called the "Election of Gotham". No 

more is known of this play than that a legal wrangle 

ensued between Steele and Rich, to whom he had allegedly 

sold it.3 Since M·rs. Centlivre knew Steele, it is possible 

that she owed the title of the play to him. He may even 

have suggested the idea to her, although this is entirely 

speculative. 

The farce is a neat combination of political satire 

and a romantic subplot that can also be interpreted 

allegorically. The atmosphere of Gotham and its election 

fever is captured in the first two scenes. The three 

candidates are Mr. Tickup (Tory), who is standing in order 

to gain immunity from arrest for debt (p. 27), and Sir 

John Worthy and Sir Roger Trusty (evidently 'Whigs, 

although this is never explicitly stated). It seems odd 

3George A. Aitken, The Life of Richard Steele 
(1889), I, 86. For the legal dispute see I, 117-122. 
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that there should be two Whigs and only one Tory, but 

this was not uncommon. Tickup is presented as a carpet

bagger from London (p. 2?), and the two Whigs are obviously 

local gentry. Gotham would have returned two members (Mrs. 

Centlivre seems to forget this when she has the "Chosen 

Member" chaired, p. ?2), and Tickup's failure to find a 

running-mate suggests his isolation, just as the pair of 

country squires suggests the Whigs as the natural victors. 

Winchester saw exactly this kind of contest in 1715: 

George Bridges and Lord William Powlet (Whigs) stood against 

John Popham (Tory). 4 

Tickup is supported by the Mayor of Gotham (a 

Jacobite and a Papist, p. 26), and by Lady Worthy, who is 

a "High-Flyer" (p. 28). all this emerges in the first scene 

(pp. 25-31), largely in conversation between Scoredouble 

(an innkeeper) and Friendly who has come to Gotham 

ostensibly as the agent of Sir Roger Trusty, but really 

to gain the hand of the mayor's daughter. The atmosphere 

of petty provincial knavery developed in this scene may 

be compared with the opening scene of The Beaux' Stratagem. 

The second scene (pp. 32-45) is a gathering of the 

Jacobites: Lady Worthy, Mr. Tickup, Goody Gabble and 

4v. A. Speck, T(ry and Whig: the Struggle ,!.!!, ~ 
Constituencies 1701-15 19?"0')";" pp. 125-126. Speck's book 
provides a useful background for the play (although he does 
not mention it), and The Gotham Election is an amusing 
illustration of his thesis-- that parties were important
in fighting elections at this period. 
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Goody Shallow. Their sympathise are indicated by small 

touches: Tickup calls for "French Red" (p. 38) , and the 

room they meet in is called the"Flower-de-Luce" (p. 39). 

The jobbery and bribery of the party are exposed in the 

series of extavagant demands that Mallet makes (pp. 42-45) 

as the price of his vote. To satisfy him, the whole 

government would have to be turned over to his family, 

but Tickup agrees to it all. This scene also contains 

some notable wordplay, an unusual feature in Mrs. 

Centlivre. A baker is promised the office of Master of the 

Rolls, and there is a further pun on nPatent" place and 

pattins, and on cog as noun and verb (p. 45). This last 

would also have had political overtones, for clogs or 

wooden shoes symbolised the poverty that was associated 

with France. 

The third scene is a brief one (pp. 47-50). 

Friendly, disguised as a French emissary from the Pretender, 

talks to the Mayor, and develops his stratagem for getting 

the Mayor's daughter. The hum.our of this scene is primarily 

its parody of French manners and language: its importance 

in the plot is its exposure of the Mayor's Jacobitism. 

The fourth is a street scene, showing a cobbler 

at work. Tickup tries to get his vote, and ruins his 

clothes in an attempt to show he is not proud: his 

humiliation is complete when the cobbler tells him he 
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would not vote for a man without dignity (pp. 50-55). 

This is one of the best scenes in the play, for the 

political point is made through stage action. The second 

half of the scene, in contrast, is a serious political 

debate between Sir Roger Trusty and Alderman Credulous 

(pp. 55-62). The following speeches epitomise the issues: 

ALDERMAN CREDULOUS 
Passive obedience is as absolutely necessary in our 
Wives and Children, as in Subjects to the Monarch; • • • 

SIR ROGER 
Yes, whilst Husbands, Fathers and Monarchs exact nothing
from us, contrary to our Religion and Laws ••• (p. 56) 

The same question was argued, in personal terms, between 

Isabella and her father in The Wonder ( see above, p. 153). 

In The Gotham Election, the Mayor's tyrannical treatment 

of his daughter (especially in scene iii) is presented as 

the natural outcome of his political theory. 

Attention returns to Tickup in the fifth scene 

(pp. 62-68). This time it is a gathering for the christening 

of Mallet's grandson, and Tickup is again trying to curry 

favour. This scene is notable for its sympathetic treatment 

of the Quaker, Scruple: politically, of course, he is on 

the right side. Scruple is surely a warning not to take 

Prim in A Bold Stroke .f.2!: ~ Wife as a direct expression of 

Mrs. Centlivre's attitude to (~akers. 

The last scene is again in the street, and brings 

both plots to a parallel and satisfactory conclusion. 
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Amid much slogan-chanting and brawling, the successful 

candidate (not named, but he is not Tickup, so he must be 

Sir John or Sir Roger, both Whigs) is chaired. At the same 

time, Lucy, the Mayor's daughter, puts herself in 

Friendly's hands. The speech with which she does this 

converts the subplot into a political allegory: 

This Day I am of Age, and I chuse you for my Guardian,-
and if you can bring me unquestionable Proofs of your 
being an honest Man;-- that you have always been a Lover 
of your Country;-- a.true Assertor of her Laws and 
Privileges; and that you'd spend every Shilling of my
Portion, in Defence of Liberty and Property, against
Perkin and the Pope, I'll sign, seal, and deliver myself
into your Hands the next Hour. (pp. 69-?0) 

Here Lucy (England) choosing her own guardian (constitutional 

monarch) instead of her father (absolute monarch) surely 

has primarily a political rather than personal significance. 

Having condemned the farcical elements of Love's 

Contrivance (1?03) and The Man's Bewitched (1709), it is 

doing Mrs. Centlivre and her art no more than justice to 

recognise A Bickerstaff's Burying, A Wife Well Manag'd, and 

The Gotham Election as a trio of excellent farces. Leo 

Hughes asks whether "the essence of farce is its dependence 

upon mere laughter, as opposed to comedy and its treatment 

of moral problems",5 and outlines the distinguishing 

characteristics of early eighteenth-century farce in terms 

of stock characters, frequent use of disguise,and 

impersonation, thin plot, self-contained episodes, and 

5A Century of English Farce (1956), p. 21. 
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6especially its "emphasis on the grossly physical 11 
• 

Hughes uses the metaphor of "the thread and the separate 

beads" (p. 24) to suggest the importance in farce of the 

comic incident rather than the plot. 

Mrs. Centlivre's comedies are close to farce in 

many of these respects, and "moral problems" are not often 

their central concerns. What distinguishes her farces more 

than any of the other traits Hughes suggests is their 

"emphasis on the grossly physical". They present a more 

cynical account of love and marriage, without the contrast 

of an "ideal" view that we get in the comedies. Thus 

characters like Lady Pisalto, or Lady Mezro, could find a 

place in a Centlivre comedy: but it would be a subordinate 

place. 

In her comedies, Mrs. Centlivre generally works out 

the plot carefully, providing necessary "bridge" scenes, 

and alternating static and action-packed scenes to provide 

variety of pace. The smaller compass of the farces does 

not allow this: they have a succession of incidents rather 

than a plot, and implausible rapidity of action is an 

advantage rather than otherwise. This is particularly true 

of The Gotham Election, where there is no real development 

of the action; rather it moves by the juxtaposition of 

6Hughes, p. 49. Hughes discusses the confused 
contemporary nomenclature (pp. 3-20) before offering his 
own account of the basic "Structure and Devices" (ch. 2, 
pp. 21-59). 
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scenes. Similarily, almost no attenpt is made to 

individualise characters. A good illustration of this is 

Pisalto and Lady Pisalto in A Wife Well Manag'd, a stock 

cuckold and a stock wanton wife. Mrs. Centlivre used the 

same pair in The Perjur'd Husband, but there Pizalto and 

Lady Pizalta have much more individuality. This is built 

up in a succession of scenes, and they have time to 

develop: in A Wife Well Manag'd the pair seem to exist 

only in relation to the present action. 

Perhaps the key to .Mrs. Centlivre's greater 

success in farce proper is the discipline imposed by the 

form's shorter compass. One often feels about the farcical 

scenes in the comedies that they go on too long, or that 

the same devices are repeated. too often. In Act V of Love's 

Contrivance, Bellmie is twice disguised as a philosopher: 

perhaps once would have been enough. In The Man's Bewitched, 

the "mad" scene and the "ghost" scene are too long. In 

~ Perplex'd Lovers, there are too many mistakes made in 

the dark. In the farces she has no time for this, and she 

passes on rapidly to the next comic point. 

2 

In turning back to tragedy in her next play, The 

Cruel Gift, Mrs. Centlivre did not, as we shall see, 

abandon politics entirely. The Cruel Gift was produced at 

Drury Lane on 17 December 1716, and ran for six nights 
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(Avery, p. 4-27).7 According to the prologue, it was then 

"two Winters old", which would suggest a date of composition 

in the second half of 1714-, exactly the period during 

which Mrs. Centlivre wrote her "political" farces, as I 

suggested above (pp. 174--175). 

The tragedy is based on the story of Tancred and 

Ghismonda, the first story of the fourth day in the 

Decameron, and one that Dryden retold in his Fables. Bowyer 

points out that Mrs. Centlivre followed Dryden in making 

Leonora the wife rather than mistress of Lorenzo (p. 212). 

But The Cruel Gift is so radically altered from both 

Boccaccio and Dryden that it is hardly profitable to 

compare the three. 

The most important alteration is that Mrs. Centlivre 

gave the story a happy ending. Lorenzo is not murdered, and 

Leonora does not poison herself: instead, Lorenzo is 

discovered to be the son of the Duke of Milan, and the King 

thereupon accepts him as a suitable husband for Leonora. 

This happy ending is, dramatically, a real surprise. The 

events of the play, its consistently serious tone (compared 

with the partially comic The Perjur'd Husband), hardly 

prepare us for the news that Lorenzo is still alive. The 

two other of Mrs. Centlivre's plays which have rather 

unexpected endings (The Perjur'd Husband and~ Gamester) 

7rt was advertised "This Day Published" in the 
Daily Courant, 3 January 1717 (Norton, p. 177). 
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are also (for her) experiments in genre. The endings are 

awkward because Mrs. Centlivre's characteristic device is 

anticipation rather than surprise. Since we have been let 

into all the earlier plots in the play, we feel cheated 

when the tables are suddenly turned, and Mrs. Centlivre 

reveals that she has kept a card up her sleeve. 

The Cruel Gift has no comic subplot, and is 

entirely in verse. The combination works well: the play 

contains ~rs. Centlivre's best verse, and is her most 

successfully sustained attempt at a serious drama. 

Occasional verse passages in her earlier plays suf'fered 

from their comic context (especially in The Perplex'd 

Lovers, p. 35), and the serious parts of such plays (e.g. 

the last acts of ~ Gamester and Mar-Plot) were notably 

less successful than the comic parts. 

Besides the happy ending, Mrs. Centlivre's most 

important reworkings of the story as she found it were 

her addition of the subplot, and her emphasis on political 

as well as personal themes. Her additional plot made the 

pattern of characters in the play exactly symmetrical: 

King Duke of Milan (father) [Alcanor] Antenor 
I I I I 

Leonora Lorenzo (child) Antimora Learchus 
r I

Cardono (friend) Agonistus 

Alcanor is dead when the play begins: Cardono and Agonistus 

are friends and confidents of the principals. The two pairs 
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of lovers are torn between love and filial duty: Leonora 

between Lorenzo and her father, Antimora between Learchus 

and Lorenzo, her supposed brother. The play is closest to 

heroic tragedy in the scene (pp. 36-38) where Antimora 

places her duty to her brother above her love for Learchus. 

More interesting than the standard "love and duty" 

conflicts is Mrs. Centlivre's development of the political 

theme of liberty or absolutism. There is just a hint of 

this in Boccaccio: "A humane ruler, and a naturally 

merciful man was Tancred, Prince of Salerno, and he would 

have enjoyed that reputation to this day, had he not 

stained his hands with the blood of two lovers in his old 
118age. But Boccaccio does not turn this personal failing 

into a public danger. Dryden describes Tancred as having 

"turn'd a Tyrant in his latter Days", but did not develop 

the tale in a political direction.9 

Mrs. Centlivre made the King's personal tyranny to 

his daughter part of a larger pattern of royal absolutism. 

In the first scene, a contrast is drawn between the King's 

capricious withdrawal of favours from Learchus and 

Learchus's unexceptionable Whig sentiments: 

But he who would enslave his native Land, 

Give up the reverend Rights of Law and Justice, 

To the detested Lust of boundless Tyranny,

Pollute our Altars, change our holy Worship,

Deserves the Curses both of Heaven and Earth ••• (p. 3) 


8The Decameron, tr. Frances Winwar, pp. 226-227. 

9Poems ~Fables, ed. Kinsley, p. 621. 
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At this point in the play, Learchus combines these 

sentiments with a very unwhiggish absolute submission to 

the King's will. But during the course of the play, his 

loyalty is strained as he is ordered to carry out a 

manifestly unjust command (the execution of Lorenzo). At 

first he hesitates to disobey, but if he finally saves 

Lorenzo more out of love for Antimora than from motives of 

political justice, it does show him accepting a limited

monarchy ideal. 

The King is never explicitly made to recant his 

absolutist principles, but he seems to be shocked out of 

them by the events of Act V. At the high-point of his 

tyranny, just after Leonora has (as he supposes) been sent 

the heart of her dead lover, he reacts to a popular 

uprising on Lorenzo's behalf in this way: 

'Tis well; I've sent Antenor to the City,
To quell the Riots there; and that once past,
I shall again possess my Crown in Peace. 
Those Drones, pretending to have Stings, appear, 
And in full Body wou'd arraign my Justice. 
In vain the Foxes wear the Lyon's Skin, 
Without the Lyon's Strength-- (p. 58) 

Actually the King has qualified himself as both fox and 

lion (in true Machiavellian style) by his use of both 

force and intrigue against Lorenzo. But the principal "Fox" 

in the play is the wily Antenor. Killed by the mob, he is 

the play's scapegoat, his death the garantee of political 

regeneration. The play ends with the King restoring 
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Learchus to favour, warning him to avoid his father's 

example: 

But oh! be warn'd by his unhappy Fate, 

What Dangers on thedoublingStatesman wait! 

Had he preferr'd his King's and Country's Good, 

This publick Vengeance had not Sought his Blood; 

But while the secret Paths of Guilt he treads, 

Where Lust of Power, Revenge, or Envy leads, 

While to Ambition's lawless Height he flies, 

Hated he lives, and unlamented dies. (p. 65) 


The theme of a monarch betrayed by false ministers 

(it is at Antenor's instigation that the King pursues a 

rigorous course of revenge against Lorenzo) occurs 

frequently in Mrs. Centlivre's political poems in these 
whe.-

years, especially expressing her attitude to the ToryL
government of the last years of Anne's reign (1710-1714). 

Her "Poem on the Recovery of the Lady Henrietta Hollis 

from the Small Pox", assigned by Bowyer to 1710 or 1711 

(pp. 142-143), describes the Whig Newcastle as: 

A Patriot firm, whose Truth unbias'd stands, 

And proves a Bulwork [sic] to the British Lands: 

Like him, Oh Albion, were thy princes Just, 

As fixt, and Loyal to discharge their Trust; 

How wou'd thy Fleet Tryum.phant Scour th~J1ain, 

And Europe tremble at Great ANNAS Name. 


In her Poem. Presented to His Most Sacred Majesty (1715), 

she speaks of: 

A wicked Race of Men, for private Ends, 

Had rais'd her barfled Foes, and sunk her Friends, 

Dispers'd her Strength, and Royal ANN betray'd,

Whilst in the Sunshine of her Smiles they play'd; 


10British Library, Harleian MS 7649(2), fol. 9R. 
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In "Upon the Bells ringing at St. Martin's in _lli Fields, 

on St. George's Day 1716", she specifically refers to 
11"that Traytor, Harley". It would be wrong to suggest 

that the character of Antenor was specifically levelled 

at Harley, or at any Tory minister in particular: but in 

the political context of 1714 to 1716, especially Mrs. 

Centlivre's poems of the period, I think the character 

should be recognised as having some contemporary political 

relevance. Similarly, the scene at the beginning of Act II 

(pp. 16-18) in which the ambassadors from Tuscany and 

their peace mission are summarily rejected, gives expression 

to Mrs. Centlivre's hawkish attitude to the peace with 

France. 

Although one would hardly call The Cruel Gift one 

of the "Tragedies celebrating the limitation of royal power, 

of constitutional monarchy as conceived by Locke", the 

secondary position of the political strain in the play 

meant that the play avoided the "exaggerated earnestness, 

over-emphatic statement, and over-simplified argument" 

that Loftis finds characteristic of the centrally political 

tragedy of the period.12 As in her comedies, Mrs. 

Centlivre preferred the incidental political comment to 

11These two poems are quoted by Bowyer, pp. 156, 
168. 

12Politics .2f. Drama, pp. 155, 161. 
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the larger-scale treatment of political issues. Only The 

Gotham Election is primarily a political play: but in A 

Wife Well Manag'd and The Cruel Gift the political themes 

are prominent enough for one to think of 1715-1716 as the 

most politically engaged phase of Mrs. Centlivre's 

dramatic career. 
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VIII 

LAST PLAYS, 1718-1722 

The contrast between Yirs. Centlivre's last two 

plays offers a final instance of the variety and vitality 

of her drar:iatic art. In A Bold Stroke for a Wife (1718) 

she wrote a well-disciplined comedy of intrigue and 

disguise that ranks with her ·best. In The Artifice (1722), 

a more loosely-constructed play, she sought to combine a 

comedy of intrigue with a plot of moral reformation. 

Although it is not a success, and in itself it is a 

disappointing end to her career, The Artifice illustrates 

continued readiness to experiment with different kinds of 

comedy. r.:;rs. Centlivre's career was not an uninterrupted 

progress from apprenticeship to master-work. Her best plays 

were written at intervals, amid a succession of indifferent 

pieces. 

A Bold Stroke for a Wife was produced at Lincoln's 

Inn Fields on 3 February 1718, and had an initial run of 

six nights (Avery, pp. 481-482). 1 The play then experienced 

the same fate as The Wonder: it was forgotten, and achieved 

a posthumous popularity only after the lapse of some years. 

1It was advertised "This Day Published" in the 
Daily Courant, 28 February 1718 (Norton, p. 177). 

191 
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A Bold Stroke for ~ Wife did not have to wait as long as 

The Wonder for this new lease of life. It was revived at 

Lincoln's Inn Fields on 23 April 1728, for the benefit of 

Eilward and ~;rs. Berriman (Avery, p. 971). Copies of the 

tickets printed for this benefit survive (one is in the 

John Johnson Collection at Oxford), illustrated by an 

engraving after Hogarth. Unfortunately Hogarth drew a 

scene not from A Bold Stroke, but from The Beggar's 

Opera, the smash hit of the season. 

A Bold btroke for a Wife is the only one of Lrs. 

Centlivre's plays available in a modern edition, and if 

it does not quite rank (in my estimation at least) with 

The Busie Body, it is certainly one of her best plays. 2 

Its success derives from a well-structured variety of 

comic scenes. The play is both unified and diverse. It 

is the only one of ~rs. Centlivre's full-length plays 

that observes unity of action. There is only one pair of 

lovers in the play (Colonel Fainwell and Ann Lovely), 

and the whole action is occupied with his attempt to 

outwit her guardians and marry her. Colonel Fainwell is a 

man of sense, and Ann is too ::;ensible to be a coquette, 

2All quotations from A Bold Stroke are from the 
edition by Thalia Stathas in the "Regents' Restoration 
Drama Series" (1969). The introduction to this edition 
is more useful than Bowyer's a.iscussion of the play 
(pp. 212-218). 
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or on the other hand to be willing to marry without money. 

This is how she replies to her maid's suggestion that she 

elope with Fainwell: 

No, no, girl, there are certain ingredients to be mingled 
with matrimony, without which I may as well chane;e for the 
worse as for the better. When the woman has fortune enough 
to make the man happy, if he has either honor or good 
aanners, he'll make her easy. Love makes but a slovenly 
figure in that house where poverty keeps the door. (p. 18) 

Thus there is no "love chase 11 in the play: but in order 

to win Ann's indispensible fortune, Fainwell has to obtain 

the consent of all four of her guardians to their marriage. 

The difficulty, and the source of the play's 

comic action, is that Ann's father chose an unlikely 

quartet of guardians: a beau, a virtuoso, a stock-jobber, 

and a Quaker. Each has resolved that Ann shall marry only 

one of his like. In order to please them all, Fainwell 

has to assume different disguises in turn (the virtuoso 

is not tricked the first time, so Fainwell has to assume 

five disguises in all). Thus the play is an excellent 

showpiece for an actor whose talent is variety of 

impersonation. In selecting the four guardians, ISrs. 

Centlivre showed a tactful balance and political 

impartiality in choosing types from the social spectrum. 

Resisting what must have been a temptation to pick Tory 

targets, she distributed her satire evenly, so that if 

she offended half the audience individually, she would 

delight the whole collectively. 
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In Bir Philip Modelove, a superannuated beau and 

a libertine, and Obadiah Prim, a canting Quaker, Frs. 

Centlivre satirised both extremes of the moral scale. In 

fact, the extrerr:es are seen to corr.e close to meeting. We 

first see Sir Philip (p. 20) sitting with a masked woman in 

Hyde Park: his frank flirtatiousness is Dore attractive 

than Prim's sexual hypocrisy. When Prim objects to Ann's 

decolletage, she re:rr:inds him 11 you had no aversion to naked 

bosoms when you begged [Eary, his servant] to show you a 

little, little, little bit of her delicious bubby" (p. 31). 

Neither Prim nor Sir Philip is specifically associated 

with a political party, but Prim obviously belongs to the 

Whig end of the spectrum, and Sir Philip to the Tory end. 

In both characters, affectation is the primary target of 

}!rs. Centlivre's satire: Prim's hypocrisy, and Sir Philip's 

affected imitation of French habits and dress (this theme 

is a familiar one in ~"rs. Centlivre 's plays: it appears 

as early as Sir William Mode in The Beau's Duel). 

The third guardian, Periwinkle, described in the 

drar;:atis personae as 11 a kind of silly virtuoso 11 
, is really 

a collector of the rubbish of antiquity. He claims to wear 

tt da coat that was for~erly worn by that ingenious an very 

learned person John Tradescant" (p. 39). Periwinkle shares 

with Fossile in Three Hours after }~arriage (1717) a 

weakness for absurd relics of antiquity, but he lacks 
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Fossile's scientific (or pseudo-scientific) interests. 

rvirs. Centlivre could have taken a hint for Periwinkle from 

Fossile. The joke about the rr.ummy and the crocodile (p. 40) 

certainly seems to be a reference to Three Hours. In 

selecting curiosities, Mrs. Centlivre was notably less 

inventive than the authors of Three Hours. There is nothing 

in A Bold Stroke to match this: 

FOSSILE 

Ah, Dr. Nautilus, how have I languish'd for your feather 

of the bird Porphyrion! 

NAUTILUS 

But your dart of the ff;antichora ! 

FOSbILE 

Your haft of the antediluvian trowel, unquestionably the 

tool of one of the Babel ~asons! 


NAUTILUS 
What's that to your fragment of Seth's pillar?3 

Mrs. Centlivre 's satire is le::::s dramatic, because instead of 

being incorporated into a bri::::k dialogue of one-downmanship 

(as in the exchange quoted above), it is presented by 

Fainwell largely in catalogue form. He simply lists, for 

Periwinkle's interest, some of his curiosities: "an 

Egyptian' s idol • • • Two tusk.s of an hippopotamus, two 

pair of Chinese nutcrackers, and one Egyptian ~ummy . . . 
a muff n:ade frorr. the feathers of those geese that saved the 

Roman Capitol" (pp. 40, 42). 

3Burlestue P)ays of the Eighteenth Century, ed. 
Simon Trussler1969 , p.--;;-30:
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krs. Centlivre's invented curiosities are hardly 

exagf-o·erated from the contemporary reality. Periwinkle refers 

to Tradescant, a catalogue of whose collection was 

published in 1656 as Musaeum Tradescantiarum: or, A 

Collection of Rarities. The contents of this collection 

are just such as Fainwell claimed to possess: an "Indian 

Idol made of Feathers • • • A piece of Stone of Saint John 

Baptists Tombe • • • An Orange gathered from a Tree that 

grew over Zebulon's •J:ombe • • • Blood that rained in the 

Isle of Wight ••• Edward the Confessors knit gloves 

• • • [a] Turkish tooth-brush" and much n-:ore of the 

sarr,e kind (Lusaeum, pp. 42-53). Even if !'!rs. Centlivre had 

not seen this collection (which was then in the Ashmolean 

Museum in Oxford), she could have seen others of the sort. 

Little exaggeration was needed for her satiric purposes: 

but one regrets that she was not as imaginatively inventive 

as the authors of Three Hours after ~·~arriage. 

The fourth guardian, Tradelove, a stock-jobber, is 

also part of the conpemporary London scene. At first sight 

it is surprising to find !•"rs. Centlivre satirising the 

city, especially after her sy~pathetic treatment of the 

merchant Frederick in The Wonder. But Loftis points out 

that contemporary "drar;,atists, especially the Whigs, 

distinguish between merchants and stockjobbers, portraying 
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the one sympathetically and the other satirically. 114 

Contemporary attacks on stock-jobbers are certainly not 

hard to find. Two titles may be quoted: The Villainy of 

Stock-Jobbers Detected, and the Causes of the Late Run 

upon the Bank and Bankers Discovered and Considered (an 

anonymous parr:phlet published in 1701), and The Anatomy 

of Exchange-iilley: or, A System of Stock-Jobbing. Proving 

that Scandalous Trade, as It Is Now Carry'd on, to Be 

Knavish in Its Private Practice, and Treason in Its Public 

(anonyrrously published in 1719, but attributed to Defoe). 

Tradelove and Periwinkle, like Prim and Modelove, 

can be considered as a pair. :Both try to make something out 

of nothing. Periwinkle can be duped into thinking ordinary 

objects are precious rarities. Tradelove uses rumour and 

speculation to make a profit out of trading stock he only 

nominally owns. Periwinkle's love of the past places hi~ 

with the Tories, while Tradelove is obviously a Whig. 

Thus Ann Lovely's four guardians are not just a randoill 

collection of "hurr~ours" or stock types: they are a 

carefully selected and balanc13d group. 

The construction of the play, which has already 

been praised in passing (above, p. 192), can now be 

examined in more detail. ~rs. Centlivre structured the 

4comedy and Society ('1959), p. 95. 
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play so as to avoid too mechanical a progression, as could 

have been the case if, after an initial act of exposition, 

each succeeding act had been concerned with the outwitting 

of one of the four guardians. Act I is indeed an act of 

exposition: in the first scene, the situation is presented 

from Fainwell's point of view, and in the second from 

Anne's. None of the guardians are introduced in this act, 

nor are Ann and Fainwell brought together. 

Act II is also in two scenes. In the first, 

Fainwell easily outwits the old beau by acting the fop 

hi~self. The second scene is the play's first minor clicax, 

for it brings all four guardians together at Prim's. It 

also introduces (in the play) Fainwell to Ann. Sir Philip 

presents him as a suitable husband, but he is of course 

rejected by the other guardians. Introducing all the 

guardians at this point was a shrewd move: the scene acts 

both as a "raree show", a gathering of the incongruous, 

and as a foretaste of what is to come. It also serves to 

punctuate Fainwell's campaign, providing a scene of group 

comedy between the attacks on the individual guardians. 

The third act is a single scene, and is entirely 

concerned with an unsuccessful attempt by Fainwell to get 

the consent of Periwinkle. Fainwell here plays the 

virtuoso. The rarities he speaks of ~ove from the 

possible to the impossible girdle of invisibility. This 
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is managed so as to draw Periwinkle further and further 

into the world of illusion that Fainwell creates. It is 

only spoiled by the clumsy incident of Fainwell's 

disappearance and reappearance through the trap-door, 

a demonstration of the girdle of invisibility (pp. 44-46). 

However skilfully the mechanics of the trap-door were 

managed, it is impossible not to regret this farcical 

intrusion into a scene of verbal comedy. The static 

nature of this act contrasts with the rapid movement of 

the preceeding one. Fainwell's trick is exposed by the 

untiffiely entry of a drawer, who addresses him by his own 

name. This sudden puncturing of the illusion corrects the 

too great ease with which Sir Philip was duped, and it 

also contrasts with the way J~ainwell' s earlier alias 

was carried over into the scene at Prim's. The guardians 

are not capable of penetrating Fainwell's disguises: only 

an external accident can do that. It is appropriately 

theatrical that the illusion is broken into by an 

intrusion of (within the fiction) "real" life, the drawer. 

The incident foreshadows the arrival of the "real" Simon 

Pure in Act V. 

In contrast to the straightforward movement of 

Act III, a gradual increase in dramatic interest suddenly 

punctured, Act IV is a bustling act with four different 

scenes in four different locations, and carries on two of 
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Fainwell's intrigues at once. The first two scenes, at 

Jonathan's coffee-house and at a tavern, introduce 

Fainwell (via his friend Freeman) to Tradelove as a Dutch 

merchant, a possible dupe. Freeman gives Tradelove a piece 

of false 11 news", and Tradelove concludes several deals on 

the basis of anticipating move~ents in stock prices that 

will occur once the news becomes general. One of the most 

important of these is with Fainwell. When it turns out 

that the news is not confirmed, Tradelove is glad to have 

the deal with Fainwell cancelled in return for his consent 
I 

to FainwellSmarrying Ann. Thus Tradelove is tricked with 

his own device, rumourmongering. In the third scene (and 

therefore before Tradelove has been disposed of), Fainwell 

visits Periwinkle, this time disguised as the steward of 

Periwinkle's uncle, whom Fainwell reports as dead. The use 

of false "news" in this scene binds the two actions of the 

act together. In the exciterrent of inheriting a fortune, 

Periwinkle is tricked into signing a consent for Fainwell 

to ffiarry Ann (he thinks it is a lease). Tradelove and 

Periwinkle are both duped through their avarice: Sir Philip 

and (as we shall see) Prim, through their vanity. 

The fifth act, like the third, is a single scene. 

But whereas Act III built up to a single dramatic high 

point, Act V has three climaxes of steadily increasing 

tension. In the early part of the act, all four of the 
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guardians are asserr:bled, but the promise of resolution 

that this gathering seems to offer is deliberately 

frustrated as the guardians disperse. This is the first 

low point in the act. The tension begins to rise again as 

Fainwell enters, disguised af:: a Simon Pure, a Quaker whom 

Prim is expecting (p. 81). Fa.inwell deceives Prim, and 

the intrigue prospers until the entry of the real Simon 

Pure (p. 86), the second climax of the act. Fainwell 

succeeds in brazening out the imposture, and by the time 

the real Simon Pure can brin@; proof of his identity, Prim 

has signed the crucial document, and Fainwell and Ann are 

safe. The guardians are once again assembled for a final 

exhibition of their eccentricities, and Fainwell reveals 

himself in his true character of a soldier: "I have had 

the honor to serve his majesty and headed a regiment of 

the bravest fellows that ever pushed bayonet in the throat 

of a Frenchman; and whenever my country wants my aid, this 

sword and arm are at her service.n (p. 98). 

In this play the "hurnour 11 element that in earlier 

Centlivre comedies was amusing but irrelevant or even 

distracting is effectively integrated into the main plot, 

and A Bold Stroke is a good example of the value of 

(upon occasion) observing unity of action. Because 

Fainwell appears in so many characters, the want of a 

second pair of lovers is not felt to result in lack of 
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variety. 

In the dedication to A Bold Stroke for a Wife, rrs. 

Centlivre claimed that "the plot is entirely new and the 

incidents wholly owing to my own invention, not borrowed 

from our own or translated from the works of any foreign 

poet" (p. 5). Mottley, on the other hand, tells us in his 

List that "In this Play she was assisted by Mr. f·.ottley, 

who wrote one or two entire Scenes of it." (p. 191). 'rhis 

statement is untestable, as Stathas admits (p. xvi). But 

if Eottley's claim is true-- and he could have no real 

temptation to falsehood-- and given his association with 

the city through his place in the excise office at the time 

A Bold btroke was written, I think he is most likely to 

have contributed the scenes in Act IV which involve 

Tradelove. The 11 assistance 11 of which :ri;ottley speaks could 

have been with the Dutch phrases Fainwell uses, or with 

the operations of the stock-jobbers, or both. 

Whatever her debt to Mottley, ~rs. Centlivre's 

claim of complete originality is suspect for another 

reason. Several parallels to incidents in earlier plays 

have been noticed by scholars (Stathas, pp. xvi-xvii). Two 

additions can be made to those discussed by Stathas. 

Cowley's The Guardian could have suggested not only 

Fainwell's vision, as Stathas suggests (p. xvi), but also 

the incident of the two Simon Pures. Since Mrs. Centlivre 
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is more likely to have known Cowley's play in the later 

version, as Cutter of Coleman. Street (which was acted, 

as The Guardian: or, The Cutter of Coleman Street, at 

Lincoln's Inn Fields on 5 October 1702, and at Drury Lane 

on 1 August 1712 [Avery, pp. 26, 280]), I shall refer to 

that version of the play. In V,ii of Cutter, Worm and 

Puny disguise themselves as Jelly's long-lost brother and 

the brother's servant. In V,viii and ix, a second long-lost 

brother and his servant arrive. As it turns out (V,x), this 

second pair is not "real 11 either, but Jolly's servants 

William and Ralph, disguised in order to test the first 

pair. Worm and Puny are discomforted, and try to sneak away. 

They do not brazen the cheat out, as Fainwell does in A 

Bold Stroke. Although this iE: not a very close parallel to 

what happens in Nrs. Centlivre's play, the fact of the two 

analogous incidents (the dream vision and the double 

arrival), which occur in the same scene in A Bold Stroke, 

increases the likelihood that Mrs. Centlivre knew and 

perhaps took hints from Cutter of Coleman Street. 

Cibber's She Wou'd and She Wou'd Not (Drury Lane, 

26 Novemeber 1702) contains a closer parallel to Mrs. 

Centlivre's incident of the two Simon Pures. In Cibber's 

Act II, Hypolita impersonates Don Philip (p. 25), and 

when the real Don Philip arrives at Don Y.anuel's house 

(in Act IV), Hypolita outfaces him and forces him to retire 
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in confusion (pp. 41-44). Don Philip returns, but is 

outfaced a second time (pp. 51-54), and the imposture is 

only revealed when it suits Bypolita to do so. If ¥"rs. 

Centlivre took a hint fro~ Cibber's play, she hardly took 

more. In Gibber, the deception is spread over several 

scenes, whereas Mrs. Centlivre concentrates it into one. 

She also naturalized it into her play, where Fainwell's 

disguise as Pure is the culmination of a series of 

impersonations, each more audacious than the last (his 

first two disguises are as t;y·pes, the second two as "real" 

people, the last one who is actually likely to appear in 

person). Hypolita, in Gibber, had stolen Don Philip's 

papers, and outfaced him with the help of these and her 

accomplices. I, rs. Centlivre gives the deception a verbal 

quality: it is not by sheer impudence, but by imitating the 

Quaker jargon so well, that Fainwell carries it off. Pure 

exclaims: "Avaunt, Satan; approach me not! I defy thee and 

all thy works." (p. 87). In as aside, Ann fears that Pure 

will 11 outcant 11 Fainwell: but the Colonel, with his talk of 

the "leathern convenience" (a Quaker circumlocution for a 

coach, p. 88), can give as good, or better, than he gets. 

These parallels with earlier plays hardly detract 

from Mrs. Centlivre's achievement in A Bold Stroke, any 

more than the fact that the guardians are all stock types 

reduces their effectiveness in the play. A Bold Stroke 
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is a play of action rather than of character: it is the 

moves in the game, not the pieces, that are important. 

Frs. Centlivre claimed that the "plot" and the "incidents" 

were new, not the characters. If this claim is hardly true 

of the Simon Pure episode, Mrs. Centlivre certainly 

improved the hint she took from Cibber and Cowley. 

2 

The theatrical vitality of A Bold Stroke for a Wife 

can be illustrated by the changes that were made to the 

play during its long theatrical life. A Bold Stroke needed 

less retouching than The Wonder for audiences of the late 

eighteenth century and the nineteenth. From a moral point 

of view, it is a less exceptionable play than The Wonder. 

As a result, the alterations that are found in Bell's 

edition (1776), and in !":rs. Inchbald's British Theatre 

(1808) are less interesting than those made in the "Garrick" 

text of The Wonder (see above, pp. 164-172). They reveal 

merely the hand of a competent abridger, and there are none 

of the subtle touches to the characterization that made 

Felix and Violante more "romantic". But before looking at 

Bell and Ers. Inchbald, an earlier (and more drastic) 

revision of the play is worth examination. 

The Strolers Pacguet C'pen' d (1742) contains, as 

well as the version of The r-·:an.' s Bewitched discussed above 
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(pp. 123-124), an adaptation of A Bold Stroke, called The 

Guardians Over-reached in Their Own Humour. Mrs. Centlivre's 

play was exactly suited to the purpose of the compiler of 

the Pacguet. Its interest in caricature and "humours" is 

proclaimed on the title-page: "Representing the Comicall 

Humours of Designing Usurers, Sly Pettifoggers, Cunning 

Sharpers, Cowardly Bullies, Wild Rakes, Finical Fops, 

Shrewd Clowns, Testy fJ!asters, Arch Footmen, Forward Widows, 

Stale :raids, and Melting Lasses". The Guardians is the 

most ambitious of the seven drolls in the Pacguet: it is 

the longest, and has the large: st cast, the greatest number 

of scenes, and the most demanding requirements for 

staging.5 The other drolls in the collection (including The 

Witchcraft of Love, based on The I,1an' s Bewitched) are all 

simplified from their parent plays by the omission of one 

or more of the original plots. The Guardians compresses the 

whole of the action of A Bold Stroke into its briefer 

compass. 'I'he result could have been a clumsy jumble, but it 

is in fact an extremely skillful adaptation. 

The main concern of the adaptor was to speed up the 

action of the play. He omitted "bridge" passages, and also 

5H. R. Falk, "An Annotated Edition of Three Drolls", 
Ph.D. Thesis, Univ. of Southern California, 1970, p. 89. 
Passages from The Guardians are cited from the Pacquet, 
not from Falk. 
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rnuch dialogue that contributed to the atmosphere rather 

than the action of the play. For example, JV'.rs. Centlivre's 

II, ii is omitted, and a brief narrative of it is 

incorporated into Scene 3, on p. 133 (The Guardians is 

divided into eight unnu~bered scenes: they are here 

designated by arabic numerals to distinguish them from the 

scenes of A Bold Stroke). The scenes involving Tradelove 

are drastically shortened: Scene 4 is considerably reduced 

from JV'.rs. Centlivre's IV,i, and her IV,iv (the scene with 

Tradelove in the tavern, Stathas, pp. 71-75) is reduced to 

a page in The Guardians (p. 11'.!-9). 

The result of the general abbreviation of the play 

is that the 11 hmr.our 11 characters have less time in which to 

reveal their folly. In keeping with the broader, more 

farcical coITedy of the droll, one imagines greater reliance 

on caricature of costume and gesture, and less on f.:rs. 

Centlivre's verbal parodies of the guardians' styles. One 

thinks of an extravagantly dressed Jv:iodelove, and a highly 

stylised Prim. Where the droll changes Mrs. Centlivre's 

words, it is generally for the worse. In A Bold Stroke, for 

example, Fainwell tells .r.iodelove that "A person of your 

figure would be a vast addition to a Coronet. 11 (p. 22). In 

the droll this is changed to 11 A Person of your noble Air 

and Figure would give lustre to a Coronet." Here I cannot 

agree with Falk that the droll represents an "improvement 
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of the phrasing" (p. 221). A rather subtle verbal joke-

that Sir Philip would be no more than a dead-weight 

"addition 11 to his coronet-- is replaced by a comr.,onplace 

compliment without the cutting thrust at Sir Philip. 

Cibber makes a similar point in Love's Last Shift, when 

Hilaria tells Sir Novelty "you, Sir, are an Ornament to 

your Cloaths. 116 

It was inevitable, of course, that some part of 

the full-length play would have to be sacrificed. Here 

the adaptor showed considerable sensitivity to the way 

A Bold Stroke works. Instead of reducing the number of 

guardians, and so diluting the main comic interest of the 

play (which is in Fainwell's impersonations), he kept all 

four guardians and reduced thE~ role of h.nn. 0cene 8 

(corresponding to Act V) is the first appearance in The 

Guardians of Ann and the Prims. The earlier scenes at 

Prim's (I,ii and II,ii) are omitted entirely, with the 

loss of Ann's struggle with the Prims over her dress, and 

the revelation of Prim's sexual hypocrisy (quoted above, 

p. 194). But given the require·ments of the droll, there is 

good dramatic sense here. The earlier Prim scenes 

punctuate Fainwell's quest: omitting them maintains greater 

momentum in the action of the droll, and it also makes 

6Love's Last Shift, II,i; in Three Sentimental 
Comedies, ed. r.i:aureen Sullivan (1973), p. 26. 
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.n.nn's appearance more dramatic. Fainwell has to cut his 

way through to her, and we follow his quest throughout, 

instead of moving backwards and forwards between him and 

Ann. For Mrs. Centlivre's purposes, in a full-length play, 

the early scenes between Ann and the Prims provided 

welcome variety and change of pace: luxuries which the 

briefer compass of the droll could not afford. 

Bell's edition of A Bold Stroke for a Wife (1776) 

is described on the title-page as "Distinguishing also the 

Variations of the Theatre, As Performed at the 

Theatre-Royal in Drury Lane. Regulated from the Prompt-Book, 

By Perwission of the 1iianagers, By Mr. Hopkins, ProrLpter. rr 

The omissions marked in Bell (by the same system of 

inverted comn.as as was used in The Wonder, p. 165 above) 

are of the same kind as The Guardians made, although they 

are less drastic. The intention is still to speed up the 

action, and to this end a number of satiric scenes and 

speeches that do not contribute to the action are shortened 

or omitted. Examples are the satire on clothes and 

Frenchmen (I,i,142-172); the satire on amusements and 

Heidegger (II,i,82-116); some mildly satiric talk about 

marriage (II,i, 124-138); and much of the description of 

the curiosities (III, 82-138).7 

7Line references are to Stathas's edition of A Bold 
Stroke, since the passages are too short for page references. 
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In !':rs. Inchbald's edition, in her British Theatre 

(1808), the process begun in Bell's text is taken a stage 

further. Following The Guardians (there is no direct 

influence of course, but rather a coincidence of theatrical 

experience), !';.rs. Inchbald' s text omits the whole of I, ii. 

In addition to Bell's cuts, further satiric passages are 

pruned: I,i,54--68, for example, the satire on innkeepers 

and half-pay officers. But a particular concern in r1:rs. 

Inchbald's edition is the excision of the play's mild 

indecencies (this had not been a feature of Bell's text). 

In II,ii, for example, the story of Tobias and Tabitha 

(11. 14--4-4-), the references to naked breasts (11. 4-8-61, 

68-70), and to Prim's petting the maid (11. 93-96) are all 

omitted. Thus an audience in the time of l'·irs. Inchbald 

would have seen a shorter, more rapidly-moving play than 

Virs. Centlivre's, but one largely purged of its satire 

and its spice: a comedy emasculated into a farce. For the 

effect of speeding up the play was to divert attention away 

from the play's social criticism towards its purely 

farcical elements. To some extent, this was bound to happen 

in the course of time, as Ers. Centlivre's caricatures 

would appear increasingly remote from contemporary reality. 
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Mrs. Oentlivre's last play, The Artifice, was 

produced at Drury Lane on 2 October 1722, and ran for only 

three nights (Avery, p. 688). Unlike A Bold Stroke for a 

Wife, it did not enjoy a subsequent revival. Reasons for 

this play's failure are not hard to find. Its rough 

handling of the non-jurors evidently aroused some 

opposition, for a contemporary pamphlet (admittedly one 

with a heavy bias in the favour of the non-jurors) speaks 

of a "few who had Sense and Spirit enough to hiss it from 

the Stage with Scorn and Indig;nation. 118 This pamphlet and 

its critique of The Artifice will be discussed below (pp. 

222-228). Cther reasons for the play's failure can be found 

in The Artifice itself. With 106 pages of text in the first 

edition (excluding prologue and epilogue), it is "Mrs. 

Centlivre's longest play, and she tried to cram too much 

into it. Its four plots have neither unity of action nor 

unity of tone. The play moves .from the farcical to the 

near-tragic, from the salacious to the sentimental, from 

the crudest buffoonery to scenes of highly-wrought 

emotionalism. But above all, it moves slowly. 

The play's incongruities of tone and atmosphere 

stand out from an examination of its four plots. Nominally 

9[Advice from Parnas2uE>] (1722), p. 35. 
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the main plot is Sir John Freeman's fight to win Olivia 

despite the opposition of her father, Bir Philip ~oney-love. 

Sir Philip had formerly approved of Sir John, but withdrew 

his consent after Sir John was disinherited. This plot is 

similar to the J\anly-Clarinda-Careful plot of The Beau's 

Duel. It is a serious love affair between a man and a woman 

of sense: there is neither coquettry on her part, nor 

infidelity on his. The second and third plots are concerned 

with ~~ed Freeman, Sir John's ;younger brother, who has 

inherited the family estate. Ned had been betrothed to a 

Dutch girl, but having abandoned her on receiving the 

inheritance, he now wishes to marry Olivia. Louisa, the 

Dutch girl, has come to England in an effort to reclaim and 

reform him. Quite separately, Ned is intriguing with Mrs. 

Watchit, the young wife of an old husband. In the fourth 

plot, Fainwell (disguised at different times as Jeffrey, a 

servant, and Mr. Worthy, a country squire) is intriguing 

to marry the wealthy Widow Headless, attracted by her 

money as Buch as by her person. 

Confusion and even contradiction of morality are 

evident here. In the struggle .for Olivia, our sympathies 

are directed towards Sir John rather than his brother Ned. 

But in his intrigue with Mrs. 1tJatchit, Ned becorr:es an 

engaging and attractive spark, and our syEpathies are 

with him rather than the jealous husband Watchit. In the 
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affair with Louisa, Ned appears a monster of inhumanity. 

Thus our attitude to Ned is seriously divided. There is a 

similar moral discrepancy between f·~rs. Centlivre' s attitude 

to Sir Philip's mercenary ideas about marriage, which we 

are asked to condeLJil, and her sympathetic treatment of the 

same philosophy in Fainwell's wooing of Widow Headless. 

The play lacks a com~on moral standard by which to judge 

Ned's abandonment of Louisa, and his attempted cuckolding 

of Watchit, and a comrr,on moral perspective in which to place 

the various attitudes to love and marria8e. This would be 

noticeable on the stage, because of the wide variation in 

emotional tone between the play's different strands. 

An interesting parallel can be drawn between The 

Artifice and Love's Last Shift, in which Cibber faced a 

similar problem in managing the play's various elements, 

and solved it more successfull;r than ~rs. Centlivre does. 

It will be useful to set out the main parallels of 

character and plot: 

Sir William Wisewould Bir Philip Eoney-love 

Loveless-Amanda Ned Freeman-Louisa 

Elder Worthy-Hilaria Bir John Freeman-Olivia 

Young Worthy-Narcissa Fainwell-Widow Headless 

I do not think there is any question of direct "influence" 

here: but the two dramatists faced similar problems in the 

two plays. A striking difference between The Artifice and 
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Love's Last Shift is that there is no character in The 

Artifice corresponding to Sir Novelty Fashion in Cibber's 

play. Sir Novelty functions both as a norm and an 

autonomous entity. In one sense, the other characters can 

be measured against him, but in another he is sui generis. 

Because he is not seriously involved with any of the other 

characters, Sir Novelty can embody an amoral code of 

conduct without spoiling the play's moral basis. In~ 

Artifice, Ned Freeman's intrigue with ~rs. Watchit provides 

the same kind of comedy of thE~ man-about-town, but Ned is 

not sufficiently insulated from the moral part of the play, 

and his intriguing works against the play's morality. 

It is true that in Love's Last Shift there is a 

serious incongruity between the "sacrifice" on which the 

Loveless-Amanda plot turns, and the "artifice" which is 

used to trick Sir William. Maureen Sullivan suggests that 

the "main plot combines the doctrinal assumptions and stark 

characterization of the morality play-- vice against 

virtue-- with the improbable intrigue of romance. The 

combination balances uneasily with the smooth, easy wit and 

tlle perfectly plausible trick ••• of the subplot. 11 9 

But Cibber's reformation of Loveless is at least presented 

9rntroduction to her edition of Cibber's Three 
Sentimental Comedies (1973), p. xix. Quotations from Love's 
Last Shift are from this edition, to which page references 
are given. 
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in unmistakably moral terms. He is nioved by the example of 

Arr.anda' s conduct: "Oh! thou hast rouz 'd rrie from my deep 

Lethargy of Vice! ••• Thus let me kneel and pay my 

Thanks to her, whose conqu'ring Virtue has at last subdu'd 

rre. 11 (p. 73). This is part of a larger pattern of moral 

examples in the play, notably the double generosity of 

Young Worthy and Sir William (p. 81), and it is how the 

play itself is supposed to operate on the audience. We saw 

a very sirrilar chain of moral examples in fJ.rs. Centlivre' s 

own Gamester (see above, pp. 66-67). 

The trouble in The Artifice is that in adapting a 

similar fable of moral regeneration to form part of an 

intrigue play, Mrs. Centlivre weakened the rroral motivations 

disastrously. When Freeman is confronted by Louisa (p. 65), 

his only attempt to make amends is his offer to get her a 

position as someone's mistres::i (p. 67). When he is given a 

glass of wine, which he drink::> before being told that it is 

poisoned, his immediate reaction to the news is to draw his 

sword on the maid who gave him the glass (p. 68). Only as the 

poison begins to operate does repentance come into his head, 

and as it does the scene moves into verse, and Ned promises 

to marry L0 uisa at once, before they die (p. 70). At the 

same time, he decides to return his estate to his brother. 

He duly carries out both these pledges, but his new-found 

rectitude cannot survive the knowledge that the poisoning 
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was a trick: again, his first reaction is to draw his 

sword, this time on his brot~2er (p. 96). He is only 

reconciled to the marriage with Louisa when she tells him 

that "Ly Father left me his only Heir, and Nistress of 

Forty Thousand Pounds. 11 (p. '102). Through Ned, the 

morality of the cuckolding-plot carries over into the 

serious part of the play, making it difficult to accept 

the latter's values. 

Cibber's Young Worthy, although described in the 

dramatis personae as of a "looser Temper 1
' than his brother 

(p. 7), is fundamentally good-natured. This is brought out 

in the first act, through his concealing Amanda's survival 

from Loveless (p. 11), and hi.s generosity to Snap (p. 12). 

Young Worthy tricks Sir William, not Narcissa herself. 

But in The Artifice, it is \vidow Headless that Fainwell 

tricks: he marries her under a false character and an 

assumed name. Legally, this would have invalidated the 

rrarriage, 10 and it certainly compromises the play's 

morality. 

Considered apart from its relation to the rest of 

the play, Ned's intrigue with r-·:rs. Watchit is one of the 

best things in The ~4.rtifice. If unsatisfactory as a 

10comedy frequently ignored such legal niceties: 
see Gellert S. Alleman, The ~atrimonial Law and the 
t~aterials of Restoration-COmed.J (1942). -- -- -
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"sentimental" hero, he is comically effective as a man of 

intrigue. This more attractive side (theatrically if not 

morally) to his character can be illustrated from one of 

the play's best scenes (pp. 20-30). This scene is a good 

example of the classic Centlivre sequence: a young man 

discovered in a woman's apartment by her father or husband. 

The layout of the house is of some consequence in this 

scene, as indeed the number of available doors is usually 

crucial in comedy of this kind. The Watchit house connects 

with Ned's lodgings on the floor above }_rs. Watchit' s 

room: the connecting door on her floor is nailed up. Thus 

Ned has to enter and leave by the stairs. Access to these 

is obviously via one of the proscenium doers, and the door 

on the other side leads to Mrs. Watchit's bedroom. The flat 

used for tbis scene probably had a door in it: otherwise 

there would be no need to introduce an explanation of why 

it cannot be used. This is a good example of hrs. Centlivre 

accomodating the use of a "stock" flat into her play. 

Ned enters (p. 20), and after some brief 

preliminaries is about to carry f'~rs. Watchit into the 

bedroom, when Lucy screams to give warning of Watchit's 

untimely return (p. 22). In The Beau's Duel, Bellmein in 

a similar situation was rolled up in a mat; in The Busie 

Body, Sir George hid behind the chimney screen; in The 

Wonder, Felix was disguised aB a woman. In The Artifice, 
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Ned hides behind a convenient screen while Mrs. Watchit 

tries to engross her husband's attention long enough to 

allow Ned to make his exit. The tension increases as Ned 

advances, but is forced to retreat again as Watchit's 

attention wanders (p. 25). 

Ned advances again, and this time Watchit sees him. 

This is the moment on which the whole scene pivots, for 

Ned pretends he has just come in, and takes the iniative: 

(As Watchit is raising her up, she throws her Arms 
about his Neck to prevent his seeing Ned.) 

WATCHIT (Struggling) 
What, will you smother me? [sees Ned] How now! Who have 
we here? 
NED 
So! he has me! [aside]-- I admire you leave your Doors 
open, Sir, and not a Servant in the Way to take a I'-'_essage. 
WATCHIT 
Had you any to send up, Sir? I don't like a 'Man that comes 
up to my Nose; then tells me, I adrr:ire y2u leave your
Doors open.-- - (pp. 5-26) 

Here Ned's impudence allows him to assume the aggressor's 

role: he tells Watchit that he has come to arrest him for 

11 Incontinency 11 
, pretending to be a "Proctor in the Bishop's 

Court" (p. 27). This charge allows J.li,rs. Watchit to assume 

an air of injured innocence, and she and Lucy join in the 

attack on Watchit. After a page or two of this, Watchit 

threatens to call a constable. Ned decides that the time 

has come to make a retreat, so he pretends to have mistaken 

the house, and that the warrant is for one Sir Nicholas. 

The main faults of this scene are that it does not 
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advance the main actions of the play at all, and that it 

is too long. Especially if compared with the 11 hood 11 scene 

in The Wonder (see above, pp. 158-161), which took less 

than two pages of dialogue, the "screen" scene in The 

Artifice is too slow. The movement is rapid enough up to 

Watchit's entry: but after that there is too much dialogue 

separating the main comic points, the discovery of Ned 

and Ned's exit. In particular, the accusation against 

Watchit is drawn out at too great length. 

The "screen" scene, typical of the comedy of 

intrigue, represents the middle level of the play's action. 

At one extreme are the serious scenes between Louisa and 

Ned, which have already been noticed. At the opposite 

extreme is the farcical comedy, principally in the Widow 

Headless plot, based on Fainwell's imitation of the 

dialect of Gloucestershire, and crude buffoonery like the 

"clogs" scene. There can be no doubt about the theatrical 

effectiveness of the 11 clogs 11 scene. When the play was 

reprinted with a frontispiece in 1735, the scene chosen 

was the entry of the clogs. '.I'he farce Barnaby Brittle 

(Covent Garden, 1781) borrowed two scenes from The Artifice: 

the "screen" scene, and the 11 clogs 11 scene (Bowyer, pp. 

242-243). As we have seen in the cases of The r1.an' s 

Bewitched and A Bold Stroke for a Wife, it is always the 

rr.ost effective theatrical scenes that are pillaged by 
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later compilers of farce. 

What happens in the "clogs" scene is that Widow 

Headless tells Jeffrey (Fainwell in d~sguise) to bring 

nothing in to her without a plate (p. 40). Later she sends 

him out for her dog: he comes back without it, saying he 

could not nake it lie still on a plate (p. 41). The Widow 

relaxes the plate rule in respect of living things: her 

clogs are sent for, and they arrive on a plate (p. 42). 

Here one feels that the comic effect is reduced rather than 

intensified by the repetition of the joke: surely once 

would have been enough. There is no increase in tension 

between the dog and the clogs, because there is no expectation 

that the joke will be repeated. Hence it differs from 

Freeman's second emergence from behind the screen, where 

there is an increase in tension, because we know he will 

have to make a second attempt. 

4 

If it does not rank with :r-1rs. Centlivre' s best 

plays, however, 'I'he Artifice is of considerable interest 

from another point of view. It provoked, in the Advice 

from Parnassus, the longest contemporary criticism of any 

of her plays, while several rn:iwspaper items relating to 

the play allow us to follow its composition, production, 

and demise in some detail. 
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The Artifice was apparently written n:ore than two 

years before it was produced, for the Weekly Packet for 

13-20 February 1720 contains an announcement that "Mrs. 

Centlivre has a Comedy at the same Theatre [Drury Lane], 

call'd the Artifice, which will shortly be acted." Avery 

cites this notice (p. 569), but creates a ghost by calling 

the play The Sacrifice. Production was delayed, however, 

and we next hear of the play in the St. James's Journal 

for 20 September 1722, in which it is reported that "several 

Gentlemen of good Taste and Judgment, who have read it, say 

the Plot is finely work'd up, the Characters well drawn, 

and that there is an excellent Vein of Humour runs through 

the whole". The play was puffed at greater length, but with 

scarcely more particulars, in the Freeholder's Journal for 

26 Septelliber. The Artifice was finally brought out at 

Drury Lane on 2 October. On 4 October, the third night, the 

St. James's Journal carried this item: "We hear that his 

~ajesty intends to see the New Play call'd the ARTIFICE, 

on the sixth Night, for the Benefit of the Author". 

Unfortunately, the play's third night proved its last. 

The Artifice was advertised "To Morrow will be 

Publish'd" in the Daily Journal for 26 October, and as 

"This Day Published" in the Post Boy for 25-27 October 

(Norton, p. 178). These were bare staten;ents of publication, 

but a more interesting advertisement, purporting to carry 
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an announcement from Mrs. Centlivre herself, appeared in 

the Daily Journal for 7 November: 

Just Publish'd, 
The ARTIFICE. A Comedy. 

As it is acted at the Theatre-Royal in Drury Lane. Written 
by Mrs. Centlivre. Printed for T. Payne ••• and E. Curll 
••• Price 1s. 6d. ~A New-Writer, who I am certain 
(from the :peevishness of his Libel call' s Advices from 
Parnassus) must be some Non-Juring Parson; having set 
himself up for a Dramatical Critick, roundly asserts in the 
Arrogant-stile of his Brother Collier. That ••• [quotes 
from Advice from Parnassus, p. 33]. From all which gross, 
as well as false Imputations, I doubt not but to stand 
acquitted in the Judgment of every Reader, who will 
impartially peruse the Play itself. This be"J:ii"g the only 
Request made to the Publick .Q.;y

0WSAI~ CENTLIVRE. 

But a letter to the Bt. James's Journal (which had 

obligingly carried a puff for The Artifice), signed 

"Susanna CentLivre", and printed in the issue for 22 

November 1722, denied any knowledge of the advertisement in 

the Daily Journal, and also any knowledge of the Advice from 

Parnassus itself, although she claimed to have made the 

"strictest Enquiry" for it. As Bowyer points out (p. 24-1), 

!"1rs. Centlivre always spelled her first name "Susanna". This, 

and the fact that the only specimen of her signature known 

to me (see above, p. 14-7) is in the form "Susanna 

CentLivre", I arr. inclined to believe f'/:rs. Centlivre not 

responsible for the Daily Journal advertisement. 

The advertiserrent has, however, all the hall-marks 

of an attempt by Curll to arouse interest in a slow-selling 

play: its main point is "what ever you do, Buy." Curll is 
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known to have perpetrated many tricks of this kind-

many examples are cited in Tialph Straus's The Unspeakable 

Curll (1927)-- and it is even tempting to accuse Curll of 

being responsible for the pamphlet itself. Bowyer, however, 

quotes a letter from 11 Publicola 11 in the Freeholder's 

Journal for 17 October 1722, in which the author claims to 

have seen a "Specimen of a monthly Pamphlet, call'd Advices 

from PARN.AoSUS" (Bowyer, p. 2·4-1). ·I1his cannot be the issue 

that attacked Lrs. Centlivre, so the Advice must have been 

intended as a serial publication. As "Publicola" noticed, 

the Advice borrowed the device of the Court of Apollo from 

the satiric strategy of Trajano Boccalini's Ragguagli di 

Parnaso (1612). 

Bowyer was unable to locate a copy of the pamphlet 

itself, but in the British Library there is an imperfect 

copy of what appears to be one issue of the serial. The 

title-page and all before p. 13 are lacking, but the 

running-title is "Advice from Parnassus" (Shelf mark 

C.48.g.13[1]). It contains a lengthy attack on The 

Artifice, so that it cannot be the issue seen by Publicola 

before 17 October. I have not been able to locate either a 

copy of the earlier issue, or a perfect copy of the later 

one. A discovery of either of these would throw some light 

on who was responsible for the Advice. 

Whether or not its author was the "Non-Juring 
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:l?arson 11 suggested in the advertisement in the Daily 

Journal, the Advice from Parnassus is chiefly a defence of 

non-juring and the sincerity of its professors. These are 

described as "like the rest of Han.kind in every thing, 

Hypocrisy it self except. For their Sincerity, (or there 

is no such thing as Sincerity in the World,) they suffer 

to this Day; and therefore their Sufferings are a part of 

Heroick Virtue, and above the Insults of Comedy. 11 (Advice, 

p. 32). The issue of the Advice in the British Library is 

divided into three sessions of the Court of Apollo. The 

first and second of these are directly concerned with the 

problems about the non-jurors. Only Session III is even 

nominally literary in its subject-matter, and even in this 

session there is a strong political element. It is this 

part of the Advice (pp. 21-3B) that contains the attack on 

The Artifice (pp. 31-35). The framework of the third 

session is as follows. Apollo is holding his court, and 

Boccalini, his secretary, reads a number of petitions, 

which Apollo either grants or rejects (pp. 21-23). Next 

Boccalini reads a "Representation • • • of the State of 

Learning in England" (p. 24). This expatiates at some 

length (pp. 24-30) on the decline of all the arts since 

the time of Charles II. After the "Representation" has 

been read, the nine tr,.uses enter in a distressed condition, 

having just come from England. Each is to make her own 
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complaint to Apollo, although actually only seven are 

heard, J\ielpomene and Terpsichore being omitted. The 

complaints of the Muses occupy nine pages (pp. 30-38: pp. 

37-38 are wrongly numbered 25-26). l'i:uch the longest is 

Thalia's (pp. 31-35): in fact, the device of the ~uses 

seems intended primarily to provide a fra~ework for the 

attack on The Artifice. 

From a literary point of view, the attack on The 

Artifice (which is actually put into the mouth not of 

Thalia but of Boccalini) is disappointing. This is not 

so strange, when we consider that the Advice was never 

intended as an organ of literary criticism. The author's 

strategy is similar to Collier's attack on The Relapse in 

his Short View (pp. 228-232). Collier was primarily 

interested in what he regarded. as the play' s imr1.orality, 

but he was ready to press purely literary considerations 

(such as the the three unities) into service when they 

helped him discredit the play. So in the Advice from 

Parnassus, the author's chief concern (]\,rs. Centlivre's 

treatment of the non-jurors) is disguised as part of a 

literary critique of the play. 

Boccalini begins with an assertion of the didactic 

purpose of drama, and deduces three rules from it: that 

there "must be nothing Monstrous or Improbable in the 

Characters"; that the "Subjects themselves must in their 
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Nature be capable of Ridicule"; and that a "strict Decorum 

must be kept as to good Eanners" (p. 31). Acccrding to 

Boccalini, Mrs. Centlivre was guilty of breaking all three 

of these rules. He finds the most offensive passage in the 

play to.be Sir John Freeman's account of one of his 

escapades: :rone Day, in my Cups, I chanced to stumble into 

a Non-juring-heeting, with half a Dozen honest officers at 

my Back, drove out the Congregation, ty'd the Parson Neck 

and Heels, lock'd the Door, and took the Key in my Pocket." 

(p. 5). One is inclined to agree with Boccalini that this 

and other references to the non-jurors and the catholics 

(notably pp. 57-58) could well have been spared. Finding 

them affiusing depends on religious bigotry, and one is sorry 

to see r.~rs. Centlivre guilty of that. In convicting Mrs. 

Centlivre of breaking his second rule, Boccalini is on 

his surest ground. 

His third rule, concerning decorum, raises the 

whole problem of whether showing vice on the stage tends 

to ridicule it, or hold it u9 for irritation. Boccalini 

objects to the intrigue between Ned and Mrs. Freeman as 

tending to inflame the passions of the audience (Advice, 

p. 32). rrs. Centlivre could have defended the play on 

the grounds that the cuckolding was not actually 

consumn;ated, and that both Ned and f•.rs. Watchit are finally 

cured of their irregular impu1ses. Boccalini surely takes 
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the play too seriously when he concludes that the 11 whole 

Scope of the Play is to encourage Adultery; to ridicule the 

Clergy; and to set Women, above the arbitrary Power of 

their Eusbands" (p. 33). Cert:ainly ~1rs. Centlivre' s 

clerical satire is not so prorr.inent as Boccalini would have 

us believe. 

Boccalini seeres equally insensitive to the nature 

of the play when he offers this crureb of praise: "Er. 

Fainwel's putting on Livery to cover his amorous Designs 

is the only thing in the first Act that is tolerable: For 

it shews that human Nature puts on a servile Disguise, when 

it condescends to the Baseness of Intriguing. This tends to 

reform the Age: But, alas! when she flings in one Bucket of 

Water, she sets four Corners of the House on fire." (p. 33). 

Such an allegorical interpretation is quite foreign to the 

play. 

Boccalini's weakest arguments are indeed the most 

literary, those based on his first rule concerning 

probability. Boccalini misses (or affects to miss) the 

whole point of an intrigue play like The Artifice, that 

probability is not supposed to be a criterion. Thus 

Boccalini is right when he says that Ned Freeman's 

impersonation of the proctor is improbable (p. 33): but in 

the play, this only makes the success of the stratagem the 

funnier. 
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Even if it is disappointing as drarLatic criticism, 

and its non-juring bias makes it unrepresentative, the 

oeagreness of any kind of contemporary comment on hrs. 

Centlivre's plays makes Advice from Parnassus an 

interesting document. 



IX 

CONCLUSION 

One of the recurrent concerns of this study has 

been to place ~rs. Centlivre's plays firmly in the context 

of the contemporary theatre. Strozier's strictures on The 

Perjur'd Husband were answered (pp. 29-30 above) in terms 

of the theatre, and throughout, by analysis of scenes and 

reconstructions of staging, the theatrical nature of ~rs. 

Centlivre's "dramatic art" has been emphasized. Hecent 

study of eighteenth-century drama has been increasingly 

theatrical in orientation. Publication of such basic 

reference works as the London Stage calendar of performances, 

and now its attendant Biographical Dictionary are 

symptomatic of this trend. The most important conclusion 

to be drawn from this study of a single playwright is the 

need to think of eighteenth-century drama in terrr.s of the 

contemporary theatre. Perhaps the most interesting parts 

of this study are the reconstructions of the staging of 

The :8usie Body and other plays, for it is only by 

imagining them in the theatre that the words on Mrs. 

Centlivre's pages can come alive. 

A secondary conclusion, but one which needs to be 

stated at greater length, is that there is a "typical" 
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Centlivre play in which her art found its best and most 

characteristic expression. Although she drew for her 

source-material on several dramatic traditions, English 

and French, and attempted a variety of dramatic kinds, her 

best plays are the comedies of intrigue, especially The 

Busie Body and The Wonder. 

The plot of the typical Centlivre play leads 

towards the marriage of two or more rarely (as in The 

Man's Bewitched and The Artifice) three pairs of lovers. 

Marriage is always the end, although extra-marital mild 

flirtations rray be first indulged: provided that (after 

The Perjur'd Husband) no cuckolding actually takes place, 

and no woman of virtue is dii:;honoured. 

Typically, i'lrs. Centlivre draws a contrast between 

her lovers, making one pair more serious, and one pair of 

a looser temper. She may pair the serious lovers with 

each other (as in The Busie Body, where Charles and 

Isabinda are the serious pair, and Sir George and r.·:iranda 

the gayer pair), or she may mix the pairs (as she does in 

The Wonder, where Felix is serious and Violante gay). One 

of the two rr~en is likely to be a "rover", initially 

unwilling to settle down to marriage, but converted to it 

during the course of the play (Colonel Britton in The 

Wonder). 

If there is a "love chase" in the play, it will 
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probably be undertaken by the rover, who may not even have 

met his destined bride at the beginning of the play 

(Colonel Britton), or he may have met her but not yet 

have come to any understanding (Sir George Airy). But at 

least one pair of the lovers, probably the more serious pair, 

will have come to an understanding before the play opens 

(Colonel Bastion and Constantia in The Perplex'd Lovers, 

Felix and Violante in The Wonder). Sometimes both pairs of 

lovers are already agreed, and there is no love chase at 

all (as in The Beau's Duel, and in A Bold Stroke for a Wife, 

where there is, exceptionally, only one pair of lovers). 

Since the love chase is a subordinate rather than 

a dominant aspect of the plays, it follows that other 

obstacles must intervene to postpone, and threaten to 

prevent, the marriages. The most usual of these is parental 

opposition: either because of lack of money (~anly in The 

Beau's Duel, Sir John Freeman in The Artifice), because 

the woman has been promised elsewhere (Constantia in The 

Perplex'd Lovers), or because of some whim (Gravello's 

desire for a scholarly son-in-law in The Stolen Heiress, 

the choice of four incompatible guardians in A Bold Stroke). 

Other obstacles to be overcome include temporary 

misunderstandings between the lovers themselves (the 

compromising situations that arise in The Wonder), and the 

machinations of rivals (Lord Richlove in The Perplex'd 
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Lovers). Letters may be intercepted (as by Sir Jealous 

Traffick in The Busie Body), or confidences may be 

betrayed (as by Florella in C~he Perplex' d Lovers). 

Although the plots of f11rs. Centlivre's plays are 

based on love actions, her lovers are often not the most 

merr.orable characters in the plays. In retrospect, one's 

memories of them tend to merge into each other. More 

distinctive are the gallery of eccentrics, conceived either 

socially or morally as foils to the lovers, and often more 

individually differentiated. Pride of place here must 

go to I'f:arplot, who is Mrs. Centlivre's finest comic 

creation. r:arplot is unique, but Mrs. Centlivre also 

achieved lesser successes with a number of types, notably 

fops, r::aids, and valets. Her fops (from Sir William l'"ode 

in The Beau's Duel to Sir Philip Modelove in A Bold Gtroke 

for a Wife) tend to be imitators of French fashions, and 

therefore vehicles for f':rs. Gentlivre' s anti-French 

sentiments. Perhaps because they do not carry any satiric 

burden, her mercenary chambermaids (Florella in The 

Perplex'd Lovers and Flora in The Wonder) and cynical 

valets (Hector in The Gamester, Robin in Love at a Venture, 

Timothy in The Perplex'd Lovers, Lissardo in The Wonder) 

are among her most amusing characters. I think the parts 

played by Pack would be amon§~ the most memorable features 

of 1"1rs. Centlivre' s plays: of the parts mentioned in this 
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paragraph, he created Hector, Robin, Marplot, Timothy, 

and Lissardo. 

The common style of Jv_rs. Centlivre' s dramatic 

prose is colloquial and unmetaphorical. Sufficient exan1ples 

of her ordinary dialogue have already been quoted to give 

an adequate idea of what it is like. She departs from 

this norm for two chief purposes. Where scenes of unusual 

emotional force are presented, or where powerful feelings 

are to be expressed, Iv':rs. Centlivre employs a loose kind 

of blank verse. Notable examples are in The Stolen Heiress, 

The Gamester, The Perplex' d I,overs, and The Artifice. 

Such verse scenes seem incongruous, but they are in 

keeping with contemporary pra.ctice (one thinks of The 

Relapse, I, i). In verse scenes .l\:rs. Centlivre' s style is 

more rretaphorical, as in this example from The Artifice: 

:Ey Soul revives at thy returning Vertue, 

Only to bear the Rack of deep Despair.-

Now, now, I do repent the desp'rate Deed, 

And wish my Freeman's Life a longer Date. 

I shou'd have trod the Paths of Death alone! 

But 'twill not be!-- A few short Minutes hence 

We both shall be no more! (p. 70) 


The weakness of the verse-- the triteness of the images, 

the crude alliteration, the artificially elevated diction 

("a longer Date")-- stands out, and I think that on stage 

it would sound thin and lifeless in comparison with .r-:rs. 

Centlivre's workmanlike prose. 

~~rs. Centlivre' s other common departure from the 
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norm of her dramatic prose is her frequent use of argot or 

dialect, usually to point the eccentricity of a "humour" 

character. The fact that such characters tend to speak a 

dialect of their own contributes to making them more 

memorable than the central characters of the plays. There 

is considerable variety of ef.fects of this kind. r,:rs. 

Centlivre assumes that English spoken with a foreign accent 

will be intrinsically funny, whether it be French (Le 

Front in The Perplex'd Lovers), or Dutch (Fainwell in A 

Bold Stroke, Flora in The Artifice). The same applies to 

Irish (Teague in A Wife Well panag'd) and Scotch (Gibby in 

The Wonder), and to English provincial accents (several 

characters in The r·ian Is Bewitched and The Gotham Election, 

Isabella in The Platonick Lady and Fainwell in The Artifice). 

Quaker habits of speech are ridiculed through the 

Prims in A Bold Stroke, although in The Gotham Election 

Scruple is presented as a plain-spoken but not canting 

Quaker. The affected speech of Sir William Mode in The 

Beau's Duel (his oaths are amusingly inventive) and of 

Wou'dbe in Love at ~ Venture is likewise an argot rather 

than a dialect. Mention should also be made of the lively 

sailor's jargon and nautical rr,etaphors of Captain Hearty 

in The Basset-Table • .All these examples are evidence of 

Mrs. Centlivre's facility at verbal caricature: had she 

been able to combine this wi tb. wittier and more merrwrable 
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dialogue between her principal characters, she would have 

been a dramatist of a higher rank. 

If there is a philosophy behind Mrs. Centlivre's 

plays, it is that marriage must be based on love, not on 

mercenary considerations, and. that it must be freely 

entered into on both sides. In the dedication to A 

Bickerstaff's Burying she points out the folly of young 

women marrying old but wealthy husbands, and she 

illustrates the situation not only in that farce, but in 

Love at ~ Venture (Sir Paul and Lady Cautious) and The 

Artifice (Mr. and Mrs. Watchit). In other plays, rich but 

old suitors are sensibly rejected (Sir Toby Doubtful in 

Love's Contrivance, Sir Francis Gripe in The Busie Body). 

But such a 11 philosophy" is too much part of corr:edy for one 

to take it as particularly Lr:s. Centlivre' s own. 

~!ore indicative of Mrs. Centlivre' s own views and 

opinions are the incidental sentiments in her plays that 

express her political convictions, which are known from 

her dedications and poems. These are anti-French, 

anti-Tory, anti-Catholic, and anti-Jacobite. Her political 

ideas are naturally rr:ost prominent in The Gotham Election, 

but they find some expression in most of her plays. The 

positive side of f·,rs. Centlivre' s convictions is her 

concern for personal liberty, whether within the state or 

within the microcosm of the family. 
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!'~rs. Centlivre' s plays were conceived in terrr.s of 

the conventions of the theatres she knew. In The Busie 

Body, for example, she made full use of the eight flats and 

five doors that were available at Drury Lane. Locations are 

frequently important in her plays, and in Ear-Flot, for 

instance, we need to keep the various apartments distinct, 

so that we will not confuse ~arton's with Joneton's, or 

Charles's with Colonel Ravelin's. But when writing for a 

theatre whose resources were fewer, Mrs. Centlivre could 

contract her requirements: Love at a Venture needs only 

three locations. 

It would be interesting to see how well a play 

like The J3usie Body would work on an open stage like 

Chichester, or Stratford, Ontario. Some of Ers. Centlivre's 

very brief scenes might have to be cut or re-located. 

Perhaps the different locales could be suggested by one 

or two pieces of furniture which could easily be carried on 

and off. In The Artifice the different locations are 

fairly well defined by the characters who appear in them. 

But in The Busie Body we need to lmow when Sir George is 

rr..eeting f·"iranda on neutral ground (the Park) and when in 

Sir Francis Gripe's, and therefore in hostile territory. 

In this study I have tried to avoid placing too 

great an emphasis on the evaluation of Lrs. Centlivre's 

plays in absolute terms. It i::; no easy task to estimate 
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her precise rank as a draQatist, and it is difficult for a 

writer on a minor author to avoid the twin pitfalls of 

making exaggerated claims for his subject, or constantly 

apolog_;ising for it. None of ~:rs. Centlivre' s plays can be 

ranked with the major achievE~ments of restoration comedy, 

although one might put The Busie Body in a collection of 

a dozen representative comedj_es of the eighteenth century. 

Increased interest in the theatre and drama of the period 

is likely to result in increasing attention being paid to 

Ers. Centlivre's work. Together with Cibber's, her plays 

provide an interesting body of evidence of what the ordinary 

professional dramatist of the period provided as standard 

fare for the tl'ieatrical public. The plays of a more gifted 

writer like Farquhar are more rewarding, but less 

representative. This study was undertaken out of an interest 

in the theatre of the period, not from an initial impulse 

to write about Lrs. Centlivre in particular. If it does not 

call for any radical re-evaluation of Mrs. Centlivre's 

importance, it will hopefully be of interest as a critical 

and theatrical study of a representative author. 



APPENDIX 

THE WONDER, 1776-1897 

Although it did not become a stock-piece in her 

own lifetime, The Wonder proved ultimately to have the most 

staying-power of any of Mrs. Gentlivre 's plays. r:L·he play 

that enjoyed this posthumous success was not, of course, 

exactly the same as the play that rJirs. Centlivre wrote. 

The alterations to the play made by Garrick, which were 

printed in Bell's edition of ·1776 (discussed above, pp. 

164-172), were individually small but collectively 

significant. The plot of the play was left almost as Lrs. 

Centlivre wrote it, but the characters of Felix and 

Violante were made more 11 romantic", Colonel Britton's 

cynicism was toned down, and most of the topical allusions 

were omitted. The large number of asides that were cut 

also suggests a changed relationship between actors and 

audience, a loss of the intimacy that results from direct 

statements to the audience and a more complete theatrical 

illusion. 

Garrick's retirement in 1776 did not mean the end 

of The Wonder as a stage play, as it would have done had 

the play served as no more than a vehicle for his acting. 

Instead, The Wonder held the stage for more than another 
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century. This later stage history, of the play even further 

altered from r~rs. Centlivre' s original, belongs more 

properly to a study of the nineteenth-century theatre 

itself than to a study of Mrs. Centlivre. But staying-power 

is a good test of the dramatist's art, and the later 

history of The Wonder makes a suitable epilogue to a study 

of Mrs. Centlivre. 

This appendix is based on a number of actual 

prompt-books of The Wonder, the majority of them used in 

American theatres between 1846 and 1868, which are now 

preserved in the New York Public Library. These prompt-books 

afford interesting evidence of how the play was adapted to 

suit audiences entirely remote in time and place from r-.rs. 

Centlivre's London. There is a general chronological 

progression that can be observed as the play was more and 

more drastically cut, but with this exception there is a 

good deal of agreement between all the prompt books as to 

the kind of changes made. 

The American managers made The Wonder at once a 

more "romantic" play, and a more "realistic" one. Building 

on Garrick's alterations, they made the play more 11 romantic" 

in the characterization of Felix and Violante, and 

concentrated even more than Garrick on that pair at the 

expense of the subplot and the low comedy of Gibby and 

Lissardo. Their shorter play was more unified in tone, and 
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that tone was more predominantly 11 romantic". But at the 

same time, the managers made the play more "realistic" in 

presentation by omitting most of !·~rs. Centlivre' s asides.1 

In this respect, too, they were building on the Garrick 

alterations. Poe, reviewing Fashion, a new play of 1845, 

regarded it as being rather old-fashioned, and he singled 

out "the even more preposterous 'asides'" for special 

mention, asking "Will our play-wrights never learn, through 

the dictates of common sense, that an audience under no 

circumstances can or will be brought to conceive that what 

is sonorous in their own ears at a distance of fifty feet 

from the speaker cannot be heard by an actor at the 

distance of one or two? 112 It is from this point of view 

that the managers made The Wonder a more "realistic" play. 

1rn this appendix, tbe text of The Wonder in Bell's 
edition (1776) is used. Passages and scenes marked for 
omission in the various prompt-books are cited from Bell's 
text, except where matter (usually a MS. addition or 
comrrnnt) is actually quoted from one of the pro!T1pt-books, 
when page numbers refer to the actual edition used. 
Because nine of the ten prom.pt-books (all those now kept 
at the Lincoln Centre) have the same class mark (NCOF), 
and several are the sarrie edition, they are here numbered 
(1) to (10). In the bibliography they are identified by
their accession numbers. 

2Broadway Journal, 29 March 1845; quoted in 
Barnard Hewitt, Theatre U.S.A. (1959), p. 137. 
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'I'he earliest and most conservative of these 

prompt-books (1) is actually a copy of Bell's 1776 edition. 

It contains no indication of where or when it was used • A 

great deal of detailed stage business, sides of entry and 

exit and so on, is marked, and almost all of Bell's 

omissions and alterations are adopted. In addition, many 

more asides are pruned: a good example is p. 48, where all 

four of the asides are deleted. Don Lopez's soliloquy 

(III,i) is shortened as in Bell, and is additionally 

re-located in the street, thus saving a scene-change after 

only a few lines. The most irr..portant change in this prompt-

book that is not already in Bell's text is to the ending. 

On p. 70, all of Bell's omissions are adopted, and a few 

lines are added with the note that "when you End with a 

Dance the following Scene is necessary": 

(a Flourish of l\usick in the Orchestra) 
FELIX 
Hark what Eusick's that? who can have done us the favour 
to have sent them? 
FREDERICK 
I have done my self the pleasure to bring them Felix-
I have collected together some of our own & the Colonels 
Country to Join in the Celebration of this happy 
Festival. 
FELIX 
Lissardo call them in. This is a Compliment indeed 
Frederick. and now Violante &c [continues with Felix's 
last speech as in Bell] 

The closeness of this prompt-book to the Bell version, 

and also the spelling "Musick", suggest a date son:etime 

before 1800. 
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A copy of Oxberry' E: edition (London, 1818), 

unfortunately with no indication of when or where used, 

can be conjecturally assigned to the 1820s (2). It 

represents a stage of shortening intermediate between (1) 

and the later American versions. Significant omissions 

in I,i are Frederick's speech on the English love of 

liberty, and Colonel Britten's "luscious" reflections on 

women and marciage (pp. 6, 9). Act III is considerably 

shortened by the omission of the brief scenes i and ii, 

the part of iii that involves Don Lopez and the Alguzile 

(pp. 31-34), and Gibby's encounter with the English 

soldier in iv (p. 39). In this prompt-book the play is 

also re-arranged into three acts, with the breaks coming 

at the end of f-' rs. Centlivre' s Acts II and IV. An 

interesting example of small-scale cleaning up is the 

omission of Flora's taunt to Inis: "What has he given thee 

nine months earnest for a living title? ha, ha." (p. 29). 

The ending of the play is also streamlined, cutting out 

Flora's rejection of Lissardo and Inis's acceptance of 

Gibby (pp. 69-70). But there is no suggestion of a 

concluding dance, as in (1), and the effect is to make 

the play's ending even more abrupt and perfunctory than 

Iv'.rs. Centlivre made it. 

The first of the prompt-books that can be dated 

precisely (3) is a copy of W13lls and Lilly's Boston 
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reprint of Oxberry's edition. A note at the head of the 

text reads: "Marked as played by Mr. J. Wallack. by Geo. 

W. Lewis. Prompter. Walnut Street Theatre. Phila, 1846. 11 

In his History of the Philadelphia Theatre (1935), Arthur 

Wilson records performances of The Wonder at Walnut Street 

on 22 and 29 Septerr.ber 1846 (pp. 343-344). The need for a 

shortened version of the play is illustrated by the fact 

that on the first occasion it was part of a double-bill 

with The Merchant of Venice. This prompt-book reduces the 

play to three acts, cutting rather more heavily than (2). 

For example, I,i is further abbreviated, and the scene in 

III,iv between Isabella and Colonel Britton (pp. 38-39) is 

orr.itted entirely. A particularly interesting variant is 

this prompt-book's ending of Act II (Act I in its version). 

Violante's last speech and her couplet are omitted (p. 26), 

so that the act ends with Felix's melodramatic "Thou most 

ungrateful of thy sex, farewel." Since this is an obvious 

exit-line, leaving Violante in possession of the stage, 

one imagines her responding with a gesture more eloquent 

than the omitted words. A trifling but indicative change 

in this prompt-book is the toning down of Gibby's "deel 

burst my bladder 11 (p. 56) to "deel tak' rr,e" • 

.Another prompt-book of the same year as the 

preceeding is a copy of Longworth's New York edition of 

1812 (4), which is described at the end of the text as 
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"Correctly I'f:arked (as performed at Charleston Theatre, 

Dec~ 4th 1846--) by John GaiE:ford, Prompter". The date 

must refer to inscription rather than performance, for in 

The J..nte-Bellum Charleston Theatre (1946), Stanley Hoole 

records a performance of The Wonder on 3 December, and a 

performance of Hamlet on the next day (p. 205). Wallack, 

who had played Felix in Philadelphia in September (as in 

3 above), took the part again in Charleston. It is 

interesting to see that the two prompt-books do not agree, 

even in Felix's part. A number of small cuts in Felix's 

part that were made in Philadelphia were restored at 

Charleston. The most important of these are in Act V (Act 

III in the prompt-book's version). Three of Felix's asides 

.II •'( 
11 ~~y heart swells • • • 11 

; "S' death, this expectation • • 

and "Very fine ••• 11 
; pp. 54-55) are restored in V,i in 

the Charleston version. In view of Poe's remark about asides, 

quoted above (p. 241), it is possible that a more 

sophisticated Philadelphia audience were treated to subtler, 

non-verbal expressions of Felix's agony, while Wallack had 

to give the Charleston audience more clues. In V,ii a cold, 

ironic speech ("I shall not long interrupt your 

contemplation .") and one soft, melting speech ("You 

know what I would have, Violante. Oh, my heart! ••• 11 
; 

both speeches are on p. 62) are both restored: again, 

these speeches underline Felix's changing moods rather 
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heavily. If Wallack was responsible for these changes, as 

he surely was, he had considerable sensitivity to his 

different audiences. 

The most important other difference between 

Philadelphia and Charleston was that at Charleston the 

whole of IfJrs. Centlivre' s Act I was omitted. There the play 

began with the scene (II,i) in which Violante reads Felix's 

letter. This change was a logical enough development, 

altcough I found it adopted in only one of the later 

prompt-books. The characters introduced in Act I-- Frederick, 

Don Lopez, Lissardo, Colonel Britton, Gibby, Isabella, Inis-

by this time were playing a less important role than in 

the original version of the play. Act I had thus become a 

long preamble to a tale. But it retained some advantages: 

it contains some useful exposition (especially I,i), and 

anyone arriving ten minutes late, or finishing a 

conversation before settling down to listen to the play, 

would miss only such bread-and-butter stuff. 

Four of the prompt-books now in the New York 

Public Library (5, 6, 8, 9) are marked in the hand of 

J. B. Wright, a prompter and stage-manager whose work has 

received son~e scholarly attention.3 The Wonder gave Wright 

3sara Kile, "John B. \·Jright's Staging at the 
National Theatre, Boston, 1836 to 1853", E.A. Thesis, 
Ohio State University, 1959. 
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little opportunity to indulge his taste, described by Kile, 

for trap-doors and apparitions. The first two of his 

prompt-books to be considered are both copies of Wells and 

Lilly's Boston edition of 1822. One (5) is signed by 

Wright on the title-page, and a note in his hand on the 

interleaf facing p. 107 dateEi it "Boston 1852". The other 

(6) is inscribed 11 J. B. \lright from W. Lewis .Boston 1852 11 
• 

Wright evidently had little use for Mrs. Centlivre's Act 

I, although he was reluctant to discard it altogether. In 

(5) it is reduced to about two pages of the printed text, 

beginning with Colonel Britten's entry (p. 8), omitting 

the Colonel's cynical discussion of women (p. 9) and also 

omitting the whole of I,ii. The brief scene between 

Frederick and the Colonel, all that is left of Act I, would 

just give the audience time to settle down. 

The prompt-book that Wright received from Lewis (6) 

is not easy to follow. Act I is cut in much the same way 

as the 18L~6 Philadelphia version (3), but there is also a 

note 11 Begin 11 at the beginning of Act II, which is 

renumbered' "1st" in the same hand. There is further 

confusion as to what was intended in Act III. The Alguzile 

scene (pp. 31-34) is marked for omission, yet on an 

interleaf facing p. 54 (the passage is on p. 34 in Bell) 

a note has been made retiming the exit of the Alguzile 

before Don Lopez's speech, not after it as in Bell. If 
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"W. Lewis" can be identified with the "Geo W. Lewis" of 

the Philadelphia prompt-book, then the more draconian cuts 

in (6) could be ascribed to Wright, using Lewis's copy as 

a working rough not intended for use in an actual 

performance. 

Another prompt-book somewhat confused by the 

effects of multiple ownership is a copy of L0 ngworth's 

1812 edition (7). It is signed. "G. Wroxell", and a note in 

the same hand dates the performance for which it was used: 

3 June 1853, for Paulin's benefit at Arch Street, 

Philadelphia•.\rthur Wilson, however, in his History of the 

Philadelphia Theatre, records a performance of The Wonder 

at Arch Street only on 2 June (p. 485). The same discrepancy 

of a day that was noticed in the Charleston prompt-book 

(above, p. 244) suggests that some prompters habitually 

dated their books after performance, or were simply careless 

of the correct date. 

This prompt-book (7) is also signed by "Ernie 

1.{ilmot 11 and "Claude C. Hamilton". The original marker of 

the bock used ink, and a reviBer later made alterations in 

pencil. Two instances where the second thoughts involve 

restorations rather than further cuts are worth attention. 

The whole of III,iv (II, ii in this version) is marked in 

ink for omission. Further marks that seem at first 

unnecessary indicate the cutting of the scene before 
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Lissardo's entry (p. 41), and the shortening as in Bell 

of Gibby's long speech (p.41). The scene is additionally 

confused by "in" being added a nu:rr.ber of times in pencil. 

Three stages can be discerned.: abbreviation of the scene, 

omr'liting it considered but finally rejected, and further 

attention to the cuts needed. There is a similar example 

in Act V: scene iii is, in ink, very drastically curtailed, 

11 in 11but several pencil rr:arks indicate a change of mind. 

1858

Two further prompt-books for1Lerly owned by J. B. 

Wright add little to what we have already gleaned from his 

1852 copies (5, 6). What the later two (8, 9) do show is 

that although the acting text of the play had in many 

respects become standardized, in some scenes considerable 

variation was still possible. Spencer's 11 Boston Theatre", 

for example, a series of acting editions of stock plays, 

included The Wonder in a version 11 arranged by J. n. 

Wright 11 
• It is not surprising to find a copy of this 

edition (8) which was actually used by Wright himself 

(it is signed by him on the title·page, and dated "Boston 

11 
) containing very few verbal omissions from the 

printed text: in fact, there are none at all in the parts 

of the original Acts I and II that are retained. 

What is slightly surprising is to find another 

copy of the sar::e edition (actually French's New York 

reprint from the sa~e plates), also used by Wright, but 
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dated "New Crleans 1868 11 (9), which differs considerably 

from his 3oston text of ten years earlier. In Boston, the 

whole of III,iv (pp. 38-41) was omitted. In New Orleans, 

part of this scene was retained, although the sections 

involving Isabella and Colonel Britton, and Gibby and the 

:English soldier, were omitted. Conversely, the New 

Orleans version cut the whole of V,iii (pp. 66-68) before 

the entry of Don Lopez (p. 68). In Boston, this scene was 

acted as in Bell, with the ad~itional omission of Lissardo's 

part in it. In the later part of the scene, all that was 

played at New Orleans, Lissardo was retained. Lissardo 

took a more irrportant part at New Orleans, where the play 

began with his entry (p. 7). At Boston, it began with 

Colonel Britten's entry (p. 8). Like the difference we saw 

earlier between the Philadelphia and Charleston 

prompt-books, the differences between these two versions 

by Wright prcbably reflect what was thought to be the 

different tastes of the Boston and New Orleans audiences. 

The last prompt-book to be considered (10) is a 

copy of the four-act version of the play privately printed 

for Augustin Daly as produced at his theatre in Uew York. 

The title-page is dated 1893, but the only perforrriance of 

The Wonder recorded by Odell during the years 1891-94 is 

one at Brooklyn in 1891 (Annals of the New York Stage, XV, 

207). \·Jhen The Wonder was produced at Daly's Theatre on 
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23 I0~arch 1897, it was advertised as the "first time in many 
4years". Daly's version differs from the earlier prompt-books 

chiefly in its division into four acts. Daly combined Ers. 

Centlivre's Acts I and II into one, but his Act II consists 

only of the original III,iii (III,i and ii are omitted). 

Tb.us each of his first two acts ends with a quarrel scene 

between Felix and Violante. Daly omitted the earlier part 

of III,iv, amalgamating the later part (beginning with the 

entry of Don Lopez, p. 68) with the original Act IV to form 

his .Act III. r.Irs. Centlivre' s Act V (the act least revised 

during the whole of this stage history) became Daly's Act 

IV. Thus his last two acts end with reconciliation scenes. 

This is a neat restructuring of the play, especially 

appropriate in a version which concentrated attention on 

Felix and Violante much more than rrs. Centlivre had done. 

Between the printing of Daly' E\ edition in 1893 and its 

production in 1897, he evidently had a number of second 

thoughts, for the prompt-book contains a number of omissions 

marked in pencil. Since Daly's four-act version is rather 

longer than Wright's, these pencilled cuts were probably 

rEade when Daly found his printed text too long for actual 

performance. 

Daly's text of The Wonder was also privately 

printed as part of a composite volume of Two Old Comedies 

(1893). Its companion-piece was hrs. Cowley's The Belle's 

4 T • .Allston Brown, A History of the New York Btage 
(1903) , II, 582. 
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0tratagem (1780). Both plays were revised by Daly as 

vehicles for Ada Rehan, who played Violante in The Wonder 

and Letitia Hardy in The Belle's Stratagem. It is a tribute 

to Ers. Centlivre that Daly cut her play less heavily than 

ri:rs. Cowley's. He cut I,irs. Cowley's subplot of Sir George 

and Lady Touchwood completely, in the process wreaking 

havoc with rrs. Cowley's pattern of contrasts. On the other 

hand, Daly reduced, but by no rr:.eans eliminated, Mrs. 

Centlivre's subplot. In fact Daly omitted less than Wright 

had done, notably retaining a large part of I,ii. In both 

plays the function of the subplot is to contrast a passive 

heroine (Isabella, Lady Touchwood) with the more active 

heroine of the main plot. Two reasons can be advanced for 

Daly retaining the one and cutting the other: ilirs. Cowley 1 s 

subplot contains a large proportion of satire on 

contemporary aDusements, which would appear rather dated 

in 1893; and Virs. Centlivre'B Colonel Britton is a more 

robust character than Mrs. Cowley's worthy but dull Sir 

George. 

The last word can be left to the New York Dramatic 

Mirror. Reviewing Daly's production of 'rhe Wonder, it was 

ce.ndid enough to admit that ''comedy writing is one art 

which has not progressed in ~'.00 years" (3 April 1897, p. 14). 
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